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PREFACE

On November Sth. 1973, the Director General of Vanier College,

J. A. Shanahan, presented to the College's Board of Governors a proposal

calling for the creation of a College Goals Committee with the mandate

to develop a Statement of Goals for Vanier and to present a report to

the Board of Governors by May 1st, 1974.

At that time Mr. Shanahan declared,

The time has now come for the College
community to evaluate, and to establish,
priorities upon which the future will be based.
This step is particularly critical for it
is recognized that resources will be
limited. No longer will it be possible,
if indeed it ever was, to initiate activity
without having first analyzed its
objectives.

It was also pointed out that the Superior Council of Education, at

the request of the Education Minister, was embarking upon a major study

of the CEGEP system and that the resulting recommendations would undoubtedly

have a profound effect on the College. Surely Vanier would be in a better

position to cope with them if it had first developed a clear profile of its
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own objectives.

At that November meeting the proposal was adopted and by the end

of the month the College Goals Committee had been established, consisting

of the following members:

Dr. Robert Levine, Representative, Board of Governors

Roland Wensley, Representative, Academic Council

Diana Kertland, Representative, Management Council

Bruce Morgan, Representative, Community Council

William Young, Representative, Senior Administration

William Young was asked to chair the committee.

Very early the committee decided to add to its membership and

the Snowdon Campus was invited to send two representatives. Richard

Chalifoux and Roger Buckley were named, although Roger resigned shortly

afterwards. In February Bruce Morgan left the committee and was replaced

by another student member, Allen Mendel. The Director General worked

closely with the committee, attending most of its meetings in the first

Tonhs.

The committee on a weekly basis beginning November 30th.. As

it was immediately apparent that it could not succeed in its task without

the active support of the Vanier community, it began planning those

activities which would provide this support. In early January an initial

brainstorming session involving about thirty-five members of the Vanier
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community was held. It proved to he fruitful for many of the major

concerns to be repeated in the subsequent months were first indicated

here.

The major phase of the consultative process began in February

with the launching of "Operation Signpost". At that time members of

the College community participated in radio 'phone-in shows', held

public seminars, talked with the public via a telephone 'Hot-Line', and

invited Dr. Terry O'Banion from the University of Illinois to animate a

series of discussions on future directions of the College. In addition

a major Institutional Goals Inventory was prepared especially for Vanier

by Dr. Janet Donald of McGill University, with the permission of the

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, Hew Jersey. The questionnaire

was administered to both the internal and external community, and its

results were tabulated by the College Computer Center and analyzed by

1)r. Donald. (Her complete report can be found in the Appendix: Page 75 )

The results of these activities were collected and sorted, and a

Pattern of distinct goal areas began to emerge. These were presented

to the College community for consideration at. a Pedagogical Day held

on the Ste. Croix Campus April 17th. 1974, and at informal sessions held

simultaneously on the Snowdon Campus. The purpose of this exercise

was to encourage participants to reflect upon the relative importance

of each of the goal areas.
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Subsequent to this, the committee again continued to meet attempting

to find an order within the data in its possession. This report is

the result.

We apologize for its length. However, we have found that as this

is the first exercise of its tvne in which Vanier has engaged there is

indeed a great deal to be said. We have made every effort to he concise

and have eliminated many points which might well have been included.

We have also attempted to develop a format of reporting that

would make identifying the salient points as simple as possible. Thus

at the end of each chapter we have included a listing of the recommendations

found within. We also list the Coal Xreas, and their Major and Sub-Goals

senarately, and further present the main body of Goal Statements and

Means in tabulated forml. Nevertheless we hope that the reader will not

content himself with skipping from recommendation to recommendation but

will take the time to read the report carefully and critically.

We would also point out that the Apnendix contains not only

Dr. Donald's analysis of the Vanier College Goals Inventory, but also

other relevant documents. We have in addition included n bibliography

of those materials we consulted, as well as a reference list.

1
gee \pnendix p. 51



The committee is grateful to those many members of our College

community, both internal and external, who through their participation,

their ideas, and their initiative, provided us with much needed support

and direction. Further we would like to offer thanks to the Internal

Communications/Animation group within Student Services for rendering

so many invaluable services throughout the whole of our operation and,

finally, an expression of appreciation must be offered to Susan Howard

who so graciously provided us with typing services.

As Chairman of the College Goals Committee, I wish to extend to

each of our members my heart-felt appreciation for the many long and

arduous hours, frequently sustained by only the most meagre of sandwiches

and black coffee, that have culminated in the presentation of this

Statement of Goals. On behalf of the other members of the committee, I

especially want to thank Diana Kertland and Roland Wensley, who, when

things became darkest and most bleak, time after tine, provided us

with the light at the end of the tunnel.

Respectfully submitted,

William A. Young, Chairman

Vanier College Goals Committee

May 15, 1974
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SECTION A

A STATEMENT OF GOALS FOR VANIER COLLEGE



CHAPTER I

BACKGROUNDER

An Introduction to the Statement of Goals

In its first Academic Calendar, published in the fall of 1970,

Vanier College introduced itself to the community in the following way:

VANIER COLLEGE

CEGEP

In 1967, with the passage of the General and
Vocational Colleges Act, the Province of Quebec
moved into the mainstream of community college
education. The Act sets forth the basis for
the creation of public educational corporations
whose primary goal is the opening of many
avenues for the comprehensive and intensive
schooling of the community's citizenry.

From this initiative came the establishment
of a network of regionally dispersed colleges
which are popularly called CEGEPs. These
institutions, subsidized 1007. by the provincial
government, provide tuition-free education for
all Quebec citizens who have completed secondary
studies and who can meet the academic standards
for successful completion of the collegial
programme. These CEGEPs offer both a two year
stream that leads to university entrance and a
three-year vocational stream. The latter
includes a selection of professional and
technological options, which channel into the
broad labor market. The CEGEPs also serve as
a framework from which a tar-reaching programme
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of continuing education can develop.

Vanier College, the second English-language
CEGEP in the province of Quebec, was incorporated
in March, 1970. With its thirty-three sister
colleges it will attempt to realize the guiding
principle of the Parent Royal Commission on
Education which asserted that every Quebec
citizen has the right to obtain an education
in accordance with his or her wishes and capacity.

Vanier College, much as did Topsy, just grew. And grew! And grew:

And because it grew so rapidly, and at such a frantic pace, those charged

with the responsibility of overseeing its growth were forced to concern

themselves with the immediate. This imposed such demands on their energy

and time that it was virtually impossible to enter into an exercise of

goal setting or long range planning. The consequence was that the nature

of Vanier College today came about by our "just growing". Our patterns

and procedures, our attitudes and style, are not the result of a carefully

considered plan put rationally into operation, but rather the compilation

of a number of individual choices made over the past four years.

While these choices were made within the framework of a Varier

philosophy and a spirit of community, if one looks at the College's profile

today, one is forced to admit that there are inconsistencies, and, in some

instances, evidence of a lack of clear direction.

The mission of the College Goals Committee has been to work towards

providing the necessary direction, and reconciling the inconsistencies.

1
Calendar: 1970/71 Vanier College: Vanier College, College of General
and Vocational Education; Montreal, P. Q. 1970. P. 1.
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Within the report we recommend that the College pursue the

following Dominant Goal Areas:

I. Personal Development through the Educational
Process

The College and the Community

III. Research and Development

IV. Governance and Administration

Within each of the Dominant Goal Areas are statements of Major

Goals. To a large degree these represent verbal abstractions. However

they can be enormously useful as conceptual tools in deliberating,

determining and evaluating policy and practice within the College. They

are meant to represent targets towards which the College should continually

aim.

Further within each of the Major Goals we have enunciated a number

of Sub Goals which if followed could lead to the realization of the Major

Goal. Beyond this we have attempted to he more specific still. Because

we were requested to bolster our ab,olract recommendations with precise

proposals, we have included with most of the Sub Goals a series of Means:

steps which are possible and practical, and which are consistent with

the Goals to which they are aligned.
1

However we must emphasize that the suggested Means and even Sub-

Goals are presented as illustrations only and should not be assumed to

be comprehensive. Although our consultation was widespread and the

1
Appendix n. 51
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documents researched were many, and while we have indicated all of those

things which were demonstrated to be of importance, we do in no way claim

to have all the answers. There are undoubtedly gaps and omissions in our

presentation. Nonetheless we do believe that this report represents a

practical blueprint for Vanier College.

Therefore, we would urge that upon the acceptance of this report

by the Board of Governors it be made available for discussion within the

College, and that every member of the Vanier community be asked to bear

in mind its recommendations both in developing and enacting policy.

Further we would recommend that the Board establish and provide

adequate resources to a number of Task Forces, each to be concerned with

Major and/or Sub Goal areas, and charged with the responsibility of

developing, within a precise time frame, operational plans which will

ensure the integration of the Major Goals into Vanier's way of life.

These task forces must reflect the many components of the Vanier

Community, and most definitely must involve representation from both

campuses. If this can be done, and followed-up, supported by an

administrative structure committed to facilitate the achievement of the

College's Goals, the efforts of this committee will have been worthwhile.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That this report be widely circulated throughout the Vanier Community.

2. That members of the Vanier Community be requested to bear in mind its
recommendations both in developing and in carrying out policy.
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3. That Task Forces reflecting all aspects of the Vanier Community
be created to develop operational plans which will ensure the
integration of Vanier Coals within its life style.

4. That these Task Forces have the necessary resources at their
disposal.

J. That the College's administrative structures be committed to
facilitate the achievement of Vanier's Goals.

17//g



CHAPTER II

OVERVITN

Broad Guidelines within which the Statement of
Goals must be considered

As the reader is aware, the approach taken by the College Goals

Committee was to develop a statement of College Goals by consultation.

The many public meetings, the Pedagogical Days, and of course the Goals

Inventory all provided us with the input that led to the recommendations

we will be making in the following chapter.

While we were most satisfied with this procedure, we recognize

that there is a risk inherent in consultation. Because everyone who

contributed to the Committee is very much a part of the Vanier Community,

their views tented to relate directly to Vanier's current situation.

Their recommendations for the most part were either in support of those

things we do well, or to suggest modifications of present patterns. There

is nothing wrong with this, but the Committee feels that If we were to

do nothing more than render orderly and logical our current situation, and

this was in fact considered to he part of our mission, our work would be

incomplete.

The challenge facing Vanier is greater than !amply putting our

house in order. We must be prepared to consider dramatic change; we

must be ready to re-examine the very roots of our institution, and we

19



must all be willing to re-define our roles at Vanier to be consistent

with the Coals - and potential of our College. We must see Vanier as

a unity within which all our functions have meaning, rather than as a

backdrop permitting our particular interests to claim centre stage. There

comes the time when we must stand back and look at the whole. If we

can do this, and if we can see Vanier's Goals in this context, we can

then demand of ourselves and the College, that we attain standards of

excellence.

It is with this in mind that we offer an overview of the Goal

Statements.

Vanier College is a multi-campus public College providing General

and Vocational Education (CEGEP) and what ever Goals it sets for itself

must be consistent with the purpose of CEGEP's as defined by the government.

Our Statements of Goals are presented with this reality in mind and so must

they be interpreted. When the Board of Governors creates Task Forces to

work from these Statements, we would ask that they remain particularly

sensitive to this fact.

If there is one goal that Vanier College must pursue with unfailing

zeal it is to foster the personal development of the individual, through

the educational process (learning to be), and the importance we attach-

to this goal can be measured by thy: extensive elaboration we have given

it.
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However, If it is to ever be achieved all members of the College

must be prepared to work in good faith. While Means, and even Sub-Goals

may differ widely, all College members must be united in their desire to

achieve the Dominant Goal itself. This in turn means that behaviour

which is in opposition to this must be declared to he unacceptable, and

modified.

The implications of this statement are immense. In the suggestion

that adequate checks and balances exist if we are to think of reaching

our goals, lies the assumption that all members of Vanier College are

prepared to accept the concepts of "responsibility' and '!accountability'

which are discussed at length within the Goal Area "Governance and

Administration".
1

Vanier College must exist as an open and democratic instituttion.

As such, its members must accept that they are part of a community and

their actions continually affect others. Therefore while we strongly

recommend that our energies be directed to the development of the

individual, we do so only with the understanding that all College members

will recognize and respond to the responsibilities :f: the individual

within our educational community.

The right to he an individual is not an absolute right. Unless

its limitations are recognized, the negati..ve effect of Individuals or

small groupings "doing their own thing' in opposition to the stated

Goals of the College will of course make the examination and attempted

1
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implementation of those Goals impossible, and indeed a mockery of real

educational planning. Thus we must urge that every member of Vanier College

he prepared to enter into the spirit of community, and if, as the Goals

Inventory suggests,thre is a need to define "community" this must be

done at once.
1

It is not novel to ,suggest that Vanier funtion as an open and

democratic institution. In fact this has always been one of our Goals.

However as the Goals Inventory demonstrates, College members do not feel

that it has been achieved.
2

On the one hand there is the declaration that

the democratic process inhibits change by slowing everything down to

a snail's pace, while on the other is found the criticism that the College

administration is too ready to make decisions that are insensitive to

the real needs of the institution. This has led to a lack of faith in the

existing structure and a reliance on alternate and in some cases

destructive avenues being; followed by individuals seeking decisions

that favour their self-interests. Some of this could be countered if

a spirit of community were to develop at Vanier, to be sure, but other

concrete measures are also required.

Among the difficulties that have continually haunted Vanier have

been our consistent failure to distinguish between the formulation of policy

and the implementation of policy and our reluctance to hold individuals

and groupings responsible for their decisions and/or actions.

1
Vanier Institutional Goals Inventory Report of Results; Donald, J. May

1974 - P. 116; 156.
2
Donald, P. 112
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The process of making policy should be as open as possible, as

democratic as possible, and everyone should have access, either directly

or through representation, to those bodies which make policy. However,

cnce agreements have been worked out, their implementation must be left

to administrative officers expected to function with speed, fairness and

firmness. Now well they do this must be subject to orderly and thorough

review. In the same way, the grouping setting the policy must also be

held responsible for its decisions. The College can no more live with

had policy simply because the committee which bequeathed it has disbanded,

any more than it can accommodate inadequate administrative performance.

If the distinction between policy formulation and policy implementation

can he maintained, it then becomes possible to more clearly define the

roles of the officers and councils, and other committees and persons that

comprise the policy making and policy implementing machinery. It has

been the failure to do this, rather than the constitution of these

organisms, that has led to uncertainty and an apparent lack of leadership,

creating the vacuum in which vested interests too often establish

themselves.

We are living in a time of intense social and technological

change, and we must improve our capacity to cope with this phenomena.

Too frequently we as educators back into the future, eves firmly fixed

on the past, inhibiting innovation by holding to systems and assumptions

that have long ceased to be relevant.
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We can tolerate this no longer. If we wish education to be

meaningful, if we wish to pursue the goal of Personal Development, our

administrative structures and indeed our attitudes and actions must be

oriented toward the future, toward accommodating change. We must insist

that education not be separated from life and we must not be reluctant

to take new initiatives. Above all we must not permit ourselves to become

incased within an intellectual ivory tower.

I would contend, in fact, that no educational
institution today can set sensible goals or do
an effective job until its members - from
chancellor or principal down to the newest
faculty recruit, not to mention its students -
subject their own assumptions about tomorrow
to critical analysts. For their shared or
collective image of the future dominates,.
the decisions made in the institution .

All of this suggests that we must be flexible. We cannot hold

myopically to any single philosophy of education. If our goals are clear,

and clearly understood - it will be possible for students to plug into

the College at many levels, with a wide choice of educational experiences

waiting for them once they are there.

For after all, it is to the students that we owe our primary

allegiance. The College exists to provide them with the environment

in which they may learn, a reality that we :must never permit ourselves

to ignore. Their needs and desires, their fundamental human rights, and

the consideration of how these can most adequately he met, must form the

basis for any Statement of Goals.

Toffler, Alan: ed. Learning for Tomorrow: The Role of the Future in
Education.
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On the whole, the standpoint which is still
prevalent among educators consists of thinking
that the student, the man as he exists fundamentally,
is not very inventive or inclined to exert
himself, that he must be constantly controlled
and subjected to discipline and norms, and that
only a few individuals possess the gifts of
imagination and ingenuity,lald the ability
to pursue lengthy studies.

One shudders at the thought that this generalization might be

valid in some educational systems. One cannot accept it for Vanier.

Never within our scheme of things can we allow students to occupy

second place.

As a final word, we must return to our demand that members of

the College never become so preoccupied with their specific tasks or

interests that they lose sight of the unity which is Vanier, or of its

Goals.

Inchworm, inchworm,
measuring the marigolds,
You and you arithmetic
you'll probably go far,

Inchwo:: inchworm,
measuring the marigolds,
Seems to me, you'd stop and2see,
How beautiful they are

1
Educational Activity: Annual Report 1969/70 Superior Council of Education,
Province of Quebec. "arch 1971, P. 35

2
Frank Loesser, from his delightful song, 'Inchworm" written for the
Broadway musical Bans_ Christian Andersen.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That in the performance of their daily tasks, all members of
the institution be urged to remain conscious of the unity that
is Vanier College, and of its Goals.

2. That Vanier College, in establishing its Coals remain cognizant
of the fact that it is

a) A College of General and Vocational Education (CEGEP)

b) A multi-campus College.

3. That all members of the College unite in the desire to pursue
the institution's goals.

4. That in the pursuit of those goals all members of the College
must recognize their responsibilities to others as well as the
limitations of their own "absolute" rights.

5. That the concept "Vanier Community" be defined, and applied,
in concrete terms.

6. That the roles of policy-making and policy-implementation organisms
within the College be clearly defined - and that once this is
done, they function according to these definitions.

7. That the attitudes, and actions of groups and individuals within
Vanier be firmly fixed on the future, and that change based
on a realistic appraisal of students' needs, become an accepted
part of our way of life.

8. That the College not hold to any single philosophy of education,
but remain flexible.

9. That in the pursuit of College Goals, the needs and wishes of
students be assigned a top priority.

26



CHAPTER I II

A STATEMENT OF COLLEGE GOALS

Within this chapter we present the following:

i) a listing of Major Goals in order of
priority

ii) a commentary

iii) a listing of Major and Sub-Goals in order
of priority



THE MAJOR GOALS - in order of priority

I GOAL AREA: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

DOMINANT GOAL:

MAJOR GOAL:

That Vanier College, through the educational
process provide the means by which a student
may acquire the knowledge, intellectual skills,
traits, and attitudes to live a personally
satisfying life.

That Vanier College provide ample opportunity for each student
to define personal goals and have access to flexible means
to achieve them. Those means should include processes
designed to enhance and develop the sense of self-worth
and self-confidence.

That the concept "balanced curriculum' , 1 at Vanier College
should include attitudes about learning and also specific
learning skills. This would include familiarity with
research and problem solving method, the ability to
synthesize knowledge from many sources, the capacity for
self-directed learning, and a commitment to life-long
learning.

That Vanier College continue to offer, and study the
extension of, career programmes as part of the CEGEP
curriculum.

That Vanier College institute a balanced curriculum based

upon a commitment to the orinciple of "general educAtinn"2
within a unique CEGEP setting, while remaining cognizant
of the role of the College in preparing students both for
further education and the world of work.

That Vanier College stress both the development of cultural
and aesthetic awareness, as well as general physical
fitness.

See definition of Balanced Ourriculum -

2
See definition of General Education

29
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III. GOAL AREA: THE COLLEGE AND THE EXTERNAL COMMUNITY 1

MAJOR COAL: That Vanier College strive to realize it:. potential as a
community college.

1

III. GOAL AREA: 1;EArCH ANT) DEVELOPMENT

MAJOR GOAL: That Vanier College encourage the development of research
centered on the pedagogical and organizational problems
of the collegial sector so as to facilitate achievement
of College Goals.

IV. GOAL AREA: GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

MAJOR GOAL: That Vanier College develop an effective and efficient
system of governance and administration which *ill
facilitate the achievement of College Goals.

See definition of External Community - n. 63



A STATEMENT OF COLLEGE GOALS - a commentary

There is no doubt in the minds of the members of the College

Goals Committee that the concerns expressed most frequently throughout the

consultative period, lay in the realm of pedagogy. All the evidence,

especially the results of the Goals Pedagogical Day and the Inventory

questionnaire, point to the need for clarification in this area. The

reader will note that Recommendation #3 of Dr. Donald's Report states that

'the College should assign a high priority to the delineation of pedagogical

goals and to supplying the means to support these goals,
.1

while her

first Recommendation requests a 'clarification of the actual importance

attached to academic development . .'2. Recommendation #4 calls for

an investigation by all members of the Vanier community, at length and

in depth, of the question of individual personal development.

It is from this base that the first Goal Area, "Personal Development

through the Educational Process" (learning to be), and its Dominant Goal

are drawn. The learner is the agent of his own education, and what he

learns only has value as it influences or changes him - as it helps him

'learn to become"; as it helps him "be".

Because the expressions "iialanced Curriculum' and "General Education"

recurr frequently we have attempted to define both.
3

Please note that

1
Donald : 0. 140

Donald : n. 141
3

See n. 51 31



'General Education as we hive defined it has a very broad meaning and

is applicable equally to either "general" or "vocational education" as

understood within the acronym "CEGEP".

1

GOAL AREA: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS (learning to be)

This Goal Area is the only one in which is found more than one

Major Goal and this again is an indication of the importance we attach

to it.

The first Major Goal requires the College to provide students with

ample opportunity to define personal goals, enhancing and developing

their senses of self-worth and self-confidence in the process and we

suggest that much of this he offered within the core programme. Numerous

other suggestions for the College to examine are presented within both

Sub-Goals and leans. It should be noted that we indiscriminately list those

activities to be pursued within the classroom with those occupying a broader

stage. If the College is to emphasize "learning" we must accept that it is

a continuous nrocess and act accordinljy.

The final Sub-Goal of this first Major Goal recognizes that in an

institution as large as Vanier we tend to be overwhelmed by size. Consequently

we withdraw into comfortable and familiar - bur restricted - patterns, resulting

in a College in which most of its members are strangers to each other. We

present several ways in which greater interaction can he promoted in order

to encourage personal growth, and we ,specially urge that a study group
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he established to explore methods of reducing the negative impact of

size on the College. -- including a careful consideration of the concept

of "clustering".

The second Major Goal in this area recommends that the concept

"Balanced Curriculum" should include attitudes about learning and specific

learning skills. This is presented in three Sub-Goals including one which

requests that remedial and developmental programmes in basic skills be

given a high priority.

Major Goal /3 is a re-affirmation of the College's commitment to

vocational education. and we suggest that Vanier must continually consider

the possibility of extending its present offerings. Further we place

a high priority on vocational counselling and the distribution of information

about vocational programmes.

We also recommend that the College give serious study to the document

A Brief to the Superior Council of Education on the Present State and Future

Directions of the CEGEP submitted by Francis P. Greaney for members of

the Snowdon Campus of Vanier College.
2

It raises major questions in this

area, and makes precise recommendations, and out of it could come new

directions for our institution.

The Goals Committee feels that an ongoing examination of Vocational

Education must take place within the college. There is a need to explore

the potential of Career Programmes. We nest also study the degree of

co-ordination possible between this sector and Continuing Education in

2
See Appendix p. 139
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providing re-training facilities and in responding to requests for assistance

from the external community. And, once and for all, we must have a realistic

appraisal of the special "problems' that Careers pose for Vanier.

The fourth Major Goal recommends that the College institute a

balanced curriculum based on a commitment to general education, as well

as making specific reference to the role of the College in preparing students

both for further education and the world of work.

Most of the Means found within this section deal with specific

elements relating to administrative and curricular change. However, the

reader is urged to give serious consideration to Sub-Goal 4.2 for here

we recommend that all graduating students be required to he functionally

bilingual and familiar with the culture of Quebec.

The final Major Goal asks the College to stress both the

development of cultural and aesthetic awareness and general physical

fitness.

LGOAL AREA: THE COLLEGE AND THE EXTERNAL COMMUNITY

This Goal Area works from the assumption that Vanier should be

a Community College and as such must begin to meet its responsibilities

to the community more effectively.
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We would caution the reader that this section does not deal

exclusively with Continuing Education. Within its Sub-Goals is a call to

study the many implications of a possible policy of open admissions, and

to develop a more effective mechanism of liaison with High Schools and

universities, as well as business, industry and government. We also

recommend that Vanier assume more educational leadership within the community,

and that its resources and services be made more generally available.

GOAL AREA: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Our presentation here is very straightforward, reflecting the need

for research centred on the pedagogical and organizational problems of the

collegial sector so as to facilitate achievement of College Goals. 1

We recommend that research be co-ordinated by a Director of

Innovation L Research and Development and that he be provided with the

necessary resources to ensure that he may properly serve the College. We

also suggest that the fate of all research projects should be determined

by means of a systematic evaluation procedure. We further recommend that

sound research methods should be employed in the regular evaluation of

all College programmes.

GOAL AREA: GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Here our reference is to those systems of governance and administration

the College will require to facilitate the achievement of College Goals.

1
For a somewhat different perspective see Donald: p. 97, 146



It includes a restatement of the need to insure that governance

structures reflect the concerns of the Vanier Community and requests that

this be made possible by fostering maximum participation by College

members. It also expresses a need for the efficient administration of

all College policy.

We also request that the College accept the principle of account-

ability which infers that our policies and procedures should be frequently

evaluated.

Finally, and as a fitting conclusion, we recommend that the

College regularly examine its Goals to determine whether they are being

achieved, as well as periodically review the Goals themselves.

We now direct the reader to the Major recommendations of this

report: those Major and Sub-Goals, which we feel should be subscribed

to by the College. Please note that in the Appendix is found the complete

listing of Goals and Means. (p. 51)



The Major Goals with their Sub Goals in order of priority

GOAL AREA: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL
PROCESS (Learning to be)

DOMINANT GOAL:

MAJOR GOAL:

1.

SUB GOAL:

MAJOR GOAL:_.

That Vanier College, through the educational
process, provide the means by which a student
may acquire the knowledge, intellectual skills,
traits and attitudes to live a personally satisfying
life.

That Vanier College provide ample opportunity for each
student to define personal goals and have access to flexible
means to achieve them. These means should include
processes designed to enhance and develop the sense of
self-worth and self-confidence.

1.1 That each student be given the opportunity of
developing his own personal goals and be provided
with means of achieving them.

1.2 That students be encouraged to achieve deeper
levels of self-understanding.

1.3 That students be provided with the opportunity
of making a meaningful contribution to the College
and the Community in order to enhance and develop
a sense of self-worth and self-confidence.

1.4 That a climate of easy interaction among all
persons and groups within the College be fostered
in order to promote personal growth.

2. That the concept "balanced curriculum" at Vanier College
should include attitudes about learning and also specific
learning skills. This would include familiarity with
research and problem solving methods, the ability to
synthesize knowledge from many sources, the capacity for
self-directed learning, and a commitment to life-long
learning.
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SU11 GOAT.).

2.1 That teachers be cognizant that attitudes are
"caught not taught".

2.2 That without undue restriction of choice, specific
learning skills become part of the general education
of every Vanier student.

2.3 That Vanier College provide remedial or developmental
programmes in basic skills.

MAJOR GOAL:.

3. That Vanier College continue to offer, and study the extension
of, career programmes as part of the CEGEP curriculum.

SUS GOAL:

MAJOR GOAL:

4.

3.1 That Vanier College study the extension of career
programmes regularly, and in depth.

3.2 That Vanier College offer maximum assistance to
students in planning their vocational goals.

3.3 That Vanier College strive to bring careers education
into closer conformity with the objectives and spirit
of general education.

That Vanier College institute a balanced curriculum based on a
commitment to the principle of general education within a unique
CEGEP setting, while remaining congnizant of the role of the College
in preparing students both for further education and for the world
of work.

SUB GOAL:

4.1 That Vanier College move towards the ideals of "general
education' and "balanced curriculum" through specific
administrative and curriculum change.

4.2 That Vanier College require graduating students to be
functionally bilingual and familiar with the culture
of Quebec.
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MAJOR GOAL:

5. That Vanier College stress both the development of cultural
and aesthetic awareness as well as general physical
fitness.

SUB COAL

5.1 That Vanier College work to foster an intellectual
environment of creativity and cultural awareness
and encourage students to actively participate.

5.2 That physical education at Vanier College be a
recognized component of general education.

II. f;OAL AREA: THE COLLEGE AND THE EXTERNAL COTWNITY

MAJOR GOAL:

1. That Vanier College strive to realize its potential as
a Community College.

SUB GOAL-

1.1 That all students have access to educational
experiences that are meaningful to them.

1.2 That all mature students have access to the
educational resources of the College in order
to further their education according to their needs.

1.3 That Vanier College maintain close liaison with
high schools, universities, business, industry and
government so as to meet the needs of both present
and potential students.

1.4 That Vanier College provide educational leadership
for the external community.

1.5 That Vanier College provide the environment in which
students may learn how to bring about changes in
society.
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III. GOAL AREA: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MAJOR GOAL:

1.

SUB GOAL:

That Vanier College encourage the development of research
centered on the pedagogical and organizational problems
of the collegial sector so as to facilitate achievement of
College Goals.

1.1 That a high-level post, Director of Innovation,
Research and Development, be created and that
the person appointed to the post be charged with
the major responsibility for encouragement of
research and for initiating curricular or
instructional change.

1.2 That the Director of Innovation, Research and
Development be responsible for information
relating to College level research.

1.3 That knowledge concerning innovation be systematically
disseminated throughout the College.

1.4 That all research projects (curricular and pedagogical)
at Vanier be evaluated in terms of their objectives
and officially supported or terminated, as the case
may be.

1.5 That sound research methods he established so that
all career and pre-university programmes can be
evaluated on a regular basis.

1.6 That a scheme of integrated financing he evolved
to support curriculum development and pedagogical
research.

I-
IV. GOAL AREA: GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

MAJOR GOAL:

1. That Vanier College develop an effective and efficient
system of governance and administration which will
facilitate the achievement of College Goals.



SUB GOAL:

1.1 That Vanier College develop a system of governance
for the College and campuses which reflects the
needs of the College and which is sensitive to
the concerns of all College members.

1.2 That Vanier College ensure that the Administration
efficiently carries out the policy decisions of
the College.

1.3 That all areas of the College (administration,
services, programmes or departments) he held
accountable for the funds allocated to them and
the effectiveness of the service, programme etc.,
offered.

1.4 That Vanier College implement procedures for
continual review of College Goals on an annual
basis to determine whether they are being
achieved. In addition, a periodic review of
the goals themselves should be undertaken.
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CHAPTER IV

AFTERWORD

Comments on the Procedures Followed
by the Goals Committee

In conclusion it might be fitting to make a few observations about

the process that led to the development of this statement of College Goals.

There is no doubt that the members of the Goals Committee found

the exercise extremely valuable. We discovered that our activities and

our inquiries took us into so many different corners of the College that

we all developed a much deeper understanding of what Vanier is, and what

it might become.

One fact that struck us most forceable was the realization that

the greaL majority of people are proud of their involvement with the College,

and are sincere in their expressed desire to work towards its improvement.

Clearly one of the challenges facing the Hoard of Governors and the Task

Forces it creates will be to develop a means by which it can harness

this interest.
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Unfortunately there is no doubt that people will not commit

themselves to a project unless they are reasonably assured that it will

he fruitful and this attitude has contributed to a feeling of "ennui" within

the internal community. Before this attitude can be dissipated the

College will have to demonstrate that energy put into activities will not

be wasted. It returns us to a theme that runs throughout this whole

document - the need to regenerate a sense of community and involvement

at Vanier.

This Report represents Vanier's first attempt at establishing

College Goals. and we are only too aware of its many deficiencies.

Nonetheless we are satisfied that as an initial effort it is subsLantial

enough to merit consideration. do believe that if this Statement

of Coals 153 adonted by Vanier, very real guidelines will have been

established. It will be un to the College to assure that they are

followed.

in addition, we cannot insist too strongly on the need for the

College to subscribe to a review of its goals on a regular basis. It

really goes without saving that the more clearly the College understands

what IL wants to achieve, the greater its chances of success.

On the assumption that another group, another time, will set out

to develop a revised statement of College Goals, based on this study,

may we OARS along a few suggestions.
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The very task of preparing this statement has been much more time

consuming than anyone estimated. As a result we have not always been

as prepared as we would have wished, nor did we pursue as many options

as we might have, because everyone on the committee had another full-time

function to perform. And this is not a realistic way of doing the job.

We would recommend that in the future more time he set aside for the

study of College Goals, and that while the project should he under the

guidance of a committee similar to the one established this time by the

Board of Governors, one person should he given adequate release time and

resources to coordinate and to carry out much of its work. We feel that

if the work is to he done properly it must he approached in this manner.

The consultation process in which we engaged was successful in that

the quality of feedback it produced WAS excellent. However we did not

make contact with the numbers of people that we would have wished.

In retrospect we realize that some of this was due to our approach.

While we made it widely known that we were available to receive

community input, the community chose by and large not to come to US. In

the future we would use a more agressive tactic and employ an "outreach"

programme. -Tht3 could he done through telephone calls to the external

community, setting up booths in shopping centers, attending denartmental

meetings, generating activity in the Student Mall,and so on. We are

confident that the response, and the dynamics of the events themselves,

would be mr e re4arding.
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We would also seriously question the advisability of administering

a Major Coals Inventory Questionnaire, and if we did we would probably

not attempt to design our own. While we were satisfied with the results,

the extra stress that its local development put on the Committee was

not worth the effort.

This observation is somewhat Irrelevant however, for we would

undoubtedly substitute for the Inventory a number of mini questionnaires

to he distributed at different times, each asking very specific questions

of very specific groups, and as the data were collected they would be

added to a common information hank. We feel this technique would

produce a more immediate, and realistic portrayal of people's aspirations

for the College.

We were very sati,'ied with the results of the Pedagogical Day at

the Ste.Croix Campus. There was a high level of participation and

interest and we recommend that on a regular basis the College sponsor

such activities for the purpose of discussing College Coals.

Perhaps future Coals Committees will he able to generate

sub committees to be assigned specific goal areas so that concrete

recommendations on a given topic can be incorporated into the revised

Statement of Goals. in this report we have suggested that Task Forces

he created now. but there is no doubt that if such were to occur during

the preparation of the revised State rent of Coals it would produce an

economy of time.
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Tn conclusion,qe wish to express our gratitude to the Board of

Governors, and to the Director General, for having provided us with the

resources and the support we required to complete our mission. We hope

that it will have a positive influence on the future direction of the

College.

RFC0141EMATIONS.....

1. That the College revise its Statement of College Goals on a regular
basis.

2. That sufficient time be alloted to enable this task to be performed.

3. That this activity he co-ordinated by a member of the College given
release time and access to the necessary resources.

4. That in the revision of a Statement of College Goals both the internal
and external community be actively consulted.

5. That before a questionnaire is utilized, its purpose, and format, be
carefully considered.

That in the future the Goals Revision Corrimittee set up nub-committees,
working under its direction to study and recommend means of achieving
goals.
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SECTION ti

APPENDIX



GOAL AREA:

DOMINANT GOAL:

MAJOR GOALS, SUB GOALS , AND MEANS

BY !MICH THEY MAY BE ACHIEVED

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL
PROCESS (Learning to Be)

That Vanier College through the educational process
provide the means by which a student may acquire
the knowledge, intellectual skills, traits and
attitudes to live a personally satisfying life.

DEFINITIONS: 1. General Education: That experience which
results in the process of physical, intellectual
and emotional maturation of the whole person
('learning to be") through the development of
self-understanding, critical thinking, balanced
judgement and high ethical and aesthetic standards
within a context of physical well-being, all
this in avoidance of too-early specialization.

2. Balanced Curriculum: Curriculum, seen as
more than the totality of courses offered. is
the maximum opportunity in terms of courses,
exneriences, and attitudes which contribute
to the development of an individual in the
areas of wholeness of self, intellect,
vocation and aesthetic sense.
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MAJOR COAL:

41

SUB GOAL:

1.1

MEANS

1
Oonald

That Vanier College provide ample onportunity for
each student to define personal goals and have
access to flexible means to achieve them. These
means should include processes designed to enhance
and develop the sense of self-worth and self-
confidence.

That each student he given the opportunity of developing his
own personal goals and he provided with means of achieving them.

Design courses within core curriculum, philosophy and
psychology which would allow students to contribute to
the establishment of meaningful life goals and develop
the means by which they may be achieved. This implies
opportunities for a more conscious and explicit
examination of personal values for all students.

1.1.2 Provide expertise to students who want assistance in
defining their goals and in outlining alternatives by
which they might be met. This would be a supplement
to 1.1.1.

1.1.3 Provide a testing and analysis centre which will inform
students on the precise state of their intellectual
skills and attitudes.

1.1.4 Incorporate within general education courses which are
consciously future-oriented to improve students'
ability to cope with the future.

1.1.5 To better imnlement the above (1.1.4) provide a group
of interested teachers with funds to study the application
deriving from studies of futurism such as Learning
for Tomorrow: The Role of the Future in Education
(Alvin Toffler (ed.)).

1.1.6 Permit students an extra year (after receint of DEC) if
they choose to pursue the goal of nersonal development.

1.1.7 Provide students with means of broadening horizons by
providing for off-campus learning such as study abroad,
correspondence courses, field work, on-the-job learning
experience etc. 2

n. 142

2
Donald n. 124
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SUB GOAT.?

1.2

MEANS

SUB GOAL:

1.1.8 Encourage exchange/travel learning opportunities.

1.1.9 Bring into the College a wide range of professional
experience to supplement local teaching skills.'

That students be encouraged to achieve deeper levels of self-
understanding.

1.2.1 Provide human relations courses to encourage students
to be open, honest and trusting in their relationships
with one another. (Teachers should be expected to
Provide the model for this pattern of behaviour).

1.2.2 Give consideration within the curriculum to increasing
the amount of neer teaching offered by the College.

1.2.3 Expand the role of personal counselling.

1.3 That students he provided with the opportunity of making a
meaningful contribution to the College and the external
community in order to enhance and develop a sense of self-
worth and self-confidence.

MEANS

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.3.4

1.3.5

1.3.6

1

9onald p. 142

Set no workshops ';:o train students to use the
governance and administrative structures of the
College.

Facilitate the establishment, growth and develonment
of the Vanier Students Association so as to give as
many students as possible experience in governance,
decision-making, etc.

Give students the opportunity to sit on all committees
of the College.

Create Campus Councils with represontation of faculty.
students, administration and support staff to make
decisions within the nolicy guidelines of the College
regarding non-academic matters.

Establish courses that are 'community oriented", such
as urban Politics.

Extend the present work by students with pre-school and
deaf children to additional projects such as working



Sliii GOkl,

1.4

with young !people with learning disabilities, senior
citizens, newly Arrived immigrants, etc.

1.3.7 Encourage the development of student-staff publications.

That a climate of easy interaction among, all nersons and
groups within the College he fostered in order to promote
uersonal growth.

1.4.1 Re assess the use of snace at the College with a view
to its utilization encouraging this interaction.
For example an attempt should he made (at several
spots within our buildings) to create "mini village
squares" where by the judicious placement of vending
machines etc., people would be encouraged to pause,
and chat informally with each other.

1.4.2 study the negative impact of numbers on the ease
with which neonle interact and seriously examine
the possibility of developing new structures which
will encourage greater interaction (i.e. house
systems, clustering) .

1.4.3 Request Student Services to continue to sponsor
regular informal discussion sessions and farums
focussing on College life or any other topic which
will maximize this interaction.

1.4.4 Provide faculty and staff with the onnortunity of
following in-service programmes in personal development
(I.e. sensitivity training, human awareness courses)
to enable them to aid in internersnnal development.

1.4.5 Encourage interaction among members of different cultural
clubs and undertake all other measures calculated to

help students and staff understand and resnect people
from diverse backgr,lunds and cultures.
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M,AdOGOs.L

42

Still COAL

2.1

HBANS

...it'd COAL.

2.2

UENgS

Sc!ft COM,:

That the concept "balanced curriculum" at Vanier
College should include attitudes about learning
and also specific learning skills. This would
include familiarity with research and problem-
solving methods, the ability to synthesize knowledge
from many sources, the capacity for self-directed,
learning, and a commitment to life-long learning.

That teachers he cognizant that attitudes are "caught not taught".

2.1.1 Encourage the Psychology Department of Vanier College
to organize human relations seminars for Vanier Staff
on the theme of the communication of attitudes about
learning.

2.1.2 Request the members of the Advisory Committee for ticGill
Certification Courses to convey to the appropriate
authorities Vanier's stress on the importance of
attitudes about learning, in order that the topic
may he incorporated in future curricula.

That without undue restriction of choice specific learning skills
become part of the general education of every Vanier student.

2.2.1 Set qp in collaboration with such bodies as Mcnill's
Centre for Learning and Development investigatory nrolects
which would help clarify the particular skills.
attitudes and behaviour patterns most likely to ensure
student success in higher education.

2.2.2 Establish a series of courses with specific skill
building emphasis and ensure that students realize the
importance of taking at least one.

2.3 That Vanier College provide remedial or developmental programmes
in basic skills.2

1
Donald

I

Donald

2.3.1 Determine those basic skills in which all students
should he proficient.

p. 86,

p. 106 -15



2.3.2 Study the possibility of acquiring legitimacy for
remedial courses in all disciplines so that they may
be offered for credit.

2.3.3

2.3.4

2.3.5

2.3.6

2.3.7

Conduct research designed to determine those "make-up"
programmes that would be most useful.

Provide additional counselling services for students
in remedial programmes.

Provide the necessary financial and Physical resources
to support this service.

Develop modified programmes which would permit a
decelerated (or accelerated) nace.

Permit the possibility of students following a
general programme in three rather than two years.
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MA:10R COAL:

I

silh COAL

1.1

MEANS

SUR GOAL

3.2

MEANS

That Vanier College continue to offer, and study the
extension of, career programmea as part of the CEGEP
curriculum.

That Vanier College study the extension of career programmes
regularly, and in depth.

3.1.1 Examine, during this process, the state of the labour
market, the needs of the community, and the impact of
new programmes on the College.

3.1.2 Consider the possibility of expanding career programmes
primarily in those areas that would offer mutual support
to each other (i.e. Day Care).

That Vanier College offer maximum assistance to students in
+alarming their vocational goals.

3.2.1 Concentrate all aspects of careers counselling,
including contact with high schools, course counselling
at Vanier, and job opportunities and employer contact
programmes in a special careers office, and provide the
resources to accomplish this .1

3.2.. Ensure that the College takes special initiatives in
co-ordinating the careers sector with Continuing
Education, especially with regards to re-training
programmes of all types.

3.2.3 Ensure that the College takes special initiative in
introducing more work experience programmes into
careers education.

3.2.4 Institute an annual Careers Day f igh school
teachers, counsellors and students, timed to take
advantage of pedagogical days in high schools, and
designed to make career opportunities well-known to
a maximum number of persons.

3.2.5 Encourage each career sector to produce a slide-tape
show of high quality (or use in the schools and on
Careers Day.

Donald n. 139
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SUR GOAL:

3.3

MEANS

That Vanier College strive to bring careers education into closer
conformity with the objectives and spirit of general education.'

3.3.1 Form a snecial committee to study and report upon the
nossthilities of immediate partial implementation of
measures

2
suggested in a document submitted by Frank

Creanev.

1
kitriolto the Superior_ Council of Education on the Presant_State
and T'utureDirections of theCEGEP, Francis P. Greaney for members
of the Snowdon Campus of Vanier College, March 1174. Appendix p. 163

Greanev r). 159
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MA)OR COAL

'14

SUT1 GOAL,

That Vanier Colle,;e institute a balanced
curriculum based on a commitment to the nrinciple
of general education within a unique CECEP setting,
while remaining cognizant of the role of the College
in preparing students both for further education and
for the world of work.

4.1 That Vanier College move towards the ideals of general education
and balanced curriculum through specific adm(nistrative and
curricular change.1

MEANS

Grennev

P 61

4.1.1 Request each department, programme, or special area to
develop in writing a position paper assessing its
contribution to general education as defined above,
outlining its needs, and forecasting its proposed future
directions.

4.1.2 Institute a Curriculum Committee with long-term
exnerienced membership, functioning as a sub-committee
of the Academic Council, and charged with the snecific
function of working toward the realization of the
ideals of general education and balanced curriculum.2
The Director of Innovation, Research and nevelopment
shall chair this committee ex-officio.

4.1.3 In recommending to the Academic Council measures most
likely to achieve the ideas of general education and
halanced curriculum, the Curriculum Committee should
take into account the nosition paners received from
each department, programme, or special area.

4.1.4 Request the Curriculum Committee to recommend in
particular to the Academic Council the yearly
disposition of staff and resources and also project
a three-year plan as a guide to future policy.

4.1.5 Have all new courses, programmes and activities
approved first the Curriculum Committee.

4.1.6 Ensure that the Curriculum Committee is open to
innovative approaches involving use of staff when
these approaches are carefully documented and seem
likely to produce positive results.

p. 17(
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4.1.7 Encourage the inauguration of a Department of
Non-Traditional Teaching, with nowers similar
to existing denartments, in order that
curriculum designed to bring about a greater degree
of general education might be developed and implemented.

4.1.8 Set un a committee to study waysof fostering
interdenartmental co-operation. 4

4.1.9 Set up mechanises to ensure that high performance
standards are maintained.

4.1.10 Make all efforts to persuade the Quebec Department
of Education to review teaching norms in the light
of difficulties created by the needs of some
anecialized programmes.

4.1.11 Re-examine the entire process of scheduling classes,
meetings, and official events, in order to ensure
that the process is equitable for both student and
teacher, and that the major objective of scheduling
is indeed to achieve the ideals of general education
and balanced curriculum.

SUB COAL

4.2 That Vanier College require graduating students to be
functionally bilingual and familar with the culture of
Quebec .2

MEANS

4.2.1 Offer courses in French in various discipli;ies.

4.2.2 Cive high priority to financing French language
clubs, cultural events etc.

4.2.3 Encourage the development of courser; on aspects of
Quebec culture.

4.2.4 Encourage -joint" and "exchange" programmes with
Francophone Colleges, etc., to provide maximum
opportunity for Vanier students to come into contact
with Quebec society.

1
flonald n. 142

Creanev, n. 173
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MAJOR WAL

15

SUR GOAL

5.1

MEANS

STN GOAL:

That Vanier College stress both the development of
cultural and aesthetic awareness as well as general
physical fitness.

That Vanier College work to Foster an intellectual environment
of creativity and cultural awareness and encourage the students
to actively participate. 1

5.1.1 Ensure that continuing opportunities in all fields
pertaining to general education, including Creative
Arts, are available to the students.

Develop the physical environment to reflect artistic
excellence.

Continue to sponsor an annual programme of cultural
events: lectures, concerts, exhibits, etc._

Encourage student artists, writers, musicians etc.,
to display their achievements within the community
and make resources available to facilitate this.

5.1.5 Give emphasis to Canadian Studies to enable more
students to become aware of our cultural heritage.

5.2 That physical education at Vanier College be a recognized
component of general education.

MEANS

5.2.1 Work towards the ideal of the voluntary involvement
of all students En physical education activities.

5.2.2 Conduct a search for career programmes with a physical
education and community service orientation at Vanier
College.

5.2.3 Sponsor a broad athletic programme including competitions,
gymnastic displays etc.

5.2.4 Hav'the Physical PAucation Departnient of Vanier College
integrate the work of Vanier students with the life of
the community through the inauguration of community
projects such 8; 'hockey schools' etc:

Donald n. 111



GOAL AREA: THE COLLEGE AND THE EXTERNAL COMMUNITY

MAJOR GOAL: That Vanier College strive to realize its
potential as a Community College.'

DEFINITION: The External Communityt All those who share
an active interest in Vanier College.

Mature Student: A student, or applicant, who
does not meet the regular entrance requirements
but who has been out of school for at least
one (1) year and whose age as of September
1st., 1974 is twenty or over.

1
Donald p. 99, 134



SUB GOAL:

1.1 That all students have access to educational experiences that
are meaningful to them.

MEANS

Establish a Task Force to determine how "open"
admissions might he at Vanier, given the many
constraints of the system.1

1.1.2 Offer special groups in the community educational
opportunities which are relevant to them.

1.1.3 Admit and provide services for handicapped students.

1.1.4 Provide financial and other assistance to students
(i.e. bursaries/day care, etc.) to ensure that the
greatest number have access to the College.

1.1.5 Accept students on the basis of "snecial admissions"
with procedures for special counselling and advising.

1.1.6 Establish policies to ensure that the students are
evaluated in a consistent and meaningful way.

Develop programmes to encourage greater interaction
between the English and French speaking elements of
the rmmunity,

SUB GOAL:

1.2 That all mature students have access to the educational resources
of the College in order to further their education according to
their needs.

?!EANS

1.2.1 Hodify nd-A4gions criteria and programmes to take into
consider. , on life and work experience.

1.2.2 Establish 'education vouchers' to allow neople who
would otherwise be unable to afford them to
take courses.

1.2.3 Reduce fees to a mini-lum while at the same time keeping
the service viable.

1.2.4 Ensure that the mature student has access to academic
advising, counselling service., labour placement
agencies and other services.

1
Donald n. 105
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1.2.5 Set up a committee to study the possibility of integrating
Continuing Education within the College so that there
will ultimately he no distinction between regular and
mature/evening students.

SIM COAL:

1.3 That Vanier College maintain close liaison with high schools,
universities, business, industry and government so as to meet
the needs of both nresent and potential students.

MEANS_

1.3.1 Establish close liaison with high school counsellors
to ensure students have the necessary prerequisites
for entering CECEP.

1.3.2 Develop direct means of getting information to high
school students fre'n grade IX on.

1.3.3 Maintain direct contact with local universities and
high schools regarding curriculum etc. on a college-
wide basis.

1.3.4 Provide mechanisms to ensure that the needs of business
and industry regarding career students are met.

1.3.5 Establish a public relations post to he responsible
for expressing the aims and objectives of the College
to the outside community.

1.3.6 Explore with the universities the possibility of
careers graduates continuing their studies at
university.1

1 3.7 Ensure there are follow-un studies of graduates (i.e.
preparation for university studies, for work, satis-
faction of employers and universities).

1.3.3 Develop a communication network that will provide
the external community with easy access to the Glilege,
and encourage its use.

1.3.0 c!onsult members of the external community in College
Planning in those areas where their consultation would
he effective.

p. 131
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SU[5 GOAL

1.4

MEANS

jUii GOAL

1

1.3.11 Vork class. [v with government bodies in establishing and
meeting community priorities (i.e. Social Affairs, Canada
Manpower) .

That Vanier Colle;ie provide educational leadership for the
external community.

1.4.1 Initiate with the Colleges feeder schools nlans for
joint action concerning pedagozical development.

1.4.2 Make a systematic inventory of community needs and
resources to determine how each campus can serve its
community and be used creatively.1

1.4.3 Provide courses, activities and services designed to
help members of the external community acquire knowledge
and skills to improve conditions in their community.

1.4.4 Provide courses to train community leaders.

1.4,5 Make College facilities (i.e. auditorium, eventual
sports complex) available to the community, esnecially
in periods when the College is not fully utilized.

1.5 That Vanier College provide the environment In which students
T1V learn how to bring about changes in society.

MEArS

lonlid

1.5.1 nstablish ongoing critical evaluation of prevailing
practices and valns in society within the practice
of general education.2

1 .5.'2 Faiiiitate the estal,ishment of centres for urban
studies, community development, and international
studies that woull assure attention be given to the

proble'rs of the local and "world" community.

n. 142

n. 107

Become a source of ideas and recommendations for
changing social institutions regarded as unjust or
defective by such diverse means as student/faculty
writings and svmnosia.
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MAJOR COAT.:

GOAL AREA: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

That Vanier College encourage the development of
research centred on the pedagogical and organizational
nrohlems of the collegial sector so as to facilitate
achievement of College Goals.

Types of research would include:

a) Pedagogical (i.e. curriculum content and
development, adult education, pedagogical
methods, evaluation of teachers, students,
curriculum, courses. criteria and evaluation
of parascholaire credits).

h) rnstitutinnal (i.e. study of high school
leavin3 populations, college populations, college
leaving (dropouts and graduates), follow up
of students. CEGEP training and university and
career needs).

c) ';vstems (i.e. verification of the success of
Vanier College vis-.t -vis its goals.)
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SUB (10AL

1.1 That a high-level post, Director of Innovation, 7tesearch and
development he created and that the person appointed to the
post be charged with the major responsibility for encouragement
of research and for initiating curricular or instructional
innovations.

MEANS

Request the Director to identify and describe in
consultation with College Curriculum Committee etc.
snecific problems within Vanier which may yield
to effective research techniques.

1.1.2 Cive nrioritv to the question of evaluating pedagogical
methods and to problems relating to the advancement
and welfare of students in general.

1.1.3 Request that the Director initiate a research protect
related to at least one item on the priority list
each year.

1.1.4 Maintain contact with the directors of college level
programmes of Quebec Universities so that their
nrogrammes leading to certification or development
of College-level teachers reflect the real research
problems of the CECEPs.

1.1.5 Establish procedures for deciding on the desirability
and initiation of curricular or instructional innovations
and for awuring nlanned implementation and systematic
assessment of the results.

1.1.6 Ensure that there is close co-ordination between the
DSP, Curriculum Co-ordinators, Director of Innovation,
Research and Development, and other academic bodies
concerned.

...;1113 GOAL

1.2 rhat the Director of Innovation, Research and Development he
reononsible for information relating to college-level research.

1

Donald n. 146
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MEANS

1.2.1 Prepare for the Vanier Newsletter, or other organs
of cmarauntcation, synopses of research projects
most relevant to the CEGEPs.

1.2.2 Gather and disseminate information regarding pedagogical
research taking place in the College and nuhlicize the
results.

1.2.3 Co-operate with Vanier's Director of Media Resources
to ensure that special space and facilities for
materials relating to collegial research are provided.

Sub GOAT,.

1.3 That knowledge concerning innovation be systematically
disseminated throughout the College.1

MEANS

1.3.1 Take steps to initiate in co-operatim, with other
CECEPs and joint agencies an annual inter- -CEGEP
journal devoted to research and innovation.

1.3.2 Encourage and expand the present work of the Vanier
f,:ewsletter in providing news of innovation at Vanier.

1.3.3 Promote Pedagorlical Days, Pedagogical Wbeks, Pedagogical
Series etc. wiCt emphasis on stimulation of the innovation
nrocess. (These should he scheduled into the Academic
Calendar in advance.)

SPO GOAL.

1.4 That all research projects (curricular and pedagogical) at
Vanier be evaluated in terms of their objectives and officially
supported or terminated, as the case may be.

MEANS

1.4.1 List all innovative practices currently in nrocess at
Vanier College, and obtain in each case a statement
of oblectives and purposes which the innovative
procedures hope to accomplish.

1.4.2 Set up procedures, Including evaluation procedures by
students, to ascertain the value of the curricular
and pedagogical research nrojects to Vanier College
in light of the total structure of College Goals.

1 Donald p. 14 6



SUB GOAL:

1.5

SUB COM,

1.4.3 Request the Dirotor of Innovation, Research and
Development in consultation with the Curriculum
Committee to recommend those innovative projects and
nrocedures which should receive priority support,
and also detail the extent and nature of that
support whenever possible.

That sound research methods be established so that all career
anl pre-university procrammes can be evaluated on a regular
basis.1

That a scheme of inteunted financing be evolved to support
curriculum development and pedagogical research.

1.6.2

rstablish a specially designated budget for the
Director of Innovation, Research and Development
who shall account for the broad lines of the
disposition of these funds in his annual report to
the College.

Ensure the Director of Innovation, Research and
Development is knowledgeable about the procurement
of special provincial funds for research and
development, that lie assists applicants in obtaining
these Funds and, with a knowledge of these funds in mind,
constantly suggests and helps generate new innovative
prOjects within the Vanier community.

1.6.3 Ensure that research, because it is the concern of
all anglonhone CEUPs, is ultimately jointly financed
and jointly undertaken hy all anglophone C/Ta:Ps.

Donald. !). 146
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MAJOR GOAL:

COAL AREA COVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Tint Vanier College develop an effective
and efficient system of governance and
administration which will facilitate the
achievement of College Coals.
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Sllg GOAL

1.1

MEANS

SUB GOAL

That Vanier College develop a system of governance for the
College and campuses which reflects the needs of the College
and which is sensitive to the concerns of all College
memhers.1

1.1.1 Conduct a survey to determine the needs of each campus
and establish governance bodies accordingly.

1.1.2 Ensure that faculty, staff and students have the
opportunity to participate on committees,especiallv
those affecting their futures.

1.1.3 Facilitate the functioning of the Academic Council
in the dissemination of its policies etc.

1.1.4 Clarify the differences between policy making (or
recommending) and policy implementation in relation
to the governing bodies of the College.

1.1.5 Set up Campus Councils which allow for participation
by students, faculty and staff in ensuring that
adequate services exist for the Campus community.

1.1.6 Determine with the VCTA, the precise rights and
responsibilities of the faculty beyond their
normal teaching duties.

1.2 That 1.ranier ensure that the Administration efficiently
carries out the policy decisions of the College-

1.2.1 Diagnose the organizational structures of the College
and decision-making process with a view to making them
more Flexible and viable.

1.2.2 Define the roles and accountability of the administration
esnecially vis the governance structures.

1.2.3 Implement management techniques such as "Management
by Objectives" in administration and service areas.

Donali p. 112
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1.2.4 improve the communications system in the College to
make all members aware of events taking place,
especially regarding inter-campus affairs, as well
as their responsibilities for keeping lines of
communication open.

1.2.5 Encourage the campuses to share and co-operate in
the development of effective communications
networks.

GOAL.

1.3 That all Areas of the College (administration, services
programmes or departments) be held accountable for the funds
allocated to them and the effectiveness of the service,
programme etc. offered.

MEANS

TI3

1.3.1 Require each unit requesting funds to defend its
request within the parameters of College Goals and
.r.xtorities.

1.3.2 Ensure that the priorities of the College have been
carefully defined.

1.3.3 Set un a ?budget Task Force to allocate funds after
consultation and hearing the presentation of rationales
for the request for funds, keeping in mind the
priorities set by the College.

1.3.4 Publish financial statements so that they are
comprehensible to the people who must work with
them.1

1.3.5 Set to a system of education and retraining in the
area of administrative problem solving and decision
making for administrative and teaching staff alike.

1.4 That Vanier College implement procedures for continual review
of the Coals of the College on an annual basis to determine
whether they are being achieved. In addition, A periodic
review of the goals themselves should be undertaken.

MEANS

1.4.1 Analyse ways .314 meant of nchievtn8 the Coal of the
the College .

1

Donald p. 127
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Donald

1.4.2 Request a Task Force be established by the Board
of Governors to break down those means into measurable
objectives.

1.4.3 Implement an annual study and report of the Board
of Governors to determine whether or not the objectives
have been achieved.1

1.4.4 Set aside one pedagogical day per year for a general
review of College Goals.

7
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INTROOUCTiON

The Vanier Institutional Goals Inventory was commissioned by the Vanier College Goals Committee in order to

help the College delineate its goals and establish priorities among them. It is intended as a means by

which individuals and groups within the College could contribute their thinking about desired institutional

goals. Tb results of this thinking provide a basis for reasoned deliberations toward final definition of

College goals.

The Vanier version of the Institutional Coals Inventory was designed specifically to embrace possible goals

at Vanier College. It is a revised version of the Institutional Coals Inventory of the Educational Testing

Service and includes questions suggested by members of the Vanier College Community.

A note of caution: surveys do not necessarily provide new information. Their results may act to confirm hypotheses

or to point out areas of conflict or agreement among different parts of the community: the results may well

be, therefore, a basis for concrete action. All the effort put into gathering this information, however,

will only be of value when affirmative action is taken. This could be in the form of interest groups setting

up action committees, in the budget committee's apportioning funds in terms of goals, or in further analysis

and planning according to the information given here.

FORMAT OF THE REPORT

The report has been prepared according to the categories of goals in the E.T.S. Institutional Coals Inventory.

Eighteen of twenty Institutional Goals and categories were considered relevant to the Vanier experience and

questions in these Goal areas are grouped together for the purpose of interpretation. An additional six

categories of questions specifi: to Vanier follow.

Tables describing the results for each question have been provided, grouped according to goal category, but

also titled with the questions as they appeared in the questionnaire. The tables describe the per cent of

the College as a whole and according to position or role in the College. Comparative information is thus

available on the goals of instructors, students, administrators, support staff, and members of the community

which the College serves. The number of respondents in each position is as follows:

19



POSITION R

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

SUPPORT STAFF
_

COMMUNITY MEMBER

WHOLE SAMPLE

NUMBER PERCENT

82 24%

215 62%

15 4%

7%

20 3%

400 100%

Fifty-four respondents did not state a position. Of those who did state a position (346), the per cent of

respondents in each group is also shove.

Recommendations following from the results have been prepared for each category of goals and these have

been summarized at the end of the report.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The tables are designed to show what each group considers to be of actui.l importance at Vanier and how

important the goal should be at Vanier (ideal). The results have been organized to show whether groups consider

the goals to be of low, medium, or high importance. The analysis of the results is based upon (I) a

comparison of percentages in these categories and (2) a comparison of the actual importance with the

ideal importance. A further comparison of the actual and ideal importance is provided by the measurement

of diematlefaction. The total dissatisfaction is a measure of the difference between the actual and ideal

importance of a goal for each respondent, averaged for the group. The directed dissatisfaction is a measure

of the difference between the actual and ideal importance for each respondent, averaged for the group, and

summed algebraicly to show whether the goal should be of greater importance than it is (a negative number)

or of less i,portance than it is (a positive number). A dissatisfaction rating greater that "1" means that

the average dissatisfaction of the group with the importance of a goal was greater than one level in the five

1evr1 scale or Importance used in the questionnaire. Where this occurs, it implies a significant dissatisfaction

with the way things are. The significant or dominant results in the tables, for example, the highest

percentage of tr';',1,niants In A level 6f 1-,:,,-rtAlc:1, have been blocked to -lore readily show how the respondents

R)



To THE READER

In examining the results, It will be useful to keep in mind that respondants tend to consider that goals

should be more important than they presently are. A certain degree of dissatisfaction should, then, be

expected with the directed dissatisfaction being negative. In interpreting results, caution must he

taken with those groups whose number of respondants is low (administration, support staff, and community

members). Although the percentage of administrators compared to the whole sample is low, the sample

represents a relatively high proportion of the population of Vanier administrators. On the other hand, the

percentage of support staff and community members of their population is relatively low. The ability of

different groups within the whole population to effect change and to influence goals should not be

underestimated. The role of administrators is to effect change, make decisions, and enable goals to be

reached, and administrators' replies to the questionnaire are therefore of solid import. Faculty and

students also contribute to the actualization of goals and are in a position to determine whether goals will

be met or not The responses of support staff and community members have a more subtle effect unless they are

members of the Board of Governors.

Finally, there is so much valuable Information resulting from this study that I would urge the reader and

the College as a whole to spend a good deal of time considering the results and then act to investigate

further or act upon the many important findings.

Al



RESULTS

I. ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

This category of goals is concerned with the achievement of learning in the College. Academic

development is defined as the acquisition of general and specialized knowledge, the preparation

of students for advanced study, and the maintenance of high academic standards.

Overall, although it is felt that there should be greater academic development in the College

than there is, the dissatisfaction is not significant (See Tables I A, P., C, and D). Except for

instructors, the respondants consider that achievin-, basic levels of competency is of low importance

(See Table ID). Among respondants in different positions, the administrators have a more positive

outlook on how important academic development actually is at the College (See Tables I A, 8, C).

Why do administrators rather than instructors consider academic development to have achieved

higher importance? Dissatisfaction measures are not high except for community members feelings

about the basic level of competency Stained. The analysis of these tables leads no to make two

recommendations:

1) Further investigation of the difference between administrators and instructors

in the actual importance they consider is attached to academic development at

the College (A question for Academic Council study, perhaps).

2) Consideration should be given to community me7bers' feelings that achieving basic levels

of competency is important.
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TA CIL E I

A, odonll. Deve1oraonr the acquisition of yenera I and ,i,ec Sal iced knout edge, preparation of y tudents f ot advanced study,

and maintenance of high scAdemIc standards.

0i1..11 I n6 To ensure that students acquire a Taste general knowled,,o

TABLE IA

pr)siTION A C T U A 1. IDEAL DI SSAT 1 sFAC r toN

LOW 'v.:1)NR 8 ICA LOW MEDIUM A1GH TOTAL DinCTED

1,,=r). .1"-t 12% [481 1 401 33 271 711 0.79 -0.59

sr; ,1 ir 15,. 411 71 281 0.66 -0.40[441 i 651

Am [ to ',LRAToR 403 101 177 251 0.46 -0.4615'1' i

SL,I'ditT STAFF 161 371 Si 203 MSS 0.81 -0.62
___,

[47Z 3

COMNUNITY MEMBER 227 131 OM 111 331 551 0.70 -0.50

WOOLF SAM?1,F 121 441 )91- 61 271 F61 1 0.66 -0.46

01'1,',1108: to prepare student.* f or advanced seadentc work, e.g. at a university or professional school . . .

TABLE I D

F OSI 1 ION
ACTUAL I r),L&1.---

I Dc Jilairm

EMI

TOTAL

A

DIRECTED
.

33:

Li7.1

23:

MED 111i HIGH

0.86 -0.13
INSTRVCIOi 381 181391

sivDPir 291 32: 1 181 1.10 -0.90
[401 1 177: 1

181 22% 55" 0.40 0.00
ADMINISTRATOR 91 181

17. IL--1

211 0.91 -0.75
SOPPAT STAFF 351 251 251LOZ i

[75: 1

331 331 67: 25: [1.10/ [1.111

I -0.54

,

Co`f fliA I TY MEMBLR 131 331

0.93
,..DoLk SAMPLE 27Z )41 8: 252 561
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(IQL5TIOS: to maintain generally high standards of academie performance throghout the College . . . .

TABLE IC

FCGITION

_

ACT0.1L ILF41.

MEDIUM IIIGR

DI5SATISFACTION

TOTAL
/

111:111

DIRLCTO

-0.62

04 MEDIUM HIGH LV

INSIRucTOR 292 272 102 302 5921442 ]

----______ ._

SITK;''r

ADMINIsTRATOK

SUPPO9T STAFF

402

271

402 202 162 332

w........--

-0.69(512 1 1.10

182 1)2 252 0.86 -0.33L55771 582

OM 262 212 52 242

--

11.45171: 1.12

111-1
CO'NWNITY MCMBER 132 252 222 332 0.90 -0.70442

WHOLE SAMPLE 372 241 152 302 0.99 -0.63
1.392

1551 i

(!W;TION: to ensure that students who graduate have achieved a basic level of reading, writing and mathematics competence . .

T'ABLE In
WIIICI-MICI631117M1.

POSITIo.4

ACTUAL IDEAL oissAttsr,gjigy

TOTALIN VULUN MICA L0'..; NFOIUM tacit DIKLCILII

ISSTPDC1,1R ))2 22:

292

182 1)2 177 -0.76ESI 1 1'1.01 I

STVoLNT 352 142 252 (717-1 0.91 -0.73MI

A7.':1";!!jr1TOR

_ _
y.ftrivtI 5:51.T

CDMA,AITY w.M3ER

YA. 2O2 81 2)2 Fli 0.03 -0.935D2

322 261 112 112 WE
......,

1712 1 1.21WM

ED l)I

362

112

25i

0

162

112 Call 1.6 1 -1.60

_ ____

WIU'lLf. 1.0X,11
7871

204. FE] 0.80 -0.72



II. INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION

This category of goals is concerned with the general attitude toward learning 8P a meaningful

and lifelong activity. Intellectual ortentatton is defined as a scholarly, rational, analytical,

and inquiring attitude, The goals are more long7term than those of "academic development".

The overall dissatisfactIon with the importance /warded to en intellectual orientation at

the College is high in comparison with that of academic development. This dissatisfaction

is felt throughout the College with the exception of the administrators. The administrators

appear to feel that Vanier is nuch closer to achieving these Aorels than other groups do. All

groups feel that intellectual goals should be of the highest importance. from pedagogical

point of view, it is alarming to find that the remponiants consider that the encouragement of students

to undertake self-directed learning is not actually considered important at Vanier (See Table

11 B). Developing a life-long motivation to learn does not receive the attention It should, either

(See Table 11 D). It would appear that the College is in short supply of pedagogical goals and

means for meeting them.

It is recommended that the College assign a high priority to the delineadon of pedagogical goals

and to supplying the means to support these goals.

TABLE Il

Intellectual Orientation: Attitude toward learning and intellectual work: scholarly, rational, analytical, inquiring
attitude.

QUESTION: to train students in methods of Inquiry, research, and /or problem definitton and solution . . . .

TABLE II A

1'0312105
ACTUAL

__,_ _____ M -. ,

AL LISSAUSFACf10.`i

LOT! 41:01V4 UICH 1.0'1 4CDIUM nICO TOTAL OlRICTLO

INSTRUCTOR 322 222 32 242 7:7 MO1472 [-1..)
---

STUDENT 352 x402-1 242 32 232 117157-1 -0.974.

ADMINISTRATOR 272 182 0 0 11032)
111111 1.22.1]

1552 1

SUPPORT STAFF 422 112 0 101 1.41
E.1.121

......,

41, 902

COrtiV1,111T MYMRER ill
11311

132 0 11:
Sill

1.10 FT]

242 12 212 -0.1,

,

AnilLE SAMPLE )4Z [4): j 7i.l 1 I 1 .03-1

__



QUESTION: to encourap.e students to develop the desire And ability to undertake se lf (11 ret ted 1 e a rrstnLI.

T A Fl L 1, I I .6

POSITION
ACTUAL

IDEAL
I051 MEDID4 HIGH

DISSATISFACTION

TOTAL DIRECTED
1.1.7 NED I Eli HIC.H

HZ
17is1 RUC TrOt IN 40% 4% 91 1.6297Z -1.52

5!)1INISTRAfoR

SI.IP,:AI WAFT

I 3'i1

F71L22[J....1

)0% 81 6% 0.71131: 1

17Z 611 22% loll

4

S% 0.91
....-..

651
_

CO/147'P In MIIHRER
221 311 Ill 11% 111111 IIIIIII

44% I
1.2)

WHaL E S &MI' 1., E
782 207 61 141 T71777]

1.427: 1 /ROI 1 11.15 1

-- ___.----/

(8.'f.:,.T1C to develop students' ahilltv to synthesize knowledite (tor. a variety of sources...

TAB1/ tIC

TO

ST

511'

C

;h1'1 10

ACTUAL IDEAL

s , H

als'AII.5.cal

111.1 7.k.L.

1 44/

DIRECTE.:/LoT 4E11 HICK

nel5TEUt TER

,TIENE

Eli 4 /1 131

21:

Pi'.

221

2,i1

'A 14Z 1811 1 -1.24

331 [5J 31 301 0.96ftii: I

08 -0.86
EINISTRATOt 01

24.

221

49Z

F7:

0 25%

111 OI 1.0!... -0.24

11112

PuRJ s TA/ F

_ .

1Sn; j

11Z

'4;

111
----- _ . ._

2)1

11)4f2:1 TY MC.Si''FR [55: 1
7 .

FA Y7 j 0.93

___----- -__-- -
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QUESTION: to encourage students to develop life-lonz motivation to learn . . . .

TABLE II D

POSITION ,---.

--
ACTUAL inr.Al.

.

4,215;_skturAaps_...

',UGH TOTAL BIRCLIL4LOW MEDIUM RICH LO4

42

MEDIUM

132INSTRUCTOR

I

402 82DIM IIZ 11.59 1 1.52

STUDENT

.

272 102 102 212 101111b3t )
1.41 -1.42

362 362 272 0 181 0.93 -0.93ADMINISTRATOR [322 i

SUPPORT STAFF 202 152 52 212 74% 1-1.01652 filla

COMMUNITY MUIRER 112 332 0 222 1.33 Illa562 etil

WHOLE SAMPLE 292 112 81 192 732 1.32 1-1.271MI

INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL DEVILOPMENT

These goals InclueL, the Identification by students of personal goals and the development of means

for achieving then; and the enhancement of a sense of self-worth, of deeper understanding, and of

openness and trust In relationships with others.

The level of dissatisfaction with these goals is also silnificantly high. All groups consider that

these goals should be of the highest importance, and yet on the whole find them to be of low

importance at Venter (See Table III A, D, C. 0). Tho identification of personal goals fs considered

by more instructors, adsinfatrators, and support staff to be of medium importance (Sec Table III A).
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Otherwise, there is a consensus that these goals do not receive the attention which they should

receive. When data arc as clearly presented as for these goals, we can ask ourselves whether the

goals are considered feasible ones rather than impossible goals and, if so, why the evidence is

so strong that they are not being met. This data shows a very weak link in the educational chain.

It is recommended that coestion of individual personal development at Vanier be investigated among

all au!,,bero of the Vanier community at length and in depth,

TABLE Ill

Indiv14val Personal nevelopment: identification by students of personal coals and development of means for achieving them,
enhAncement of sense of self-worth and self-confidence.

112E',IIT,.: to help students identify their corn personal goals aid develop scans of achieving the, .

TABLE. 111 A

r

-- ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATICF r t'
'.

tl

P01TIoN
Lq2 M:.11°.! k:GH LCY4 11,DIUM H1;K TOTAL 1 l'

(N:.lB,Xfor.i )2Z
621.-.1

22? 12 122 ig" ) [1.2G ) 11121

SITDENT Ea 37% 152 31 61 1912 1 [1.51 1.46

ApillNISIRATOR

- ___ _
0 pat 22: 0 LODI O.R0 -0.80

SUPP1RT STAFF 25Z 50Z 25Z 0 18% [82% 1
F171 -1.16

SA

eOS iti !). 1 r. I E11.74Bfit f47% 22t

_
112 0 222 1711 [E.33-1 lila

WI.OALT. SAIFLE 421 41% 17Z 22 82
relill

(1.25 i -1.24

----- ,

64



TABLE 111 B

WESI100: to help students develop a sense of self-wotth, selt-eoatdenee and a capacfly to have an Impact on events . .

TABLE Ill B

POSITION
ACTUAL IDCAL

MVOIUM 44104

171,SSATI5F

TOTAL

-T101

OIR1TIMLOW MEDIUM HIGH LO4

INSTRUCTOR

--- Fl 43 132 112 282 r671 17 ED
STUDENT Fri 231 122 92 192 012[722 1 1.51

ADMINISTRATOR OZ 312 02 9I -1,001672 } 92; [1.00[1.00 1

SUPPORT STAFF 262 212 322 162 532 0.91 -0.58MI
COMMUNITY MEMItER ail 112 252 112 33'. Fl 1.20 7771

,

waoLe swpa 281 13% 112 212 Fl. 11/1/1 11.161all
L---__-_-_,1

OUESTON to heln students Achieve deeper Irvels of self-umterstanding . . .

TABLE III C

POSITION

__-
ACTUAL IDFAL DtSSATIsFI

Loq ME.OII9 111CH LOP

92

MEN

292

RIGA tOTAL

111311

illizrrrra

-0.92INSTRUCTOR 34'. 19%47Z
627

STUnENT 57-1 25! 172 92 232 WI[691 3 1.33]

0.93 -0.91

O,S0

ADKINISOWTOR 30% 102 82 332 eill60%.

SUPPORT STAFF 151 302 251 352 0.66140: -1

COMMUNITY MMOER 22: 111 3)2 112 -0.00(67% ) L-i i 1.101

q}100.. SAMPLL 27: 182 112 252 NM F5]
=-----------

FG: 1 Ft:: 1



QUEST101: to help students be open, honest and trusting, in their relationships with others . . .

TABLE lil 0

POSITION
ACTUAL I0LAL

.

0ISSATISTACTION

1.0J MEDIU1 111CR L°4 'ILDIUM iitca TOTAL DIKEC110

INSTRUCTOR 521 402 81 142 381 1.07 -0.90472

STU0i'.7 231 142 152 2421631 1 16l2 / [1.31 1 1.24

ADIINISTRATOR 202 202 01 152 [1.131 ED[602 1 [852 1

SUPPORT STAFF' 321 162 302 352 352 0.66 -0.41

S..
[532 ]

COstfUNITY 4ENBER 112 222 112 222 1.40672 Sill -1.20

THEE sx4ru 282 132 152 292 -0.99602 562 [1.09 1

IV. HUMAN1.54/ALTRUZS4

This set of goals Is concerned with the welfare of man generally, Including respect for diverse

cultures end consciousness of the important morel issues of the time.

There was not marked dissatisfaction with the attsirovnt or this goal overall. Although the whole

simple considered that humanistic and altruistic goals should be highly important, there appeared

to be general feelinl that these goals are actually considered of 100 or medium importance.

world peace was not considered to he that important a goal (See Table IV 0). A concern for the

welfare of all mankind does not receive the support at Vanier that the respondents felt It should.

No one group of respondents appears to differ markelly from the others. Perhaps the distance of

these goals tends to blur the issues. Instructors nod student. interested in investigating world

Attitudes ant values might find this rntepory of goals worthy of furthor study.
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TABLE IV

WASS1SM/AdTPUIS4 concern for tho welfare of man generally, including respect for diverse cultures and consciousness

of the imoortsnt moral issuci of the time.

QUESTION: to encourage students to become conscious of !'portent human issues of our time , .

TABLE lY A

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

LOW MEDIUM RICH

DISSATISFACTIoN

TOTAL DIRECTED .
LOW molem HMI

INSTRUCTOR 30% 30% 5% 261 0.78 -0.7577-1 691

STUDENT 111 271 41 25%

.

711 0.95 -0.861411 I

ADMINISTRATOR 401 401 201 8% 311 0.80 -0.66Mal

SUPPORT STAFF
Et....73

----

30% 201 141 411 -0.5845% 1.00

COMMUNITY WIRER 111 441 441 0 441 561 0.50 -0.10

WHOLE SAMPLE 331 28% 6% 28% 0.81 -0.14
39 [672

1

QUESTION: to help students understand and reqvcct people fro-d diverse bAckernunda Ana culturei

TABLE IV 6

ACTUAL 1 0 E a L

HIGH

tall

DIstuicrir

tQL.L

0.97

Loo

DLRErIc1),

-0.97

POSITION LOW MEDIUM HICR LoW MEDIUM

INSTRUCTOR 371 21% 5% 271(411 1

.....

STUDENT 281 231 91 /3% 691 1717.1
1 501 .1

ADMINISTRATOR 441 442 111 82 84 0.86 -0.86135% 1

SUPPORT STAFF 171 ita 51 141 361 SOX 0.62 -0.62

,-------mA...,

-0.600.60
COMMUNITY MEmRER 3)* In

34%

111 221. 22% ell

26% 0.96 -0.94
202 91

wHoLE SAMPLE [461 I
f651 1

91



QUKSTION: to encourage students to make concern about the welfare of all mankind a central part of their lives . . . .

TABLE IV C

POSITION ACTUAL I D,E A L

311 Fl
illS.SkT

TOTAL

10$

DIRECTEDL0'.4 MEDIUM HICN

161INSTRUCTOR 281 141 0.971582 1 11.14 1

S1UOP;T Fl 352 102 162 302 1.14 -1.03[.

82 172 0.86 -0.86ADMINISTRATOR (502 1 302 202 1752 I

SUTPORT STAFF 262 161 292 292 0.87 -0.54CM [431 1

COMMUNITY MEMBER 331 11331 221 222 111 0.90 -0.70672

WHOLE SAMMLL 332 132 182 282 1.01 -0.891542 1 1541 1

QUESTIO: to encourate students to work for world peace .

TABLE IV0

POSITION

ACTUAL :AL
LOl4

INSTRUCTOR 782

STUOLNT

ADMINISTRATOR ("6477)

surro.kt STAFF 1762 1

COMMUNITY MEMBER 221

VOLE SA4?LE [722 1

MEDIUM HIGH L0'4 MEDIUM

182 42 752

222 72 292 252

402 0 331 331

-4

142 102 261

78% 222 442

13%22% 6% 252

3.11C14

351

1461 1

332

212

332

DISSATISFACTION

TOTAL DIRECTED

1.00 I -0.87

1 .?6

0.46 -0.46

-0.450.70

0.60 -0.40

-0.91



V. CULTURAL. /AESTHETIC AWARENESS

These goals refer to an appreciation of a variety of art forma and the encouragement of active

student participation.

The goals do not appear to be of great importance to the respondents as a whole, and the measure

of dissatisfaction is low. It is interesting that instructors consider cultural And aesthetic

awareness to be of high importance, and that they are unanimous In the direction of importance

attached to this goal (the directed dissatisfaction equals the total dissatisfaction) (See Table

V A). fine arts instructors may be encouraged to know that they have the support of other

instructora, even if aesthetic goals are considered to be only of medium importance.

TABLE V

CULTURAL/AESTHETIC AWARENESS: Appreciation of a variety of art forns and encouragement of active student participation . . .

TABLE VA

QUESTIONt to increase students' sensitivity to and appreciation of various forms of art and artistic expression . . .

POSITION
A C T U A L IDEAL

a--
DISSATISFACI,WS______

TOM 1

, 01R1CTEDLO1 MEDIUM HIGH UYf MOWN UICH

INSTRUCTOR 281 62 82 15%

I

1 672 I [541 1 11.21 1

STUDENT 262 112 24i MI 302 0.95 -0,75Egli

ADMINISTRATOR 302 102 0 542 462 0.66 -0.661602 1

-0.75SUPPORT STAFF 422 52 112 1 152 0.751531 1 1522

332 112 332 22i 0.70 -0.50COMMUNITY MW R [72 11211

152 .89 -0.79

,

LEWHOLE SAMPLE 282 102 202 14421622 1

- --

91



QUESTION: to encourage students to express themselves artistically, e.g. In music, painting, film-making
. . .

TABLE V B

POsITIoN
ACTUI. InFAL _PISSATUFULi___

,

LOW HI.DIV4

_

dIcq LW RIFD1(2.1 141,74

3),

TOTAL
$

JI.I7

olFILCTI.n

-0.82 -__.
INSTRUctoR 641 261

34Z

EJ
451

__

IIZ

241

Co:

15%

_

13%

23Z

43'.

STuDFS-1

ADMINIsMFIR

[41%-1

331

1-371 311 0.12 -0.39

271 (4)1j 191 0.53 -0.40

SUPPORT STAFF 401 301 351 351 0.50 -0.25......-
COOTUNITY 464BfR

LZ......]

721

.14i

221

19Z

__

331

_
241

512 371

-.

0.70

----

0.71

-0.30

---------

-0.42

i

tilioLE SAVER L471 1 PI 362

VI. VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

This group of goal. include, offering specific occupational curricula, prograt-Aca (or emerging

career fields, opportunities for retraining, and assistance in c planning.

The goals in some areas of vocational preparation appear to be being met; for others, the College

has far to go. It is felt that the goal of prnviling opportunities for students to receive

training for specific occupations' career, should be and ill important at Vanier. A little dissatisfaction

I. felt with the importance of developing edJcational progtemmas geared to nee and ()merging carter

field.. The dissatisfaction with providing retraining opportunities for individuals whose job

skill, have become out of date 11 high .11 a. irral (lee Tehle VI C). Somrthtn;, else needs to

be done tl satisfy students' needs In decifing upon a vocational (steer. And it would appear that

is



the administration should reconsider this question and their stand on it vie 1 via that of

others (See Table VI 0).

As the provision of retraining opportunities would appear to fall under the administration of

Continuing Education at Vanier, the attention of the Director of Continuing Education should be

brought to these results. Vocational planning assistance should be increased.

%AISLE VI

VOCAT1OCAL PREPARATION: offering specific occupational curricula, Programmes for emerging career fields, opportunities

for retraining, and assistance in career planning.

WFSTION: to provide opportunities for students to receive training for specific occupational careers, e.g.
accounting, engineering, nursing . . . .

TARLE VI A

rositin

ACTUAL !DEAL DISSATISFACTION

LOU MEDIN HICk LO4 Walt( HIGH TOTAL DIRLCILD

ISSTRUCTOR 42 322 122 332 0.58 -0.04[641 1 1632 1

S',TDENT 92 28Z 632 22 132 0.60 -0.50CI
A64ISISTRATOR 02 332 672 152 311 0.46 0.06EMI

SUPPORT STAFF 5% 302 652 10i 102 0.62 -0.29

,...___.........-.

-0.80

[8ox I

COMMUNITY MEMSEP

,

222 132 11Z 112 SI[44% 1 1 782 1

WIMLE SAMPLE 92 30% 61% 5% l,Z 792 0.58 -0.37

--1

N--

95



*/......
QUESTION: to develop educational programmes geared to nes and emerging fields . .

POSITION
LU4

INSTRUCTOR 34%

STUDENT 31%

ADMINISTRATOR 10%

SUPPORT STAFF 261

CO!SPINITYMEMBLR )12

WHOLE SAMPLE 322

ACTUAL
MEDIUM

---

143!
1

f 402

FT2-1

221

138z]

TABLE VI 3

HMI
[ 1

LOA

23% /1

122 4;

331 17%

311 5%

02

301 5%

7.11/111116

P 1,A .1.... __--
MEDIUM hIG4

282

162

11%

165z

OISSATISFACTIOA

TOTAL DIHECTLO

1.13 -0.86

[772:1
-0.06

0.53 -0.51

242 0.91 -0. 66

32

202 175% 0.94 -0.82

QUESTION: to provide retraining opportunities for individuals whose lob skr1s have become out of Asir.

ACTUAL
TABLE

FOSITIOM 104 elLhlUti AMU

INSTRUCTOR 141 31MI
-___ _ _

STVDPCT Ma 141 9%

-- -_ _...i....--

ID: 201AI MI /302 1

sroikr STkFF 76: 0%MI

II%

71

COMMUNITY MI.KBE,', 22Z6 72

...,..1

litknioLF s&mru: 75:

VI C

I D E

LOW HLDLUM

231 28%

131

171 82

101 242

02 22X

141 24;

f492

1521_,..1

17st
1

1.43 I I -1.41

11.26)

672

1.80

1.37

11111



QUESTION: to aesist students in deciding upon a vocational career .

TABLE VI 0

POSITION
ACTUAL ID E AL

TOTAL

0.97

OlBECTED

-0.90

LO4 MOWN II1CH LO1 MEDIUM au

INSTRUCTOR 422 132 122 222Ma 1682 1

STUDENT 352 172 31 212 762 1E111313 -1.32

ADCINISTRATOR 202 202 252 332 0.40

--......

-0.26CM 1421 )

SUPPORT STAFF 151 252 52 38X 0.91 -0.41aoz i572 1

COWVNITY MEMBER 442 442 111 02 222

I

t782 1
1.1'20 1

-1.20

WHOLE SAMPLE 46% 371 - 172 72 232 702 NM -1.04

VII. RESEARCH

Conducting basic research and seeking to contribute to the general advancement of knowledge are

not considered to be important goals at Vanier. The community members seem to have greater

demands for research and the contributions of research. Otherwise there is a fairly close consensus

of opinion on the importance of basic research at the College. (See Tables VII A, B)

The viewpoint of community members should perhaps be Investigated further.
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I A ,t 1 1

P.P.AYARC7i: coniuccfne, baste temeaW1 and .eektn4, to contri,,tt to t' o advance-,,,o. of knovie

fitiFS11074: to do research for rovernment, business, or industry

TABLE V I I A

POSITION
ACTUAI 1

I

.

102

rort.

0.52

10/ MEDIUR OIGH 'i, 1P1 1 h 0IRLC11.9

INSTRUCTOR 82 I%
1

i 182 -0.121191% 12'4

TTUDLN'T

57)41A,;TRATOR

17t 41 FT-1
.

171 171 0.i) -0.66

-
SE

02 01

I

196%

--

72 7t OM -.J.051 110: 1

s'JP,3RT STUT 4 212 II% = 11/ 52 0.62

--------,...,

1.10

0.20

-0.7)

Gil

Cf+09IIITY 4CMt5ER 1 782 111 112 )31 222 1 442

;OLE SIMPLE 15Z 42 56: 211 152

--___

0.61 -0.43

111111

'LECTIn t: to contribute, throw,,71 rvacorch, to ton p,t,nerril alvsn,-o-^nt of Anw1edre

A A 1. !". V I 1 3 .....
i OCITIOn

ACTUAL 1 17 F A L Dt'ff;AII5FACTIIV;

L0'1 `SEDIU'i Hinli

r.

1,4; 4r71U4 ItIC i Ti) rm. DIECC.TiO

1`...M...CTOFt 102 1---7 Z/Z. 202 9.69 -0.57Ca
!-.1TUFAT 43Z I 232 32 21: 322 452 1

I
El. 12 1

A:),ThiIsTRATOR - 931 01 III
r------1

,
J

1 ,:.:

I':

c.c.
i

)57 5.5 -0.5o
--. --

Iffal, ,4T 0.FT 5%

LosVIT4ITY '4ENCiER 332 112 III
t_

112 732

____ 1..._-____

176 i
ll

1 50 [1.50 i
_ -

7.31 i -4.75','')I.Y c69.1,1 192 2i2 ME

( .



VIII. MEBTINC LOCAL NEEDS

This set of goals includes providing continuing education opportunities to the community,

contributing to the community, and Involving students to community activities. The survey

results show varying degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the meeting of local

needs by Vanier College. Dissatisfaction is high and general with the provision of opportunities

for continuing education for adults in the local area and in stimulating community use of the

College in the widest possible variety of ways (See Tables VIII A, C). Instructors are

dissatisfied with the role of Vanier in serving as a cultural centre in the corlunity (See

Table Vill D). There 18 not a great Importance attached to establishing courses to train Community

leaders (See Table VIII b). The facilitation of the involvement of students in neighbourhood and

community-service activities is of medium importance but providing trained manpower for local-

area business, industry, and government Is seen as highly important, particularly to community

members (See Tables VIII E, F).

It Is recommended that the Director of Continuing Education carefully consider this section

of the results.

TABLE VIII

mErriva LOCAL NEEDS: to provide continuing education opportunities to the community. to contribute to the community, and

to involve students in community activities.

QUESTION: to provide opportunities for continuing education for adults in the local area, e.g. on a part time basis . . .

TABLE VIII A

P1)SiTIO4

ACTUAL IDEAL .115.1 . .

TOTAL

4

104 1110,1CH dICK uryi mulum HIGH

INSTRUCTOR I 491 ] 35% 111 5% 141 811 MB OM

STUDENT 262 431 31% 4% 24X 0.82 -0.731711 1

An4INISTRkMit 70Z
-..-
j 10Z 20Z OZ

5%

OZ

201

1001 1 00 1.40

-0.83SUPMRT STAFF )21 IG%[53% 1751 I Zia

CO4MUNITY MMBER 33T W. 01 331 liall MIr44Z 1 Ma
251 5% 211 0.94 -0.85WILE SAMPLE 35% 1 40% 1 1741 1

-- 4
.



gUESTIO';: to eitab110 ',Armes to trotn cwrounity leadecq

TADLE 2111 II

POSITIM
ACTUAL

_
IDEA L DISSATISFACTION

LOW MEDIUM HICA LOA MEDIUM
-

KIT4 TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 862 *-1 112 32 352 222 0.85 -0.78I 432 1

-___-

5.2u0P4 222

2eZ

61

111

222 )41 0,96 -0.86

-._.

722 )
III:llIl

A14INISTRATOR 42-1 252 332 0.53 -0.53701

SUPPORT SIXTY la 261 0: 332 292 0.8? -0.62

ems*

)32 1

-

COTIVATY MEMBER OS 221 Ilt

-

442 112 442 0.60 -0.60

WOLF SAMPLE 202 61 322 )11 0.82 -0.74[ 742 3 1)7%

QUESTI1N: to stInqIete conmantty use of t1. college in t!,-, wijr,L possthie variety of ways .

TABLE VIII C

P0912101
ACTUAL I n

MAL incr:aLOU M/TAIP4

171

31

IIMH IAJ FEDIUM N/rEi

IS5tROCrIR 61 172 252[187, 6.: 1 1.67 1 .1.57 1

STV0f:NT -1 122

_
212 32Z VMS571 571 1 -1.16

ADMINFJPAT)R %,':

..._

102 82 152 0.93 -0.93501 rm.. 1

:It 10% 192SWAT STAFF MN 72: I71'. 1 1 1.29 I I -1,12 1

-0.70
corm'ilTY MEN8E2 442

Milli
OZ

1^1

222

122

221 0.70561

.t4Z
WWILC 54,.71E. 71Z622-1 6)1 1 1 1.19 t 1-1.11



QU262101; to serve as a cultural centre in the community served by the campus . . . .

TABLE V11T D
_ .

IDEA L
POSITIO3

ACTUAL
TUAL DIgLcTrnLOW MEDIUM UIGN 1.0q MEDIUM HIGN

INSTRUCTOR ON Ili 31 231 26% Mal 1.40 1-1.15 i

---
STUDENT 621 32% 62 262 402 342 0.95 -0.80

.
A................-.

102 81 42% 0.86 -0.861'502 )ADMINISTRATOR 502 E 401.

SUPPORT STAFF Itx 11%

i

172 35%
21-.1 1.04 1-1.04 1(!fix I

COMMUNITY 1EMBER 332 112 222 Milli 132 0.50 -0.50[562 1

WHOLE SAMPLE [671 1 272 62 252 361 1111 0.96 -0.86

QUESTION: to provide trained manpower for local-area business, industry, and government . . . .

POSITION
ACTUAL 1 D E,A L DISSADSTA 1104

LOW MEDIUM T NIC4 LOW MUM NIGH TOTAL DIRECTED_

INSTRUCTOR 362 252 322 291 0.18 -0.21
1391 i

392

STUDEST 461 382 161 152 361 0.91 -0.781492 )

ADMINISTRATOR 182 92 172 332 0.60 -0.46
(732 1 EL/

SUPPORT STAFF 322 162 252 151 401 0.87 -0.29
532

CO'hUNITY W.MgCR 312 02 02 4421672 1 56% 1.40

-0 57
MIDI E SAMPLE )5f 162 222 342

[4... 1
0.79

[482 1

--1--------------

101



qUEST1o4 to facilitate involvement of students in neighbourhood and community service activities

TABLE VIII F

POSITLON
ACTUAL tor.At IODISSATISFACTN

LOW M7O1h4 HIGA L0',4 MEOIUM AICLI TOTAL 0119hCIE0

.5Z 35Z 0.96 -0.89INSTRUCTOR 82Z 171 IT 40Z

srvoENT

ADMIN/STRAT0k

_ _

SUPPORT STAFF

[ 61Z 1 311 8: 2;1 41Z 35Z 0.96 -0.82

[ 702 1 1N1 OZ 9Z 27Z 0.86 -0.86164Z I

It): ST 29% 291 0.87 -0.79
.....,

1 83Z ) [74.12

11% 731 all lIZ 0.60 0.00COM4USITY itheiCRS 33t E.56% 1

341 0.86 -0.76WHOLE SAMPLE 67t 271 6i 24: [42%
4

IX. PUBLIC SERKICE.

Public service goals are to v,r1, to solve major sotitl and economic problems And to ,e responsive

to regional and national priorities in plat-mint educational programmes.

The general trend appears to k that these gmnIn are not con4idered to be important or as important

as they should be. DissatisfAtfort is not high except in the final of helping people from

disadvantaged communities to Acquire knowledge and rkills they can use In improving conditions in

their own communities (Sec TA!,le IX A). Opinion is scattered on the importance of working with

governm,nt a.;encies in deititn:,A, new social an/ ,nytronnente: progra-,sea and the focuteing of

resources of the College on mnlution of mlinr social and envirorAAAtal ptonlcms . College

planners should take note of the agreement thAt responsiveness to reTional Ail national priorities

when considering new educatinnil programer for the College should be of hi.g i-;,ortance (See

Table IX 0)



TABLE IX
PUBLIC SERVICE: to work to solve major social and economic problems and to be responsive to regional and national priorities

in planning educational programmes.

QUESTION: to help people Iron nisndvantsged comounitiss acquire knowledge and skills they can use In
improvInn conditions In their own oomounttles . . . .

TABLE IX A

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

LOA MEUIUM HIGH LAP MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL I DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 141T 11! 62 161 311 531 1 1.53 [1.48 1

701STUDENT 722 22% 61 81 221 1.66 171.64 1

ADMINISTRATOR II% 01 8! 382 541 0.86 -0.86 ..1891 1

SUPPORT STAFF 112 16! 141 382 -0.95

-1.60

[74% ) 481 1.12

COMMUNITY MEMBER 221 112 01 222 1.601671 i 1782 1

20!
.

62 12% 261 631 LAIL] -1.36MILE SAMPLE 1742 1

QUESTION: to work with government agencies in designing new social and environmental programmes . . . .

TABLE IX B

POSITION
ACTUAL ID Eji I DISSATISECTInv

TOTAL DIRFCTrn
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM MICH

INSTRUCTOR 21Z 02 371 241 0.79

4

-0.71
fI9T 1 F 1

STUDENT 70% 22! 8! 16! 322 522 1.28 Mil
ADm1N1STRATOR 1781 I 222 02 31% III. 23! 0.26 -0.26

SUPPORT STAFF 11% 51

-*

30! 302 0.66 -0.50
(84! 1 1601 I

COMMUNITY MEMBER 442 0! 22! 33! 0.80

-....

-0.40
[56I I

4% 1

WILE SAMPLE 23! 5% 27% 3)2 0.97 -0.871412 1



QUESTION: to focus resources of the college on the solution of major social and environmentn1 probless . .

TABLE IX C

POSITION
ACTUAL

LOW MKDIUN RICH

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

{742 23% 32

IDEAL

LOW CF1ILTH

1452 352

[66% 1 262

22%

82

222

SUPPORT ST \Fr 195: 1 5%

COMMUNITY MLENCR 672 221

02

4-
112

29Z

332

272

1422

r
DISSATISFACTIO::

252

35%

0.40 -0.1)

252 0.75 -0.75

150%

WHOLE SAMPLE. 702 232 12

132

302347

382 0.70 -0.30

62 1 0.82 -0.65

NESTIOS: to be reanonsi,". to regional ani nItt,eel priorities ,'ten tonelderine new ertAtationil progratmes for the

collet/ . . . .

I A B L r Ix n

POSITION

ACTUAL IDEAL DISCATISI

TOTAL

0.90

rivra ___

rtRrrrrft .

-0.73

Lrrt Kpirm HIGH

*.--

LOW M 11UH HIGH

MI1NSTRUCTO% [ 492 I 412 102 162 332

STUDENT
361. 182 162 302 522 0.98 -0.71

ADMINISTRATOR 332 442 22% 102 20% 50% 0.31 -0.20

SUPPORT CTAFP 502 33% 112 154 352 502 0.83 -0.66

COMMUNITY MFAMR ISMI 107 102 314 111 1562 ] 1.122] 111.00

3.86 -0.65

WHOLE SAmrLE 477 372 161 1AI 314 Ila



X. SOCIAL ECALITAXIAN1S4

These goals lead to the policies of open admissions and meaningful education for all admitted,

including remedial work in basic skills and the attempt to compensate for past social injustice.

In three of the four areas investigated, the actual Importance is considered to be low but the ideal

importance in high. Providing educational experiences relevant to women, having a policy of open

admissions, and offering developmental or remedial programmes In basic skills are important goals

that are not being met (See Tables X A, D, and C). The provision of educational experiences

relevant to the evolving Interests of special grasps within the community is not considered to

be of high importance (See Table X D). The generality of the statement of this goal eel have

something to do with its limited felt importance.

The responses to these questions should be kept in mind when decisions are made in these areas

of academic policy.

TADLEX
SOCIAL irALITteIASISM: open admissions, and meaningful education for all 11J-slued, including cledlal work In

basic skills

WESTIoN: to provide educational experiences relevant to the evolving Interests of women . . .

TABLE CA

POSITIO4 ACTLIAL Inc.AL otssmtbrAploi

LOU MEDIUM NIGH t0 mr.nium HIGA TOTAL m DIAITTEn

IqSTRUCTOR 711 231 51 30/ 141 % 1.04 -o.e
......_____

STUDENT I 52% 351 132 172 392 44% 1.00 -0.82
_.

ADM1NIMATOR 601 402 02 331 174 SO2 0.53 -0.53

SUPPORT sTAFf 551 15% 107 381 182 241 0.70 -0.21

row=11.A.111 I

C098UNITf 4E48E11 1561 311 111 222 561 221 0.50 -0.50

--- .
--

I1101.t: Suits LE 581 322 10% 242 371 [3)% --.1 0.87 -0.71

-------
..

105



QUESTION, to move to or mAintin a polity of essentially open Admission . . . .

%WE XD

POSITION ..-

--------
ACTUAL _____J '13 '

LONT

. 4 _VISSAIli

MAL
r --..

WSJ MEORT4 HIt:0 41.DUA IIICil

INSTRUCTOR ( 551 1 2)2 162 382 22% 0.86 -0.4539;

STUDENT 172

332

182 242 252 0.98 -0.61452 1 50T 1

ADMINNIAATOR 562 112 312 82 -0.801.622 1 11.16 i

SUPPORT STAFF 532 32: 162 291 332 0.58 -0.16381-----1

COMNOISITY 111111ER

---_-

332 222 222 3)2 0.50 0.10
f

442
]

1.7110LE SAMPLE

------_

1502
1 342 171 292 252 0.84 -0.50

1111

WESTIM' to oiler developmental or reTedial programmes in iatntc (Reading. vcttt6g ant nothemstics) . . .

TA 31.F XC

.4.14.1

POSInx;

AC/UAL r 'IDEAL OISSAIISFACIloS

UN 4LOIUM HIGH
- ..-

LOW
-T-

ULDIUM HIOH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR
ITC:t1

151 15% 732 272 -0.6949:_
STVDEN r

..----

MI 351 222

-4

ICI 101 0.99 -0,89NM
n%

--
101

,

991 1.13
ADMINISTRNToR 601 301 101 -1.13

--______-

SUPPORT CTAFF Sill 28Z III 111 142
E7117-1

1.33 -0.91

MIMICONiUNITY HOIBER E21---J 2"
_

102 221 222
"'. --J 11.30 I

-0.32
_

v1101.2 SAW'LE liST 362 182 142 272 Sy'.



QUESTIO1: to provide educational experiences relevant to the evolving interests of special groups within the
community . . .

TABLE XD
----

POSITION

_
ACTUAL IDEAL OISSiliSFACTION

L0 MEDIUM N1Ck LOP MEDIU4 MICR TOTAL DIRECTED

INSMICTOR

-----

312 42 301 382 321 0.76 -0.59164% )

STUDENT 382 72 212 al 352 0.80 -0.66[55% i

ADMINISTRATOR 112 112 181

....

551 271 0.40 -0.26lial

SUPPORT STAFF' [721 1 221 61 352 EL 202 0.70 0.45

COMHUN1TY MEMDER 202 101 44% 222 331 0.60 -49.4070Z

WHOLE SAMPLE [601 ] 14: 62 262 421 322 0.71 -0.57

Xl. SOCIALCRTSICISM/ACTIVISM

These goals of icing engaged la working for basic changes in society and helping students to evaluate

and change society received varied ratings as to the importance they should have. There was

agreement overall that these goals are not actually considered important at Vanier. TI.ere was not

greet dissatisfaction voiced. The goals of providing critical evaluation of prevailing practices

and .slues in society and of helping students learn bow to bring about change in society were

considered to be of high priority at Vanier except by community members (See Tables XI A. C).

Responses to the goals of serving as a source of idear and recommendstions for changing social

institutions judged to be unjast or otherwise defective, and to be engsge0, as an insitution, 41

working for basic changes in society were varied (See Tables Xi B. U). Students awarded them a high

importance but other groups of respondents gave them a low or medium importance.

The son) of providing critical evaluation of prevailing practices and values in society appears

to he of high importance nt Vanier.

In/



TABLE Kt
-------___-----. _-_-_-___ -----SOCIAL CRITICINN/ACTIVIg. Hein- engaged in working for hAlic chanve4 in society and he/ping students to eval.:ate

and change acciets.

QUESTION: to provide critical evaluation of prevailing practices and values in society . .

TABLE X1 A

POSiTION
ACTUAL 1 3 6 A L

-T
DISSATISFACTION

1.0`.4 'AE1111UM 111G11 LO.. molu4 wino _ TOTAL

1.01

------*-DIRhota

-0.93
INSTRUCTOR 162 1/Z 112 352(614 1 11551

S1U0FNI 40% 182

02

112

__-----

31-
311

331

0.94
--- ------.---___-_-_-_

0.80

___.-------------

-0.83

-0.80

411[ 1

APHPASTRATOR 60% 602

-......_

SUPPORT STAFF

---

511 411
---

101 1 231 272 501 0.95

0.90

0.86

-.....,..:11112--...

0.10

-----

-0.74

i
__,..-_----

332 332 332C6013NITY Hrmar.g. 222 IIM 331

452 402 152 142 322 Ca441OLL SAMPLE -

WiSTION: to verve as a source of I,Ioa/ and recorLnendationg for chanOng social institutions judged to beunjust DI othervige defective
.

TABLE. XI R

POSITION

ISSIRLCTI

S ceDFST

SUPPORT S

C

S

ACTUA I. IDEAL -11/C0.1- Ls L.

_. 1.1..A.L..

0.16

Ilai-------

D KLCI12...-
L04 MEDIUM WICA LOW

--
MEDIU'i RIC-Ai

Ig 212 11 141 321
--

141 -0.76IIIII

ATIR

242 91 23 281 Ell
0.40

[661 J
[492 ] -1.07

-0.26

....------

312
111 01 )11 381IMI

382
1,6E1 70Z 29Z 102 24; 382 0.96 -0.70

4F.4iqlk 3)2 3)2 332

St

!o.7. -1 332

311

222 0.70 0.30

277
0.94 -0.78

PLE 681 24'. 1437. I



QUESTION: to help students learn hog to bring about change to society . . .

?ABLE X1 C

POSITION

ACTUAL IDEAL w DISSATISFACTION

LOW MEDIUM MICH Low MEDIUM MIca TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR Milli 38%
4% 20% 372 44% 0.93

-...------_--0.76

STUDENT 59% 301 11% IS% 27% gill -1.06

ADMINISTRATOR 33Z 0% 27% 36% 36% 0.33 -0.33
(672 I

SUPPORT STAFF 84% 16% 0% 15% 35% 1.081CO%

CONMSITY mem8ER MI 10%

_-

20% Milli 22% 22% 0.50 -0.10

18t 31% 111. 0.99 -0.86
wlioLE SAMPLE

11111111 13%
92

QUESTION; to be engaged, es an.institutfon, In working for basic changes in society . . .

TABLE Xi n

POSITION
ACTUAL --

IDEAL nissATIsFACTIoN
Lo'l mEnturi mins Low MEniull Sins TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 22% 0% 34% 26% 0.85 -0.70
78:

1111111

STUDENT 301 82 282 3)% 1.95 -0.75
1632 1

1 392 1

ADMINISTRATOR 38% 0% 361 282 0.06 -0.06
163: I 45%

SUPPORT STAFF 741 16% 11% 30% 40% 302 0.87 -0.62

--,

CoittuNITYREMBER 612 -I 302 10% (502 3 38% 13% 0.60 0.20

WmoLE SAMPLE G71 27% 62 33% PA 34% 0,81 40.64

In)



The goals of ensuring that faculty and students have political and academic freedom, and the

freedom to choose their own life style are the first goals in this survey to be considered overall

as actually of medium or high Importauce to Vanier College members. Should Vanier's motto be

"Freedom"? Although the actual imnortance ha pot been given as high a retirdt e9 the ideal

importance, on the questions of freedom of lite styles, right of faculty members to pretest

controversial 1.1.as In the classroom, and irreion of off-canpus political activities, the actual

importance Ss rated as high, with administration tendtne. to rate the actual importance as medium.

Cocaina that students have the opportunity to hear different points of view was rated f9 having

medium importance. Dissatisfaction with this goal is minimal.

TABLE XL1

FarD04: to ensure that (acuity and students have political and academic freedom, and the freedo to choose their

myn life style.

^UFSTWN: to ensure that students are given the orportunItv to hear various points of view . .

POSITIOS

INSIRITTCt

SPJDLhT

r)115",TRAIP

SUPP.1111. STAFF

ACTUAL
LOW 1031141 HICOI

271 '11

291

DOLL \II

tY.01;-r

111

221

13:

321

33:

337.

381

31

41

41

tg.010

SZ

22Z

281 67.

741

181

6%

21%

0%

831

0.91 -0.94

0.95 -0.87

1.06 -0.86

0.70 -0.6:

t11.1p

-0.9J

-3.77



QUESTION: to ensure the freedom of students end faculty to choose their ovn life styles (.living arrangements, personal
appearance, etc.) . . . .

TABLE XiI B

PosITI0N
ACTUAL IDEAL

IIICA

DISSATISFA

__ tam

0.58

TION

UlfILCIEn

-0.53

LOW riED1U4 MCA LOW mFD1VM

INSTRUCTOR 302 301 151 231 62:411

STuDENI 152 272 581 101 222 682 0.46 -0.22

AIWINIsTRATOR 02 381 252 172 ONI 0.20 -0.061632 1

SurvoRT STAFF 212 322 102 351 551 0.70

...---------
-0.20(471 1

Co44UNITY ML' W% 222 222 56: 331 222 asim 1.0.1.3 D.40

.
4910LE SAmrLE 192 292 gall 13:1

242
1.:631

0.48 -0.26

____

quisTI(r.. to place no restrictions on off-campus political activities by faculty or students . . .

TABLE XII C

PnsiT10N

ACTUAL
MEDIUM UlcA

1nEAL
LOW MEDIUM WA

DISSATISFA

TOTAL

1103

DIRLCUSL

-0.54

LW

INSTRUCTOR 232 292 132 151 72: -1 0.59481

sTuDINT 282 332 181 222 0.70 -0.52312 1602 1

132 382 172 172 672 0.40 -0.13ATMASTRATOR [501 J

262 322 '4% 151 152 70. 0.79 -0.62SUrPORT STAFF

COWUNITY MI48FR 112 221 33% 222 441 0.80 0.80(67% -1

0.63 -0.41Aim', SA4PLE 222 322 411 192 202 [612



gUETION, to protect the right of

POSITION LOW

INSTRXTOR 162

STIJODU 22%

xr4INIST84TOR 258

SUPPORT STAFF 288

CON'IUNITY MIKtilf.rt 112

%OLE SAMPLE 222

faculty menhers to present uopopilar or controversial ideas in the nessroom

TABLE XII I)

ACTUAL IDEAL

MEDIUM UICA LON

39% [462 1

38%

381 382

338

331

398

XIII. M.IDCAATIC Cpt\ANLt

398

MEDIUM

108 222

92 222

9Z 278

08 282

121 442

81 248

RICH

DISSATISFACTION

TOTAL DIfibCTELI

0.56 -0.51

0.80 -0.61

0.26 -0.2O

0.75 -0.75

0.60 0.20

0.65 -0.51

The five question, concerned with the goals of democratic governance centre on decentrslired

decision-making n:hich ptoulder opportnntry flr inbletinnIs to participate io ciPctstons

affecting the-,, and A genufftelv r ironlive goJci,ont.

TN, goal of enlarging Areas of -tn!ent leaderabio viO.In the Cones,," in or high ileal importance to

administrators but of low or ideal isporLo, e to ocher groups, lnd all groups consider that

this gonl Is actually of low .rfln.71, et Vai1,r XIII A). 'Plots ig dtextiafattion with

the lark of importance actually attached to the creation of a system of callous Aovernancr, that is

genuinely responsive to the contents or all people if the College will, the exception of the

Onintatratots (Cc's' Table XIII . Thla aro,ar. t.. bc area 10 -71lees police work.

lnv,!ve +ant 1,1 ;',O,Cr{i4 . flf fA 1 .t ,t,.tt,factton



but it is obvious that more should be done to meet these goals (See Tables X111 C, 0). More

dissatisfaction is registered in the need for ensuring Individuals the opportunity to participate

or be represented in making any decisions that affect them (See Table XIII E).

Continued attention needs to be paid to the questions of democratic governance at Vanier.

TABLE XIII

DUMOCILNT1C CNERNANCE: decentralised decision - making which provides the opportunity for individuals to participate

in decisions affecting tiles, and a genuinely responsive government.

QUESTION: to enlarge areas of student leadership within the College . . .

TABLE XIII A

WilTiON
ACTUAL 1DFAL 01SCATI5F

rorAL

0.41

MIN
DiRECTf0

-0.84

LAW MEDIUM 41CW LOU MEDIUM A1CJI

36:1NSTRUCT11 Ea 301 11 271 31;

-----

STUDTNT 501 3 411 81 171 Z. 391 0.89 0,72

AD4INISTRATOR 631 J 121 251 18% 271
11:11 0.60 -0.60

0.l9 -0.29
------.......

-0.20

SUPKAT STAFF 331 111 281 MI 2811561 j

CO`tkINITY ilEMBER 605 201 201 all Ca 441 0.60

22Z

_.

40% 381 0.77 -0.65
wrioLE SMILE

lal 351 81

113



---
WESTIOI: to create a system of cavue goverrance that is genuinely responsive to the concerns of

the College . .

TAKE XIII

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

LOW MEDIUM HIrlq LOW MEDIUM II IC.

INSTRUCTOR 302 23% 52 152[47.1 [802

STUDENT 382 212 62 182[412

ADMINISTRATOR 332 332 332 151 382

SUPPORT STAFF 442 442 112 02 322

COMAUNITY HEMBEA 332 332 332 222 222

WHOLE SAMPLE 362 212 72 202 732

all people at

TOTAL Lamm

1.37 1.25

-1.15

0.33 -0.20

1.00 -1.00

0.80 -0.40

1 1.26 )

egASTION:

rosvrioN

INSTRUCTOR

Capri:!

to develop means by which students, faculty, saninistratort, And the conmunity can be signifIcAntly involved
in csapu4 guyernnnce . . .

TABLE X,11 ,

ACTUAL------_
1.04 MEDIUM__

322

ADMINISTRATOR 222

S';PP 1ST STAFF

COMTP.NI TY 4F.M1SF.R 401

41i0LE SAMPLE 312

-0.20

-0.66

0.10

-0.61

114



QUESTION: to te decentraltte decision making on the campus to the greatest extent possible . .

TABLE 0 ,namMori.m.

POSITION

ACTUAL (DEAL DISSATISFACTION
LON HablU4 ULCM L0W

--A.-----

MEDIUM PICII TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 397 217 217 301 47% nal -0.69
407 _i

STUDENT MI 987 197 177 327 517 0.87 -0.63

A0mglitSTRATOR Ill Oa 227 05% 277 0.46 -0.06557

SUPPORT STAFF gall 337 177 297 (417 1 297 0.62 -0.20--
COMMUNITY ME48 }.11 221 447 337 227 227 0.70 0.50gal
WHOLE sAtirLE 421 397 191 217 117

gill
0.82 -0.50

QUESTION: to ensure individuals the opportunity to participate or be represented to sak1ng any decisions that
affect them .

TABLE xill l

r

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

dlEtt

ruSSIATL5F

ItTAL4

1.01

Ttoi
DIRECTED

-0.96

1.0W MEDIUM HMO 10./ UIitt

9%1NITRUCT0R 257 Ca ll 377 4? 86%

snmEsi 371 271 37 IA% 1.20 all1427 1 847

ADmISISTRAT0R 307 307

..._

407 9% 277 -NM 0.46- -0.46

_....

SUPPORT STAFF Ill 392 287

---

OP
5: , 117 [84: NS MI
Ill

---1

331

151

567 0.80 -0.20COMMUNITY IMIWA 227 337

[12 T 1 -0.'14VOLE SAMPLE 30%

Sill
301 4Z (81I 1



XIV. pIrNITY

This category includes the goals of naintainthg an open climate at the College with mutual

trust and respect among students, faculty, and administrators. There is en overall dissatisfaction

with the feeling of community at Vanier. This is most evident in response to the goals of

maintaining of a climate in which faculty commitment to the goals and well-being of the College is

as strong as commitment to personal careers but also in the goal of havitr, open and frank communication

throughout the organizational structure. This dissatisfaction is felt most strongly among

faculty (See Tables XIV A, B).

It appears evident that differences of opinion can be aired openly and amicably at the College,

although again there is significant faculty dissatisfaction (See Table XIV C). The maintenance

of a climate of mutual trust and respect among students, faculty, and administrators, although

recognized as being of medium actual importance, still evokes significant feelings of dissatisfaction.

Perhaps the faculty is in the most reasonable position to investigate this College problem, since

it fa the faculty who show the greatest dissatisfaction with the sense of community, and have come

under attack for their low commitment to the goals and well-being of the College.



TABLE XIV
COMMUNITY: maintaining an open climate at the College with mutual trust and

respect among students, faculty and
administrators.

QUESTIOI: to maintain a climate in which faculty
commitment to the goals and well-being of the college is as strongas commitment to personal careers

. . .

TABLE xtv A

POSITIO1
ACTUAL 10 .AL OISSA

LOW mEntum HICH LOW MCOIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRATTED

INSTRUCTOR
291 181 51 131Olt 82: 1 19 IMMI

STUDENT
412 43: 153 51 231 1.2072: -1.13

041NIST7.ATOR
702 302 01 02 "7:20,.) 1::::;E)

1.03

501
1001

1.08

SUPPORT STAFF

lal 371 171 52 102 85!

COMINNITY MEMBER 502 202 302 02 0% 1.60 -1.60

OiOLE SAMPLE Ea 372 172 42 212 1751 1 1111 L.221

qUESTI(11: to maintain a climate in which communication throngliout the
organitationsl struct,re is open and frank

POSITIoN

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

SUPPORT STAFF

covivattv

-----
WHOLE SAME

1ABLE XIV t

ACTUAL
tmot Us( KtC4 L0:4

34t 171 12491

332 372 30: 32

272 362 02

442 171 02

222 222

16t 262 22

117



WISTION: to maintain a campus climate in which differences of opinion c.a be Aired openly and amicably . . .

TABLE XIV C

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL ----

DISSATISFACTION--
LOW MEDI1M ~HIGH LOW MEDIUM H1Cd TOTAL DIRECTED

IASTRDCTOR 241 122 11 131 MI 1.00 -1.00[441. 1

STVDVNT 262 332 4t 161 0.93 -0.6S401 1812 1

ADMINISTRATOR 91 CM 272 82 171 IN 0.60 -0.46

SUPPORT STAFF 281 281 01 251 gin 0.91

--.---.-----

-0491442

---.-

CONK:MTV KINSER 112 222 111 221 f671 0.40 0.00:72
1

WHOLE WIPLE 252 122 31 172 om -a.la

1511

DUESTIWZ: to maintain a cit -ate of mutual trust and respect among studinta, faculty, and aJmIntstratore
. .

TABLE XIV D
...--

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

T
nissAncy

Tqr kl.

In

crfol;

DIRECTED

-1.08

-0.98
. _

LO4 ME0IU4 MIcil LO4 MEDIUM ItiCli

ItiSTRUCTOR 331

1

361 321

-

42 161 802

STUDL\: 282 12Z 22 161401 la
A1IIN;1RAToR 202 1777] 3V2 41% 162

---
L......] 0.57 -0.53

cupropr STAFF 351 BIM 181 III 52 -0.91
..,

i 64: 1 1.04

COKHUx1TY MEMBER 22% 332 02 0244% 1002
tt

1.00
.-1:"W 1-

-0.91

ll

0.96

---
N.rdcli,E SAMPLE 112 181 117. 1% 1.'1 82:

1 I I



XV. IWTELLECtUAljAy5:1R91C ENVIRONMENT

An environment in which intellectusl and cultural activities are facilitated is considered to
be of high importance ideally.

The actual Importance of these goals at Vanier is in most casts

considered to be of low importance.
This has created significant degrees

of dissatisfaction as
far as students spending much of their free time [n intellectual

and cultural activities, and having
the College widely known as an intellectually exciting and

stimulating place are concerned (See

Tables XV A, 0). There is lees dissatisfaction with the sponsoring of broad programme of cultural

events and with the possibility of
informal discussion o ideas of mutual interest. (See Tables

XV B, C) The intellectual and aesthetic
environment requires greater investigation.

TABLE XV

INTELLECTUAL AiSTUETIC ENVIRONMENT: an environment in which intellectual and cultural activities are facilitated.

4,QUESTION: to create a campus climate in which students soend much n( their fro, int.lirt$0 rittT1activities . . .

POSII103

ACTUAL
LO.,1

INSTRUCTOR 461

SILAANT

ADMI3ISTRATOR

SUYPQRT STAFF 712

ccOHUN1T-Y MKM8E8 17°1 j

SMOLT WIPLE

MEDIUM

39%

301

13%

292

102

312

TABLE XV A
IDEAL DISATISFACTION

t NIGH 1.01/ MGR TOTAL

142 in 182 702

91 202 262

0.11 -t1.80112 82 422

01 112 422 422 -1.00

-0.90201 112 ))2

272102 162



QUESTION, to create s cli-,ate In which stuJeats and faculty oar nesily come toKether for Informtli discussion of
ideas of mutuol interest, . . .

TABLE XV 8

ACTUAL
POSITIog

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

_ -

AD4INISTP.AfOR

SUPPORT STAFF

LOW MEDICI

COgIUNITY MI-PAY:8

NO TA AVAILA. E

NO s1TA AVAILA1 E

402 142

NO 41A AVAILA E

101

311 1401.HOLE

02

11:

52

IDEAL DISSATISFACTIO

MEDIUM D1CD TOTAL DIRECTED

16'. 82: 0.84 -0.81

212
112:

0.96 -0.86

252 672 0.73 -0,60

152

332

202

18.51 0.79

0.70

0.82

-0.79

-0.70

-0.76

IDESTIO1 to snonsor each veor a broad proAraxxe of cultural cJent, - - lectures, concerts, Art exhibits, end the

like . . . . TA8LE xv

POSITION
ACTUAL 1 0 A L mjscr/txr--T14.:

Itrrxt
DIRLCTE0,.

104
_

MEDI"M HIGH IoP.1 MEDUlf H 4

INSTRUCToa 321 232 131 17". 0.98 -0.81
-1M1 701

----

STUDENT )12 361 262 72 282 ea 0.15 -0.84

02 402 0.46 -0.46ADMINISTRAJOR 102 [61Z ] 302 602---

441 441 112

222

10; 252 DM 1.04 [-I.04 1SUPPORT SIM

111 132 751 0.91 -0.90COM4UN1rY MWER 561 221

242 91

____- _

261

. --::----.,:

0.47 -0.79

-----=--4

..:o0LE sAmITL

11111111 0"
65Z

_ 7.-------.--
_,.. .



QUESTION: to create a college known widely as an intellectually exciting and stimulating place . . .

TARLE XV 0

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL --.---111.S.S.121.314=1135L.------

TOTAL.

1.33

DIK4CTLD---

Ng
L0,4 MEI:AM RICH 104 tiEDIUK

162

RICA

7611SSTRUCTOR 481

--1

381 141 82
---

STUDENT 291 111 132 172 70X591 1,51 -1.35

..--

ADMINISTRATOR 202 502 30% 172 0% 83X 1.13 -0.7)

SUPPORT STAFF 581 121 111 02 302 Lai701 J11.03
m,...

COMMUNITY ME43ER 401 502 102 221 112 Sal 11.41 1 -1.00

1111111
*10LE SAMPLE 552 3)% 122 121 191 16"

i
-1.14

XVI. cNNoyArtos.

These goals are :oncerned with new approaches to instruction and evaluation and a climate open to

continuous innovation. There is general agreement that these goals should be of high importance.

Students and faculty show significant atIAUTts of dissatisfaction with the disparity between actual

and Ideal Importance in several of the questions. The main problem appears to be the need to create

procedures by which curricular or instructional Innovations may be readily initiated: all groups

except support staff consider the actual importance to be low (Ste Table XVI 0). Experimenting with

different methods of evaluation is considered to be of actual medium importance. a climate of

built-in innovation and expertr+entation with new approaches to individualised instruction are

considered to be of low or medium actual Importance. Faculty give higher rating. to the actual

importance of tnnovatton than students do (See tables XVI A, 5, C).

The procedures for initiating innovations should he clatifted and faculty and student dissatisfaction

may therefore be alleviated.
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TA 8 L F /c1
INNATION experinentation with new approaches to instruction

end evaluation and a clinata apen to contin, 1
innovation.

question; to butid a c11-.sate on the campus in which
continuous educational Innovation is accepted as an institutionalWay of life . .

TABLE XVI A

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

pliSATISFA;lpfol

TOM DIRECIKUL74 MEDIUM HIC4 LO'd HE0IUM HIGH

1NSIXOCTOR 372 132 SZ 19% 76% 1.07 -1.02
[502 1

STUDENT
411 122 122 322 1.03 -0.91

LOX I CM
AIAINISTRATOR 3)7 222 8Z 422 0.66 -0.66

442
i-502

SUPPORT STAFF 392 192 112 332 0.79

\ .......*.w.1
-0.62

1442 i
1562 1

COMMUNITY 4F2D1ER 302 302 3)2 3)2 332 0.90 -0.10
[402 ]

WHOLE SAMPLE
431 131 112 302 G.91 -0.81

442 1
[591 I

r!W.:STiON: to exocrinent with different methods of evaluating and grading student performance
.

I A E. L E XVI 13

POSITION ACTUAL IDEAL
H1CH

UISS. .

TOTAL

.

21RECILD

-0.60

LOi KEDIVm HIGH
T

LOW MEDIUM

INSTRUCTOR 182 12.1 212 101 252 0.111661

STUDENT 352 262 101 241 tall

1

-0.80OE OM
041NISTRATOR 221 gill 3)2

281

137 172 0.33 -0.331502

161 321 0.83 -0.16
SUPPORT STAFF

Coll"NITY MEMAR

221 [502 i 15)2 ]

15'01 407 102 222 332 441 1 0.70 -0.70

0.90 -0.63
,:-.1,11r. CAMP1 f

-- -:_,-

311 24Z

I

121 271
r1.6" 1
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QUESTION: to experiment with new approaches to individualised instruction such as tutorials, flexible scheduling.
and students planning their own programmes . .

TABLE XVI C

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

,-

LOW myuivg

37%

HIM

ISM

ntsstrtc

TOTAL

4ct10):

Cl L IS&

=1
LOU

---

MEDIUM 4ICH------ ..

INSTRUCTOR 43% 11% 12[ 467. 1

STUDENT 47Z 36Z 16% 6% 262 11112 011/UM
ADMINISTRATOR 38% 38% 25% 02 Ill 0.66

-------
-0.66

--1131

cUPPOAT STAFF 22% 22% 20% 35% MR 0.87 -0.62
.----..........,

-0.80

-----
COMMUNITY N£748ER 30t 20% 11% 44% W. OEM51%

WMOLE SAMPLE 31: 151 7* 31% -0.95481 621 77771
-----,

QUESTION: to create procedures by which curricular or instructional innovations MIIV be readily Initlated . . .

PCSITION

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ADMINISTRATM

ACTUAL
104 MEDIUM

1 441 I 37%

SUPPORT STAFF

49; 402

221

291
L'LLI

COMXIINITY MEMBER

WIJOLE SAMPLE 39Z

TABLE K41 0

ID E AL

RICK LOW MEDIUM 81C4 --TOTAL-

1.04

DIRI:CTED

172 28%

10% SI 412 511 0.98 -D.92

22% 0.86 -0.850% 8%

II% 222 61': 0.62 -0.5412%

33/22% lit

NO DATA
122 8% 36%

AVAILABLE -0.84
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XVII 91'F-cY*1-15 LtARNINC

This topic covers the goals of study on several expuses, supervised study off-campus, and the
avardinl, of academic credit on the baste of performance. High Importance has ideally been attached
to the goals of gaining academic credit

off-campus, to work-study programmes or on other college

campuses, in on-the-lob learning
experiences, and in other supervised study. Low actual importance

is felt to be attached to theee
leacntng experiences, however (See Tables XVII A, 3, C. E). The

question of giving academic credit
to individuals on the basis of their performance if Evaluated 41

successful, is not considered of
high importance generally either actually or ideally. Administrators

and rtudents tend to consldet credit based solely on performance as hiving high ideal Importance

(See Table XVII 0).

This is another area of goals which Appears to need extensive
consideration on the part of the College.

TABLE XV11

orr-ckxrus umr:twq: Study on several campuses, supervised
study off-campus, academic credit on the basis of

performance.

WISTIOS: to encourage students to spend time avav from the camnul gaining academic credit for such activities asa year of study abroad, in work-study
programmes. etc.

TABLE XVII A

POSITIOA
ACTUAL

LO4 1 4LDIUM

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ATNIMSTRATOR

SUPPORT STAFF

CO`TT,ISITY ME,IBFR

WlVJLE SAXPLE

162

251

1.1.11-3
111

1751

302

211

IDEAL 114SATISE
HIGD

32

LOW

23Z

MEDIUM

202

liGi

51 151 242

13% 312 232 46'1

112 322 (42%1 261

222 02102 181

ST 212 252

1124

IRECTIU

-1.42

0.80 -0.49

0.66 -0.5S

-1.40



qUEST101% to participate in a networ1, of colleges through which students, according to plan, may study oR several
campuses during their college years . . . .

POSITION

ACTUAL
,..... --
IDEAL

TOTALLOW MEDIUM RICH LOW HEDIDN WIG . DilIffit'a

INSTRUCTOR
gall

152 62 342 272 181 (1707 -0.92

STUDENT 182 42 322 292 CED 1.14 -0.99

TE:1 0.60 -0.60ADMINISTRATOR 432 432 142 02 272

SUPPORT STAFF 172 62 322 262 EI 0.83 -0.75tall

CO illiNITY MEMBER 302 101 112
11111

33: -0.901111 1130

wfoi,r, stxplE
15311 182 52 312 302

1
177:3

0.99 -0.87

QUESTI04: to give credit for supervised studv done away from the campus, e.g. in extension or tutorial centers, by

correspondence, or through field work. .

LOLL_ 1Y 1I c

TOTALP051110N

IssTRUCI0R

ACTUAL IDEAL

STUDENT

----
ADMINISTRATOR

SUPPORT STAFF

COXMIJAITY HUIBER

Lei

74%

RIGA RIGA

115 91

27% 112

142

61

02

102WWOLE SAMPLE 252

125



QUESTION: to Ove acedelie credit to sore indivIduals solely on the basis of th.tr nerforoance tf evaluated as successful,
co11610-supervised study, on of off cairn's, necessary), , .

T nit ft

POSITION

ACTUALAL IDEAL
LOW MEDIUM HIGH IOW 41.011/11 RIGH / .

DIRECTEU

INSTRUCTOR 132 32 202 282 0.92 -0.80852 1512

STUDENT 182 f% 301 332 MB -0.99262 372

ADMINISTRATOR 442 442 112 182 212 S52 0,73 -0.46

SDMPORT STAFF 17% 02 251 202 0.66 -0.41[83% i 1-551 i

CONNUNITY MEMBER
(1131

11X 222 251 132 0.90 -0.10AZ

WOLE SAMPLE 78X 172 51 i39 L1 1 282 341 0.95- -0.78

..-----.---I__

qUESTIO!;: to mialmIze on-the-job learning experience
. . .

TABLE XVII I
711ONIMIII--armempl.

POSITION
ACT VAL IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

MEDICI Hrali LOW ME0101 HIGH TOTAL DIRICIED

INSTRUCTOR 291 142 252 271 681 0.92 -0.75
t 5221

STIMEN7

...

322 122

----

112 222 672 1.31 1-1.24
t562 1

ADMINISTRATOR 382 382 752 292 212 0.20 0.061 501-1

SUPPORT STAFF [50;1 282 222 112 322 173271 0.87 -0.87
,....1

FoRMUNITY MER3I-.R 402 401 202 722 222 [37) -1.0o1.20

vuoLE SAMPLE )21 122 252 152 Fl .0.97
[ 552 1 7

17f,



XVIII. ACCOUNTABILITY /EFFICIENCY

These include goals of the use of cost criteria in deciding among programme alternatives, concern

for programme efficiency, and proof of goal achievement. Responses to the questions included in

this set of goals are varied. The application of cost criteria in deciding among alternative

academic and non-academic programmes is not considered to be an important question (See Table

XVIII A). The regular provision of evidence that the College is actually achieving its stated

goals is a high priority and has evoked some dissatisfaction among faculty and students (See

Table XVIII 8). Consideration of the efficiency with which College operations are conducted

is also a high priority evoking some dissatisfaction (See Table XVIII C). The gosl of

being accountable to funding sources for the effectiveness of the College programme* meets with

less enthusiasm and little dissatisfaction with the way in which things are now handled (See

Table XVIII D). The greatest dissatisfaction is found with t'c.e disparity in whit is and

what should be on the question of publishing financial statements in such a way that the whole

College may be aware of the relative cost of programmes and other alternatives chosen (See

Table XVIII E).

The three areas in accountability or efficiency which demand most attention are in College

goal achievement, College operations, and the relative cost of programmes.
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TABLE ]VIII

ACCOUSTASIIITY/EFFECIE9CY: use cf cost criteria in deciding among proAramma alternatives, concern for pcogramnie
efficiency, and proof of goal echtevewfnc.

NESTION: to apply cost criteria in deciding
among Alternative a.:Wen1c an4 non-ficadendc programmes . .

TABLE XVIII A

POSITION
ACTUAL

..- IDEAL
_

HIGH

ID1

I I 6
LOW MEDIUM CCM LOW MEDIUM

__
INSTRUCTOR

--- 282 141 251

392

112

232

0.95

0.66

0.48

-0.01

(381 1 (r,42 .1

392
STUDEYf

_
351 2111442 )

ADMINISTRATOR 3J1 221 402 02 0.40 0.0011111 602

SUPPORT STAFF 402 402 202 302 52 0.54 0.37OM
CD'0W4ITY FIDIBER 44: 02 222 442 0.60 -0.6010011 132

WHOLE SAMPLE 14511 342 222
463 -1 312 172 0.64 0.07

QUESTION: to regularly proidc evidence that the college is actually achieving its stated goals . . .

TABLE xviii B 1
POSITION

ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

MEDI! MICR

INSTRUCTOR

STUDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

SUPPORT SINIT

(491 1 392 122

COMMUNITY XF.MaIR

WHOLE SAMPLE.

FT. 3)2 112

LCY4 MEDIUM HIGH

192 272

122 312

F-1

161:1

222

191

442 221

322

332

122

I 2R

252 )72

102 252

131 112

142 302

652

Usl

TOTAL DIRECTED

ECE

[1.211

0.80

0.83

0.90

1.00

-0.84

1.04

-0.80

-0.83

-0.70

-0.87



WINflUN: to consider the efficiency with which college operations are conducted . . .

TABLE XVIII C

POSIlION
ACTUAL IDEAL

TOTAL.

0.98

DIBECTtU
1.0,t

---- .

MEDIUM HIGH L0 MEDIUM HIc4

-0.86ISSTRUCZOR 362 171 15% 3221471 1 532

-___-

STUDET 402 111 81 332 OM OD481 1591 i

ADAISISIKATOR 91 362 182 36% 0.93 -0.66[552 I
145. 1

SUPPoRT STAFF 351 181 02 162 18411 L1.0411471
J

1.04

C( WCH1TY MEMBLR 301 311 02 02 1100:1 N I 1, ..,1401

-0.8937Z 141 101 312 59t 1.00intr. SAMPLE 49;

,1101:: to be lecountahle to funding, sources for the effectiveness of college progri-qncs

POSITION

. .. ,

ACTUAL 10..11 0155 T .

L04/ HE01111 Ht(4 LOW MEDIUM RICA ToTAI kif

1NsTk1CT0R 411 151 361 282 352 0.35 -0.12
1441 )

STVDEN/ 381 L461 177 19% 391 0.80 -0.40142% 1

404U;IST4ATOR 331 221 312 31% 0.40 -0.401441 I
1

SUCPORT STAFF 432 71 352 292 351 0.79 -0.37501 1

C041ftN1TY HEADER 222 11: 252 132 0.80 -0.80[67: ) LlZ 1

4:HOLE SAMPLE 45: 151 25; 372 0.73 -0.31
1407 139: 1
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qnstros:

Postrto

ISSTBECCOR

STUDENT

to pelliah financial stateents to such a way that the whole college may be aware of the relative coat
of progrnseles and other alternatives chosen . . . .

TABLE XVIII E

ACTUAL I Si

LO4 KEOICH

1222..) II%

ADH I:1 151 RATOR

SUPP 111 SfAFF

COII7112IIITY rltifiER

(72%]

IDEAL,
HIGH LOW 10'111. hlUti

72 18% 211 62%

61 212 362 EL]

TOTAL DIRECTED

isoz I 402 102 82

02 117

-0.60

[70%1 331

1..14,1LF: SStirLE [742 1 191

01 0% 332

182 35261

XIX. COLLEGE. pac,AN17.ATIOSI

Theme goals are concerned with organization of the College In terms of its goals, and for planning,

pedagogical, ant administrative development. Generally apeakin ;, the leve_ dissatisfaction is low,

although In most case* the ideal imoortanee is hich and the actual Importance is low. The College

should be orzallzed for continJuJ1 short, red St.-: and len3-range olonnin4 And the implication Is that

the College is not (See Table XIX A). The gout of achleyfoc consensus along people on the campus

about the goals of the College should be more imprtant than it is now (See Table X1( B), There

is scattered feeling shout the creation of a *rectal conoission en the tmelicatt,ns of * tri-campus

College (See Table X1'4 C). Ahoot the au'e results occur In reaponte to the goal et creating the

pceltlnrt rf student ombudsman, although di*satisfaction is E.-fed on the tart of faculty (5es Table

XIX 0). nigher Interest is evinced for the provf,ion of a aystem of re-education and re-training

In the errs of administrative proldm-solving for administrative and ted,sIng staff alike, and general

dissatisfaction with what is and Oita should be appears (See Table XIX 11. The idea o' holding
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pedagogical days to dfecuss College problems on a regular baste also found solid support except

from community members (See Table XIX F).

A fair amount of work needs to be done on Internal College organitation.

TABLE XIX

COLLEGE ORGANIZATION (Internal): to be organised in t:txn of College goals, for planning and pedagogical and

administrative development.

qUtST10:4: to be organized for continuous short, medium, and long-range planning for the total institution . . .

TABLE XIXA

POSITIO3 ACTUAL
MEDIUM

-----
SIGH

I 0 E_A

LOW
L

1Ieniu4

---
HIGH

DIPWISFACTIOn

TOTAL DIRECTEDLO,

INSTRUCTOR 312 211

---

121 222 0.41 -0.81662

STUDENT 402 40% 19% 112 34% Fl 0.95 -0.79

ADMINISTRATOR 332 33: 332 0% 36% 0.86 -0.60
[643-]

SUPPORT STAFF 312 192 172 112 0.83 -0.75
-..1

r502 I 1672 1

COMMUNITY MEMBER 442 11% 442 0% 22%

--_-___ Fl 0.90 -0.90

WHOLE SMPLE 392 4T i-1 202 122 30% 582 0.85 -0.71
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QUESTION: to athteve consensus among people on the casnus about the goals of the College . . .

TABLE XIX B

POSITION
ACTU4L I 0 E A '.

11E0104 NIcrt

,155AIL5FACT

TOTAL

Os

DIRLczyuLOW i HEbilit HIcll Low

INSTRUCTOR 492 361 14Z 322

201

151

231

0.87 -0.5851? -1

1-572_1STUDENT 482 372 152 1.04 -0.81

ADNISISIKATOR 251 381 382 172 421 421 0.66 -0.13

SUPPORT STAFF 132 131 161 261 u.58 -0.33
....

[?" 1 Ise,. i

COKHUNITy HEIIHER

-----

322 222 221 112 0.50 -0.50144% ] 16.72 1

witOLE SAMPLE 461 191 152 221 241 0.85 -0.62[541 I

quEsTtnl. to create a special commission on t.4.,e tnplicattons et a tti-campus collego . . . .

T A B 1, V XIX C

FIStill:i

ACTUAL [DEAL 01.5sAI1SEA1111S-------7,

...-.Vil.-

0.95

DIRLCTOLW t7.0tUtt RICH LOW MEDIUM RICA

INSTRUCTOR kli 22X 121 351 202 MI -0.75

STUDENT 301 122 282 292 0.88 -0.661-512 1 [431 1

ADMINtsTP4T0R III 132 El 311 232 0.51 -0.1)1751 )

SUPPORT STAFF 362 141 37X 262 372

-

0.50 -0.08
.......

kr. 1

COltUNIZINEMUR LA 311 112 221 222 0.60 -0.20
--

1561 ]

WHOLE c&xPLE ED 282 12% 332 27% 0.76 -0.55

---_-:-.---1

Mil

112



QUESTIOA! to create the position of stuJent ombudsan
. . . .

TABLE XIXO

rosirtoy

ACTUAL IDEAL
LOW mLDIU4 0,114 LOW MEDIUM 1.1V4 TOT I nisetuy

INSTRUCTOR 742 232 32 36; 182 tall 1.06 -1.03

STIdDisIT 272 52 262 302 MI 0.97 -0.94
692

ADMINISTRATOR 442 442 112 332 332 332 0.1) -0.33

SUPPORT STAY, 142 72 29X 242 0.66 -0.41
.....1

1792 1 472

COeMUNITT MEMBER 222 222 132 382 0.50 -0.10Ell 1502 1

WOLL SAMPLE 702 252 52 311 282 411 0.85 -0.79

.....4.
QUESTION: to provide a system of te-educatiot and re-training in the ate* of administrative problem-solving for

administrative and teaching staff mike . . . .

TABLE XIX E

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATISF CT1OX

LOW MEDIUM MICA LOW mEnTuri RICH TOTAL DIRECILD

INSTRUCTOR 102 42 162 302 NO(BSI I (542 1

STUDENT 272 52 102 202 GER DA'A682

A041;i1STRATOR 382 132 82 252 AVAILABLE -0.601211

SUPPORT STAFF 441 02 322 162 MI .. -0.66

COMVNITY MEMBER 441 442 111 111 231 el In
WHOLE SAMPLE 692 26t 52 142 291 nal 1.15 -1.1(
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(MEMOS: to hold pedagogical days to discuss college problems on u re?dlar basis . . . .

ACTUAL
PoSITIOI

1',S :Tog

51,:ddEST

10,1 MEDIUM

1501 1 33%

ATVINISTRATO1

SUPPORT STAFF

MINUNITY MUSSER

16)11

1631

281

251

371 14u1

[51_] 11%

WUDLE SAMPLE 311

XX. CnLtFCE 051CAtiy.ATICCAFXTFA):A1).

TAISLF, XIX F
m--

IDEAL 0IRSATISFSCr10::

HIGH LC,/ MEDIUM Hirai TOTAL nincuu

171 121 241 1641 -0.91

101

131

161 281 [561 E16) 1-1.1-31

251 331 0.60 -0.06

21t 251 1St 601 0.62 -0.54

331 331 221 0.50 -0.10

12% 181 281 0.99 -0.86.54T

These goals are concerned with the maintaining of institutional autonomy while working in co-operation

with other Colleges end the community. The majority of respondents telt that achieving a large

degree of institutional autonomy or independence in relation to governmental or other educational

agencies should be of high importance, but moat found it to to of low or medium importance. The

faculty expressed signtficamt dissatisfaction with this stets of 'flails (See Table XX A). The

maintenance of a reputable standing, for the Col1e.e in relation to similar College, should be

of high importance but is of nellum importance ('ce table XX 8). The y,oal of including local

citizens in planning College pr07.rannes that will affect the local com,anity vas also regarded

as meriting high importance but receiving low importance in the College (See Table XX 0). Reaction

to ending the ,--AJolicatloo of pror,ralvnes within and hetween Cegeos was ,,c!attered. Only administrators

consider this question co be of high importance. All other groups considering it to be of low

importance. and the goal has an overall low rating of ideal importance (gee Table XX C). The

13i



systematic interpretation of the nature, purpose, and work of the College to citizens off

the campus is considered of high priority but of low actual isortance (See Table XX E).

The same kind of work in making the is_oeet the should be is required in external College

organization.

TABLE XX

COLLEGE ORGO(124710S: (External): to maintain institutional autonomy while working in co-operation with other

Colleges and the community.

QUESTION: to maintain or work to achieve a laree degree of institutional autonomy or independence in relation
to govern7cntal or other educational a;encies . . .

TABLE XX A

POSITIOA

ACTUAL T IDEAL DISSATISFACTIT:

LOW VEDICH HICd L0'.1 MEOIVN HICH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR ..21

-.--

171 71 262

r---

) 11.281

T

-11111----

-0.80
------

) 461 1681
-----

STUDENT 421 131 142 362 15121 0.95(452 1

ADMINISTRACOR 382 Ei 01 92 272 0.53 -0.531641 )

SUPPORT STAFF 442 Fl 02 112 332 561 0.87 -0.70
,----.:-.-........s

0.30CONNUNITY lEMBER 302 Ft) 202 38% 182 2S2 0.90

WHOLE SAMPLE
47:1

44% 112 132 342 0.91 -0.76532
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WESTIOH: to mAintain or work to achieve reputable standing for the college in relation to similar colleges . .

TABLE XX B

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL ttldQi

Low MEDIUN UM L0.1 E

INSTRUCTOR 202 [41% 392 162 252 59Z 0.69 -0.)0

STunENT 252 282 142 232 12111 OM -0.52
*............m...4

El
ADMINISTRATOR 302 202 21Z 23%

1:111 0.40 -0.40
NO% I

..----
SUPPORT STAFF 332 172 152 25% all 0.75 -0.50

501

C0MMUNI1Y MEM6ER 302 301 II% 11% 11.101 111%
402

782

IdUoLE SAMPLE 262 302 152 241 62% 0.69 -0.44
441

WiST104: to end duplication of prograqmes within and between I:ECUs in order that there be the widest spectrum
of choice . . .

TABLE XX C

POSITION

-.ACTUAL IDEAL
___ ----_,

DISSATISPACTI04
1:04 MEDIUM HIGH LO'd MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR

1

362 72 282 292 0.85 -0.43
c572 ) 1412 ]

sTuDENT 292 112 342 312 0.91 -0.59
60% 1 151

ADIINISTRATOR 222 33Z 182 362 0.46 -0.061211 UM
SUPPORT STAFF 292 121 26% 261 (717-1 0.66 -0.50

..

571

11:22)

0.80

.4.31
COIlusITY MEMRER 202

30L

102

112

332

[211-1

112

3)8

76717)
701

322 -0.51
WHOLE SAMPLE

[31...i

,---- --
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QUESTION: to include local citizens in planning college programmes that will affect the local community.
. . .

?AISLE XX D

POSITION

ACTUAL ID E AL i

1.0'.7

----1

15;T-]

MEDIUM

212

MICR

142

L0l7

82

MEDIUM

372

HIOR

ILL]

TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR
-0.89.03

STUDENT
t.6-.2.11

272 122 312 322 0.88 -0.57134% 1

ADMINISTRATOR 332 Ell 222 157 382 0.60 -0.2010162 1

SUPPORT STAFF 292 122 212 312 0.70 -0.70
mod

I592 1 422

COMMUNITY MEHUR 222 112 222 221 561 0.90 -0.90571

WM0EE SAM'eLE 282 I2Z 272 352 0.82 -0.59loz 387

QUESTION: to systematically interpret the nature, purpose, and work of the college to citizens off the campus . . .

TABLE XX E

POSITION
ACTUAL

-----m---
IDEAL OISSATI$FAcTION

Lol MEDIU,I RICK L.o7 MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRLCTE0_,

INSTRUCTOR 282 142 182 382 0.62 -0.75{582 ] 1442 i

STUDENT F 262 92 312 302 0.77 -0.611392 j

ADMINISTRATOR [Z) 38% 132 2)2 382 38% 0.80 -0.40

SUPPORT STAFF (77 472 02 II% 421 0.83 -0.75
.......

1-472

---_

COMMUNITY MEMBER 1,672] 332 01 02 221 182

..-

11.30J lert

VOLE SAMPLE

---
92 262 352 0.15 -0.61

(.6.'l ] 282
91

1
-

-__- , _.-----
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XXI. EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Maintaining & broad and vigorous programme of extracurricular activities and events for students

has a generally high priority which appears to b2 being met to some extent; that is, it is

considered to be an actual goal of medium importance. (See Table XXI A). Excellence in inter-

collegiate athletic competition is not considered highly important and dissatisfaction is minimal

(See Table XXI

TABLE XXI

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITILS: to maintein a broad and excellent programme of extracurricular activities and events.

QUESTION to carry on broad and vigorous programme of extracurricular activities and events for students . . . .

TABLE XXI A -7114,11

NOSIT1OA
ACTUAL IntAL DISSATISFACT1O3

1.:04 MLOIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 362 ell 162 172 292 542 0.79 -0.57-
STUDENT 252 312 8% 252 1111 0.95 -0.72P
ADMINISTRATOR 382 132 82 232 692 0.66 -0.531502 1

SUPPORT STAFF 182 292 162 262 0.70 -0.29.1
-0.70

53% 1582 1

CIHNUNITY MEMRER 227. 332 332 02 672 0.5044Z....1

WOLF :.MPLE 312 262 132 26% 0.79 -0.59[34 ) 1612 1
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QUESTION: to excel in intercollegiate athletic :ompetition . . .

TABLE XXI B

POSITION
A C T U A L IDEAL DICSATICF%

TOTAL

0.70

1I0,1 .
DIRECTED

0.39

.

L7.1 minim BICH LOq HrilUM PICH_

INSTRUCTOR '61 311 IGT 62Z 141

STUDENT 301 :7
A

281 271 331 0.60 -0.1747

ADMINISTRATOR 251 131 3S1 81 0.46 0.061631 3 ¶541 1

SUPPORT STAFF 351 241 211 211 0.58

0.90

0.25
------.......8

-0.70

' [581 1t411

C0fDIUMITY MEMBER 222 11Z 331 331 31167%

311 302 0.56 -0.01
WHOLE ',NIECE 171 [GOT ) 231 1391 1

XXII. STUDENt SERVICES

These goals of providing services for students received some variable and some clearly defined

responses. The goal of providing a testing and analysis centre which would inform students on the

precise state of their intellectual skills and attitudes is considered to be of low real importance

to the majority and of ley ideal importance except to students and community members (Ste Tabls

XXII A). there is scattered opinion on whether student employment opportunities within the College

should be maximized. although 711 of the students think so (See Table XXII B). That efforts to

intensify effective career counselling should be made appears to be a high priority. Dissatisfaction

Is alznificant in this area. (See Table XXII C) The facilitation of entry to university for

technology students is uniformly considered to be high priority (See Table XXII D). It should

be noted that in all cases students consider these services to be highly isportnnt And they evinee

significant levels of dissatisfaction with the present conditions.
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TAscr XCII

STI1Dfiff SFRVICES: to provide servicel for students in the measurement of skills and in employment, counselling,

and careers.

pursrlos, to provide a testing and analysis centre which will inform students on the precise state of
skills and attitudes . . . .

Ta01.8 XXII A

their intellectual

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

LON MEDIUM MO!! LO MEDIUM 81(.8 TOTAL 14 1

INSTRUCTOR 181 72 Mil 232 262 0.82 -0.53757.

STUDENT 241 71 272 252 WI VC1682 1 48%

ADMINISTRATOR 101 02 671 172 172 0.46 -0.461902 1

SUPPORT STAFF 162 52 352 202 0.58 -0.33
. .

1792 1452 /

CWIKUNITY VEMZER 332 02 112 221 Sal 11.701
111111

1672 1

WMOLE SAMPLE FOY-) 232 72 342 252 1402 1 1.00 -0.83

----z-nA

WhSTiON: to msximire meaningful student employment opportunities within the colleie . . . .

TABLE XXII

POSITION

A FFu A L IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

LOW MEAIUR ?UCH DOW MEDIAN kICH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSFRUCTAIR 392 112 272 312 0.52 -0.35FA 43:

STUDEN7 1422 1 362 222 72 212 LIZ 1 11.06 / -0.97

ArNMSTRATOR 442 al 02 351 231 362 0.53 .0.41

SUFFORT STAFF 392 62 262 321 0.50 -.0.41
.....................w

-0.70

[562 / 142Z

C0111'J1ITY MEMBER 382

..----

131 142 432 431 0.701512 1

391

:,.....,-.. -.....

172 192

.-.7.=X

262 0.80 -0.70WHOLE SAMPLE 1452 1 55%;

.._..-7.....-.-.-.-,...-
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WLST1011 to intensify efforts in effective career courvielling . .

TABL1 XXII C

rOsITION

AC7uAL t
_____

1DRAL DISSATISFACTIGJ

LOW I TILDILM RICH Low HORN RICH TOTAL `DIRECTED

INSTRUCTER F1 101 7% 191 1.21

STUnCa 371 112 41 194 FT) 11.431 irt571 1

ADMINISTRATOR 301 201 102 402 0.46 -OM
'132.i..]

504

SUiToRT sTAFP 322 16% 51 112 1.20 iggt531 1 S4% i

COttNNITy RURRER 202 10% 111 112 1'78t!" 1 t7

1.21
1-1.1;.1

.:RITE SAMPLE 511 381 112 5% 201
tr..4.1.-1

CprSIION: to tactlitnte the entrance of technology students to university . .

TABLEXXII D
AcrUAL IDEAL

Mil.

1.(01

Oirected

-0.96

1051T10:1 L0N MEDIUM ging Lo'T MEDIUM MGR

I\STRUCTOR Ed 271 61 29''. 202 [51% 1

sTUDRN7 FT]
4--

401 122 121 281 FT) t1.041

-h
-0.9)

-

0.60

0.70

-0.60

-0.54

1.10

....,

............

ADMINISTRATOR 561 224 221 181

22%

7

274

171

FT)

167
-

SUPPORT STAFF 472 041531 1

C4rPRMITYMENBER 30% 201 111 111 FT) 11111(50Z 1

'.110LF sAMI'LE 541 36S 101 17% 261 571 1 -0.84
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XXIII. CURRICULUM_

These are questions of providing particular learning experiences or of making greater use of

community resources. Although they tend to be considered as ideally highly important, their

actual importance is measured as low. These goals include (1) placing within the core

curriculum courses which would allow students to establish meaningful life goals and how

to achieve them, (2) encouraging the growth of inter-disciplinary studies, (3) making

an inventory of community resources with suggestions as to how these might be integrated

Into Vanier's learning and teaching patterns, and (4) bringing into the College a wide

range of professional experience to supplement local teaching skills (See Tables XXIII A.

C, D, E). The goal of facilitating the establishment of centres for urban studies and

international studies is of low importance except to just over one-third of the student

respondents (See Table XXIIIE.). The establishment of peer teaching situations within the

College so that students can teach other students should be of medium importance to the

College (See Table XXIII F).

The curriculum recommendations from this survey are, therefore, that attention be paid to

courses in meaningful life goals, and in interdisciplinary studies, and that an inventory

of community resources be made, and that a wide range of professional experience be brought

into the College.
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TABLE XXIII

CURRICULUM: to provtde particular learninl experiences and to na1r greater use of colmunity resources.

QUEST1017: to place within core curriculum those courses which would allow students to establish meaningful life goal.
And how to achivve then. . . .

TA&LE XXII A

rosiiiny
ACTUAL IDEAL

MkDICH MICH

DISSAT1SFAC

TOTAL

0.96

109

alUCTED

-0.76

Low MEDIUM MIGM LOW

INSTRUCTOR 37% 211 131 24% di41%

STUDENT 31! 151 7% 221 MI -1.25
551

171/ -1

ADM1815TRATOR 31% FEI 221 15% 38% 0.60 -0.601461 _I

SUPPORT STAFF 301 5% 30! 20! 0.70 -0.70
651

501 /

C0MXUNITY /OMER 251 251 111 111 1.40 -0.80
50% 1781 1

InipLE cngPLE 1517 I 13: 16! 111 231 661 I [1.12) -0.91

QUESTIOA: to facilitate estahllahlent 01 centres for urban stndie3 and international studies . . .

TABLE/MIL 8

POSITION
ACTU! L IDEAL DISSATISFACIIDS4

,
LOl 117.DIUt1 HIC4 LOW MEDIUM 41(114 TOTAL DIRECTED

ISSTRUCT01 111 01 26! 20Z 0.18 -0.65(891 I 541

STUDEAT 20! 5! 26! 36! 133;
(.031 -0.981761 1

ADMINISTRATOR 181 91 36! 181 0.51
1

-0.40(131 1 FT 1

SUPPORT STAFF .1 201 St 231 0.54 -0.541251 41:

CO4MUSITY MEMBER 20! OT 33! 11% 0.40 -0.20[80! 1 (56! 1

witou SAMPLE 78! 4! 0! [551 ] 312

1----
0.81 -0.75

---- ----- ---- .
_... -__ ___
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qUESTION: to encourage the growth of Intel-distielinary studies . . . .

TABLE XXIII C

POSITION
ACTUAL I i E M DISSATISFACTION

LO4 MEDIUM RIGA LOU MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 382 82 122 262 162211 -1.06542 1.15

STUDENT 422 132 142 401 0.90 -0.71
I!'" I

[462 )

ADMINISTRATOR 462 02 02 452 0.60 -0.6062 1 1552 1

SUPPORT STAFF 331 172 102 202 702 0.70 -0.62
[5.02 1

commuNme MEMBER 401 402 202 112 222

362

11:3)

0.89

-0.90

-0.75

IR'i 1
-...

WHOLE SAMPLE 422 111 112e461 1 1521 1

qtASTIOU: to make A systeiatic Inventrry of co-w,inity resources with suggestions as to hold these might be Integrated

Into Vanier's learning, and teaching patterns . . . .

TABLE XXIII D

POSITION

ACTUAL ID E AL DMA F. 0

1O4 MEDIUM MICH LOW MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR 212 92 112 242 [L] [:737 NM701 7
...

STUDENT 612 292 ID% 132 382 1.07 -0.97492

ADMINISTRATOR 18i 182 OX 272 I-1.001
1641 1

732 1.00

812 132 62 241: 241 11.201 -0.87SUPPORT STAFF (522 1

COMMUNITY MEMMER 112 112 112 222 672 1.30 MI1 7821

wiintt SAMPLE pi-) 265 92 142 331 (532 1
t

t1.04/ -0.95

A
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QUESTION; to brinA Into the college a wide range of proiessionAl experience to supplement local teaching skills . . . .

TABLE XXIII E

POSIT
ACTUAL IDEAL PISSATUFACT101

TOTAL 111411rIv0,

-0.04

L0,-/ 11E01E11 AMU LO$; mi..01Um RICH

INSTRUCTOR Ell 242 182 201 277. 0.8915)1 1

STUDENT 11111 361 132 122 202 ell 1.07

ADMINISTRATOR EL. 387. 131 82 172 75% 0.73 -0,73

SUPPORT STAFF 502 0-4 112 171 CM 0.87 -0.79

-0.80

1502 7

COWUNITY HKMnER 302 301 01 132 0.80
IPI 1

1302 I

5iNoLE SAMPLE 521 351 141 111 23% 641 1 0.92 -0.88

WESTION: to establish peer to:idling situation.; within the college so that tu4ent3 can teach other students . . . .

TABLE XXIli runt .,

POSITIOA 1-

ACTUAL IDEAL OISSATISFACT101

LO'd ImL0IUK HICI L0'.. Mt.:111.14 HIGH TOTAL DIRECTED

INSTRUCTOR [731 20Z 72 282 301 -0,75421 1 1.04

STUDENT 25Z 141 267 or 361 -0.23FL% 1 1.05

111 201 381 311 311 0.46 -0.20A041141STR4TOR 501

SUPPORT STAFF t6" 112 02 377 161 0.54 -0.3747t

CoMUUNITY MnigeR 217 201 257 3EZ 381 0.80 -0.60

WOLE SAmItE 142 111 292 MN 33% 0.90 -0.64

-..ri

OM
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XXIV. knuptioNAL RESEARCH

These goals are concerned with the eltablishment of means whereby educational h in

the College will be facilitated. The goals are not considered to be of high priority with

the exception of the relatively concrete
one of creating s climate in which a systematic

evalvation of College programmes is accepted as an institutional way of life (See Table

XXIV D). Faculty and students appear to have a greater interest in the areas of a

research publication; the determination of problems which may yield to research techniques,

and the placing of initiative in the hands of a Co-ordinator of Research and Development

for encouraging research, than other groups (See Tables XXIV A, B, C). It would appear that

the College should investigate the possibility
of systematically evaluating College programmes.

/ ABLE XXIV

EDUCATIO-iAL RESEARCH: to establish the means whereby educational research in the college will be facilitated.

qUFST1ON: to stimulate the introduction of a publication which will be devoted to research findings at the all -CEGEPlevel . . .

TABLE XXIV A

POSITIO1
ACTUAL 1,IDEAL 01SSAIISEAplov

TOTAL i

lel

DIRECTED

-0.96

WV MMIUM MICR L0'! MEDIUM

342

HICH

312
INSTRUCTORS 84: 111 41 (35T 1

STUDENT 731 201 21 311 302 1.01 -0.321.33I )

----
ADMIIiISIRATOR

Elt---)
221 02 171 171 0.46 -0.331572 j .

3)1 OM
----.....-.-..-.....w.

-0.73;

1.10

SUPPORT SIMI 111 5% 311 301

---

MI

1.10
CONITY MEMBER 701 302

--..-----

01 332 331 331

WMOLE SkinE MI 192 61 342 371 292 0.93 -0.76

1.46



WESTION1 to determine within Vanier the specific problems which may yield to effective research techniques . . . .

TABLE XXIV 8

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL

Nir;i4

301

.--ailaikat=ka
TOTAL

0.91

1--
DIRECTED

-0.79

LUJ MEDIUM nznii Lqf MEDIUM

INSTRUCTOR 241 31 322 [38/1-731 1

-----

STUDENT 291 71 251 361 0.93 -0.77642 1192

ADMINISTRATOR 221 OZ 171 171 0.20 -0.06
[72! 1 16" 1

SUPPORT STAFF' 291 0% 332 172 0.S4

[7.17

-0.37
.--------..-..../

-1.10

71% [50z 3

CO44INITV MEMBER 30Z OZ 221 33%
(.702 1

441)

%MOLE SAMPLE 281 51 291 311 0.79 -0.66671 1 ip. 7

QUSTIOS: to place initiative for encouraging research in the hands of a Co-ordinator of Research and Development . . . .

TABLE XXIV C

POSITION
ACTUAL IDEAL DISSATISFACTION

L014 MEDIUM HIGH LO4 HEDIUM RICA TOTAL DIRECTED

ISSTROCTOR IIIII 151 8Z 331 [37] 311 0.97 -0.73

STUDENT Mill 281 71 321 291 0.82 -0.391191 1

-0.06ADMINISTRATOR 2111 111 II: 7771
...----- :

421 81 0.33

R!FVOiT STAFF 71 7% 441 281 281 0.45 -0.37[861 1

COMMUNITY MEMBER 201 101 221 221 561 NIB1702 1 -1.20

WHILE SAMPLE 241 71 341 281 0.75 -0.55[691 ) 381

------
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QUESTION: to era/at a climate in which systematic evaluation of college programmes is accepted as an Institutional vay
of life . . .

TABLE XXIV D

POSITION

ACTUAL I 0E A L DISSATISFACTI01

TO/AL DIRECTED

-0.66

LIN MORN H1GR LO4 HLOIUM HIGA

INSTRUCTOR 53% 3I1 161 211 232 t56LO2S±.20
0.94STUDENT 441 10% 211 351461 1 431J

ADMINISTRATOR 331 221 8* 312 Mil in -0.331441 ]

SUPPORT STAFF 402 131 201 20% MI 0.79 -0,62MI
COMMUNITY MEMBER 33% 331 332 0* 132 est 0.70 -0.10

WHOLE SAMPLE Cal 40* 131 201 312 [49%3 0.86 -0.63



SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A Clarification of the actual importance attached to academic development, particularly

between faculty and administration, is suggested.

2. Consideration should be given to community members' feelings that achieving basic levels

of competence is important.

J. The College should assign a high priority to the delineation of pedagogical goals and to supplying

the means to support these goals.

4. The question of individual personal development at Vanier should be investigated by all

members of the Vanier community at length and in depth.

5. The responses to the humanism/altruism goals should be examined by instructors and students

Interested in world attitudes and values.

6. The attention of the Director of Continuing Education should be brought to a consideration

of the stated need for providing retraining opportunities.

7. Vocational planning assistance for students should be increased.

8. The Director of Continuing Education should carefully consider the survey results on "meeting

local needs."

9. Regional and national priorities should he considered when planning new educational programmes.

10. Academic policy decisions should be based on the findings expressed about social egalitarianism.

11. An important goal at Vanier is that of providing a critical evaluation of prevailing

practices and values in society.

12. A recommended motto for Vanier would appear to be "Academic, Political, and Life Style

Freedom.'
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13. Questions of democratic governance at Vanier require continued attention.

14. The Vanier community, and in particular the faculty, need to examine their sense of community.

15. The intellectual and &b hetic environment at Vanier is not satisfactory.

16. The procedures for initiating innovations should be clarified.

17. Extensive consideration should be given to the possibility of off- campus learning.

18. The College should be more accountable in the following areas: (1) College goal achievement;

(2) College operations; (3) the relative cost of programmes.

19. Both internal and external college organizatiom require a great deal of work.

20. Effective career counselling is required (See also recommendation Of).

21. Entry to university for technology students should be facilitated.

22. Courses in meaningful life goals and in interdisciplinary studies are important.

23. An inventory of community resources for learning should be made and integrated with Vanier's

curriculum.

24. A wide range of professional experience should be brought into the College.

25. A system of evaluating College programmes should be instituted.
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VANIER
INSTITUTIONAL GOALS INVENTORY

To the respondent:

Numerous i ducational, social, and economic circumstances
have arisen that have made it necessary for many colleges
and universities to reach dear, and often new, understand
ings ahout their goals. During the late 1960's there were
new demands, especially from students, for colleges to
assume new roles and serve new interests. Nos', in the
early 1970's, a widespread financial crisis is making it
imperative for colleges to specify the objectives to which
limited resources may be directed.

The Institutional Goals Inventory (lGl) was developed as a
tool to help college communities delineate goals and
establish priorities among them. The instrument does not
tell colleges what to do in order to reach the goals. instead,
it provides a means by which many individuals and
constituent groups can contribute their thinking about
desired institutional goals. Summaries of the results of
this think irg then provide a basis for reasoned deliberations
toward final definition of ccllege goals.

This version of the inventory was designed to embrace
possible goals at Vanier College. Most of the goal statements
in the inventory refer to what may be thought of as
"output" or "outcome" goals substantive objectives
colleges may seek to achieve (e.g. qualities of graduating
students, research emphases, kinds of public service).
Statements toward the end of the inventory relate to
"process" goals goals having to do with campus climate
and the educational process.

The IGI is intended to be completely conficiontial Reg/Its
will be summarired only for groups faculty, students,
community, and so forth. In ro instance will responses of
individuals be reported. The Inventory should ordinarily
not take longer than 45 minutes to complete.

COPYRIGHT RELEASE
Institutional Goals Inventory Copyright c 1972 by
Educational Testing Service. RevKi.d and pr(xincod by
pe, mission All r fights eSNVE'll
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DIRECTIONS
I he Invent°, y consists of 400 statements of possible goals
at Vanr College Usirig the answer key shown in the
example below, please respond to each statement in two
dI ferent ways

\t How imp°, tant is the goat at Vanier at the present

Then In your lodgement, how important should the goal
he at Vanier?

EXAMPLE

to prepare students for university

should be

Lail III Ld [-di i-;]

L1 [( Fi ril

In the example, the respondent has indicated that he
rielievris the goal to prepare students for university- is
1Yesently of low importance at Vanier, hid that it should be
ut high 'moor tancp

*Unle you have been given other instructions, consider
Vanier College as a whole in making you' i'.iginents.

In q,v,pq should be responses, do not he restlained by
vnur beliefs about whetter the goal, realrshcafly, can ever
he attained on tr,ii campus

'Please' try to respond to every goal statement in the
Inventory, by marking one space alter is and one space
if ter should he

.Use soft -f-48 'Pencil Do not use colored pt,ocIls
or a pen ink, {Lill point, or felt 1,p

'Mark each anSvtio by I in the space under the
approoi late lever of impoitance

'Inlot rmitOn Ou,.st[ons at the bottom of answer sheelll
qw,st ions an, inducted Si) that the results can be

anal y 10(1 in Ow must rocait,ogful and useful was( Respond
f',WhqUeSt Ion that appl -es

DO NOT FOLD, MUTILATE OR STAPLE ANSWER SHEET.
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1 ire rrqlp students identify thine own per 'ron,ilrir-Hls and
develop means of achlk'srng thorn

Ir n methods of nqu.rv,
or prot)lero clehrlit ion and solution

3 to insure tom students rrequrie a basic general
knowledge

t1 to encourage students to develop the desirsa and ability
to undertake self directed learning .

5 to prepare students for advanced academic work, e g
at a university or professional school

6 to develop students' abtiity to synthesize knowledge
from a variety of sources

7 to help students develop a sense of self worth, self
confidence, and a capacity to have an impact on
events

8 to maintain generally high standards of academic
performance throughout the college

9 to encourage students to develop life-long motivation
to learn

10 to help students achieve deeper levels of self under-
standtng

II to cosure that students who graduate have achieved
a tersc revel of reading, writing and mathematics
competency

12 t,) help students be open, honest, and trustrng rn
their relationships wIth others

13 to encourage students to become conscious of
important human issues of our time .

14 to Increase students' SFns,tivIty to and appreciation
of ramous forms of art and artistic expression

15 to help students understand and respect people from
diverse backgrounds and cultures

16 to encourage students to make concern about the
vr,riat;trre 01 ail mankind a central part of the, !ices

1/ to provide opporturutirs for students to receive
sarong for specific occupational careers, e g
accetruntng, engineering, nur sing

18 to encourage students to work for world peace

19 tin encourage students to express themselves
art e9 in muse, painting, film making

20 to do ?search for government, business, or industry

21 to provide opportunities for continuing education
for adults in the local area, e q on a part time basis

2? develop et !irrational programmes yea' hit to !revs
rut emerging career fields

23 ro establi el courses to tram r omrnunity leaders

24 to sttmulatn community use of the college in the
widest possible variety of ways ..

25 to provide a testing and analysts centre wh, )1 will
,of Du)) students on the precise state of their
intellectual skills and attitudes ..

26 to maximize meaningful student employment
opportunities within the college , .

27 to serve as a cultural centre in the community
served by the campus

28 to place within core curriculm those courses which
would allow students io establish meaningful life
goals and how to achieve them . .

29 to provide retraining opportunities for individuals
whose job skills have become out of date ..

30 to contribute, through research, to the general
advancement of knowledge

31 to assist students in deciding upon a vocational
career .

32 to provide trained manpower for local area
business, industry, and government ..

33 to facilitate involvement of students in
neighbourhood and communityservice activities .

34 to facilitate establishment of centres for urban
studies and international studies

35 to provide educational experiences relevant to
the evolving interests of women .

36 to provide critical evaluation of prevailing
practices and values in society

31 to help people from disadvantaged communities
acquire knowledge and skills they can use in
improving conditions in their own communities

38 to move to or maintain a policy of essentially open
admissions

39 to serve as a source of ideas and recommendations
for changing social institutions judged to be unjust
or otherwise defective ..

40 to work with governemnt agencies in designing new
social and environmental programmes

41. to offer developmental or remedial programmes in
basic skills (reading, writing, mathematics) ..

r12 to help students team how to bring about change
In society .

to focus resources of the college on the solution of
major social and enyrionmeinal problems

44 to tie rysirrrnsiser ter Ind r1.111(o.il priorities
When cori..rderreq new (du( Al tonal IliotliarT1111h, fin
010 Cr 111.1),
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15 to provide rducatiuriat experiences relevant to the
evolving interests of special groups within the
community

1i to encourage the growth of inter disciplinati, studies
.

4,' to enlarge areas of stAent leader ship within the
College .

41. to he engaged, as an instit.'ion, in working for basic
changes in society

49 to ensure that students are given the opportunity to
hear various points of view .

50 to create a system of campus governance that is
genuinely responsive to the concerns of all people
at the College

51. to maintain a climate in w, rich faculty commitment
to the goals and well being of the college is as strong
as commitment to personal careers .

52, ro ensure the freedom of students and faculty to
choose their own life styles (living arrangements,
personal appearance, etc.) .. ,

53 to develop means by which students, faculty,
administrators, and the community can be
significantly involved in campus governance .

54 to maintain a climate in which communication
throughout the organizational structure is open and
frank

55 to place no restrictions on off-campus political
activities by faculty or students . .

56 to decentralize decision making on the campus to
the greatest extent possible ,

57 to maintain a campus climate in which differences
of opinion can be aired openly and amicably

58 to protect the right of faculty members to present
unpopular or controversial ideas in the classroom

59 to ensure individuals the opportunity to participate
or be represented in making any decisions that
affect them

611 tc, maintain a climate of mutual trust and respect
among students, faculty, and administi,itors

61 to create 3 campus cl,rnate in which students spend
much of their free time in intellectual and
k.ultural doivoles

67 to build a climate on tile campus in which cont moos
ellucatonal innovation Is accepted as an institutional
way of lit,

encouiage stork,' spend 1-01 f,orn 11,2
rampusga.ninq SC idian c cred.1 for curie as

year ref giv rit11:.111, n work stud smrnrt
etc

61 to create a climate in which students and faculty may
easily come together for informal discussion of
ideas and mutual interest

65 to experimenr with dif feient methods ol eva,uat
and grading student performance

09

66. to maintain or work to achieve a large degree of
institutional autonomy or independence in relation
to governmental or other educational agencies ..

67. to participate in a network of colleges through
which students, according to plan, may study on
several campuses during their college years ,

68 to sponsor each year a broad programme of cultural
events lectures, concerts, art exhibits, and the like .

69. to experiment with new approaches to individualized
instruction such as tutorials, flexible scheduling, and
students planning their own programmes .

70. to give credit for supervised study done away from
the campus, e.g in extension or tutorial centers, by
correspondence, or through field work

71 to intensify efforts in effective career counselling ..

72. to make a systematic inventory of community
resources with suggestions as to how these might be
integrated into Vanier's learning and teaching
patterns ...

73. to facilitate the entrance of tec,nology students to
university.

74. to create a college known widely as an .ntellectually
exciting and stimulating place

75. to create procedures by which curricular or
instructional innovations may be readily initiated

76. to give academic credit to some individuals solely
on the bais of their performance if evaluated as
successful, (with no college supervised study, on or
off campus, necessary}

1 54

77. to apply cost criteria in deciding among alternative
academic and non academic programmes ..

78. to maintain or work to achieve a reputable standing
for the college ni 'elation to similai colleges

19 to regularly Pm, tin ett.iv'e that the college
actually achieyir,a its stated goals

80 to carry on a br,rad and s.irtItsrous programme of
extracurricular tivities and events for students

81 to bring into th., college a wide range of sat of essional
experience to siippleroi local teaching skills

82 to establish per leaching situations within the
college so that ',rodents I an texts nrhfrr students

1(, n1.1x,IM47, . 1,111 .isi,sisinci



84 to end duplication of programmes within and
between CEGEPs in order that there be the widest
spectrum of choice ..

85 to stimulate the introduction of a publication which
will be to research findmgs at the all CEGEP
level

86. to determine within Vanier the specific problems
which may yield to effective research technique ..

87. to place initiative for encouraging research in the
hands of a Co-ordinator of Research and Develop-
ment

88. to consider the efficiency with which college
operations are conducted ..

89 to be organized for ccntinous short, medium, and
long-range planning for the total institution . .

90 to include local citizens in planning college
programmes that will affect the local community ..

91. to excel in intercollegiate athletic competition

92. to be accountable to funding sources for the
effect4veriess of college orogiammes

93, to create a climate in which systematic evaluation of
college programmes is accepted as an institutional
way of life . , .

94 to systematically interpret the nature, uurpose, and
work of the college to citizens off the campus

95. to achreve consensus among people on the campus
about the goals of the College ..

96 to create a special comm:ssion on the implications
of a tr i campus college ..

97 to create the position of student ombudsman

98. to publish financial statements in such a way that
the whole college may be aware of the relative cost
of programmes and other aiternatives chosen ...

99, to provide a system of reeducation and
re-training in the area of administrative problem.
solving for administrative and teaching staff alike .

100 to hold pedagogical days to d,scuss college
problems on a regular basis.

WE THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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I. Introduction

We regret that it was not possible for the Faculty and

Administration of the Snowdon Campus of Vanier College to take a more

active part in the early stages of the Council's study. This was not

due to a lack of interest on our part, but rather to the demands made on

our time and energies last Fall as we struggled to organize a new academic

structure in a new and uncompleted building, with a completely new student

body and a majority of new staff members. In the past two months, however,

we have had some opportunity to discuss and think about our directions for

the future and to consider some of the questions proposed by your study.

We hope that even at this late date, our reflections and suggestions may

be useful to the Council and its research teams as they enter the second

phase of their mandate.

Since the basis of our reflections has largely been our experience

at the Snowdon Campus, a brief description of this campus may be helpful

in evaluating our ideas and proposals.

The Snowdon Campus of Vanier College was created by the Board

of Governors in the Spring of 1973 at the request of the Ministry of Educa-

tion in order to provide necessary additional places for anglophone

students. Rather than further expand the original St. Laurent Campus,

the Board opted for a second campus of about 1700 students in the Snowdon

area, that would be semi-autonomous in academic structures and curriculum

but integrated with the over-all structures and services of the College.

Shortly thereafter, a Campus Principal was selected and eventually

a Curriculum Coordinator and a Director of Campus Services. The first effort

of.these three persons, aided by Vanier College staff members (some of whom

eventually joined the new campus) was to develop a program structure of

academic organization as an alternative to the traditional departmental

structure in order to facilitate closer cooperation between staff members

and better integration of students' curricula.
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Secondly, with the assistance of experienced CECEP teachers, they

developed an educational philosophy for the new campus that reaffirmed the

priority of general education for all students and the need to integrate

this with basic pre-university and technical programs. In short, the

philosophy of Snowdon Campus from the beginning has been based on a deliber-

ate return to the imperatives of the Parent Commission Report. (See

especially Volume II, Chapter 6. Our present understanding of these

imperatives can be found in the Snowdon Calendar Statement of Goals - see

Appendix 1)

Thirdly, the nuclear staff attempted to implement the program

idea and the philosophy of general education in their hiring of new staff

and in the organization of the curriculum. This process is still going on,

since we are now seeking new staff for the second year of our programs and

at the same time actively reexamining our curricular objectives at the

program and campus levels.

It is from these on-going discussions of curriculum organization

and development over the past year that many of the ideas in this brief

have sprung. In addition some staff members engaged in curriculum research

have made a fresh study of the Parent Report and related documents,

including some of the briefs already submitted ec the Council. From this

renewed study of the sources and from our acute awareness of the diffi-

culties we have encountered in trying to implement some of our basic

goals, we have arrived at the following conclusions about the present

situation and future needs of the CEGEPs and their students, which we

submit for your consideration.

II. Overall Thrust of our Brief

Our experience of the present CECEP situation, primarily at the

Snowdon Campus, but. apparently elsewhere as well, leads us to the con-

clusion that the present official curriculum, and the way it is implemented,

does violence to the goals of general education set forth in the Parent

Report. In both the Science and Career Programs, the demands of teachers,
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universities and professional associations for intensive an sometimes

exclusive specialization have relegated the goals of general education to

second or even third rank, and reduced the whole idea of general education

to the fulfillment of a few required courses that are overcrowded, resented

by students, downgraded by teachers in other areas, and frequently dropped

or neglected when the course workload becomes too heavy. We believe this

has resulted from a misconception of the relationship, between general and

professional education at the college level, which has resulted in the

creation of two separate streams, each with its own curriculum, rathel. than

a common and integrated curriculum offering a variety of lields of con-

centration. We further believe that the present course and work load

required of all students, and particularly those in technical programs,

has a distorting effect on teacher-student ratios and on the freedom of

time, energy and spirit needed for a good college education.

In the following sections we will suggest three ways of

restoring a sane balance between general and professional education for

all students: (1) by creating a new structure for technical education;

(2) by reducing the course requirements for the DEC in all programs; and

(3) by further integrating and enriching the reduced curriculum.

III, A New Structure for Technical Education

We believe that a new structure for technical education is needed

for the following reasons:

(1) The present technology programs overload the student with specialized

course requirements that demand an exorbitant amount of time,

effectively eliminate almost all options in other areas, and make

the required general education courses seem, at best, o necessary

evil to be tolerated for the sake of a diploma.

(2) The structure of these programs is such that they effectively

segregate the career students from the other students and thereby

deprive both groups of th:,, opportunity to enrich their social and

cultural experience.
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(3) The present programs, because of lower staffing ratios and higher

operating expenses, especially in the third year, tend to distort

the overall budgeting and staffing norms -- out of all proportion

to the numbers of students served and the results achieved In

both general and technical learning. Such a distortion inevitably

affects the quality of education in all areas of the College, most

notably in thv Core and Arts areas, and thus makes the goals of

general education even more difficult to achieve.

(4) Perhaps least desirable of all, the present programs are seen by

teachers, students, employers, and the public alike as "terminal"

and exclusively oriented to a specific job, rather than as opening

new doors to further educational opportunities, to new career

options, to greater adaptability and mobility vis-a-vis a fluctuating

labor market, and to a larger life beyond work.

(5) Finally, the oft-proclaimed desiderata of regionalization, of

liaison with industries, hospitals and universities, and of

cooperative work-study programs could better be realized by a

structure that explicitly distinguishes between a basic program of

general education with beginning specialization, and an advanced

program of intensive specialization.

For these reasons, we advocate a new structure for technical

education that would embrace two distinct levels -- College and Institute --

and embody the following features.

1. The College Level

At the college level there would he a non-terminal two-year

basic technology program leading to the DEC, and preparing for post-

collegial technical studies. This program would have a structure

similar to that of the present pre-university programs, i.e. a Core, a

Field of Concentration or Specialization, and Complementary courses.

This two-year program would have the same number of course requirements

for the DEC as we will propose for all programs in Section IV (i.e., a

minieum of 20 and a maximum of 24 courses, exclusive of Physical Education).
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The curriculum of this two-year basic technology program would

be equally balanced between courses in general education (Cory and Com-

plementary courses) and a "field of Specialiaation" that would he made up

of (A) basic courses that would he propaedeutic to a variety of

specialized technieal fields (e.g, maths, basic sciences, basic social

sciences), and (b) courses that begin the student's involvement with a

specific technical field (e.g. typing, nursing, surveying, environmental

management, accounting, etc.). Since this program would be non-terminal

for most students, the emphasis would be on providing general education and

the basic technical courses that would enable the student to specialize

later in any one of several technical fields, and if need be to change his

specialization without undue loss of time.

Successful completion of this basic two-year technology program

would constitute the minimal entrance requirement for admission to some

university programs (e.g. engineering, commerce, nursing) and/or to

advanced studies at an "Institute of Technology" (see next section).

2. The Institute Level

We propose that post-collegial Institutes of Technology be set

up that would incorporate the present third year-of Career programs and,

eventually, one or two additional years of advanced technical studies.

This might be done by the Universities or through the creation of completely

separate public institutions empowered to grant degrees in advanced tech-

nology. For practical and economic reasons, however, we suggest that it

might be best begun within the framework of the existing CEGEPs, on the

basis of already existing personnel and facilities.

The Institutes of Technology would be located on the CECEP

campuses, sharing many of the same facilities, resources, and staff, and

under the same Board of Governors and the same General Administration.

However, they would have separate budgeting, staffing, nnd salary norms

appropriate to the needs of highly specialized technical education. They

would develop their own curricula and have their own Academic Council

responsible to the Board, but would work closely with their colleagues
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at the College level, as well as with the universities, in plannihp, and

implementing their programs.

the Institutes would develop their programs in close conjunction

with businesses, industries, hospitals, governmental agencies, and pro-

fessional and employers' associations; and wherever feasible, they would

create cooperative work-study programs to achieve their goals. The

technical specializations to he offered at each Institute would be deter-

mined on the basis of ^Nisting resources of personnel and equipment and

on the basis of regional needs. Students who had to migrate to another

part of the Province to pursue their specialty would have their travel

and/or residence expenses subsidized by the government.

Students who completed one or two years of advanced studies

at an Institute would receive appropriate diplomas or certificates, which

would be recognized by employers and professional associations. Students

who successfully completed three years of advanced studies at an Institute

would be eligible for a degree of Bachelor of Technology, that would be

awarded either by the Ministry of Education or through affiliation with a

University.

We see many advantages in the proposed new structure for

technical education. At the college level it would enlarge the possibi-

lities for general education for technology oriented students; at present

the possibilities are minimal. It would also make possible the offering

of complementary courses in basic technology for arts and science students.

It would thus permit a better integration of curriculum between the

general and technical spheres, and a better social and cultural integration

of the student body, since there would be more courses open to both and

both groups could choose options across the board. (See Chart, p.14)

This would reduce the present segregation of career students and help to

eliminate the stigma of "second class citizens ".

Moreover, it would fulfil the Parent Commission's idea of

continuing generai education and only begionitit special education at the

CECEP level, since it would concentrate in the college years on the general
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and basic courus, leaving the bulk of intensive specialization for

advanced studies at the University or Institute. It would thereby

avoid the narrow and premature specialization that often leads to an

impasse with regard to both jobs and further educational opportunities.

Such a format would permit arts and science students to change their

orientation towards technical careers without serious loss of time, and

might permit some technical students to discover an interest and talent

in the arts or sciences that they could then pursue at a higher level;

for example, some students doing advanced studies at an Institute might

want to continue their general education by taking optional courses in

the college or in programs of continuing education.

We think this structure would make technology programs more

attractive to more students by eliminating their "terminal" status and

opening up avenues to further education. Some students, equipped with

a good general education and a basic foundation in technical studies

might opt for the job market upon completion of their two-year CECEP

program, just as some pre-university students do at present. But with

a better general background, they would always be able to return later

for further studies. Others might opt for an additional one, two, or

three years at an Institute or University to achieve a higher level of

professional competence and in some cases a Bachelor's degree. Still

others might return after a period of time'for recycling in their

technical field or to prepare themselves for a better job in another

field. In any event, there would no longer be any automatically terminal

education as at present.

Finally, the separation of the present third year of Career

programs from the two-year college program would make possible a more

rational distribution of staff within the college and open the door to

curriculum reforms that are presently unthinkable.

IV. Reduction of Course Requirements for the DEC in All Programs

and Consequent Lowerinr, of Tenches- Student Ratios

The present course requirements for the DEC (24 courses for

pre- university students and 36 (or more) for career students not
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including physical education courses which are required at some campuses)

constitute a work-load that we believe is inimical to the goals of

general education, destructive of a genuine atmosphere of lealning, and

incompatible with a sane life-style for deveioping adolescents. This

situation is particularly acute in the Science and Careers sectors but

directly and indirectly it also affects highly-motivated Arts students.

At the Snowdon campus, this has been the single loticlest complaint of

both teachers and students and one of the biggest obstacles to yealizing

the goals of both general and professional education. It has resulted

in unacceptably high percentages of course withdrawals, failures,

absenteeism and drop-outs. Coupled with current staffing norms, it has

resulted in an excessive teacher work-load, especially in the general

education sectors, that threatens the quality of teaching and learning,

makes personal attention to students' needs all but impossible, and

renders co-curricular involvement of both students and teachers an

unaffordable luxury. The present system generates strains on physical

facilities and space-use; reduces flexibility in scheduling, course

selection, and curriculum planning; and discourages student participation

in social and cultural activities. By emphasizing quantitative rather

than qualitative norms for education achievement, it tends to perpetuate

the worst features of the high-school routine and mentality.

This situation has resulted partly from the demands of technical

and professional associations for the inclusion of more and more specialized

training in the curriculum, and partly from the demands of university

faculties for the fulfillment of specialized pre-requisites to university

admission. Happily, the universities are beginning to recognize the folly

of this course (see the recent CLESEC report) and we hope that our proposal

above for a two-level technical structure will help in resolving the

dilemma on the technical side.

Nevertheless, we believe that the colleges need not wait on

the action of these groups, but rather assert their own identity and goals

and the reasonable limits of their responsibilities. In this spirit we

offer the following proposals:
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1. Reduction of Course Requirements

We propose that requirements for the DEC in all programs

(Arts, Sciences, Social Sciences and Technologies) be reduced from

the present 24 courses to a minimum of 20 courses.
1

We suggest that these 20 courses be distributed as follows:

CORE (6)

Three courses in Maternal Language
& Literature

Three courses in Philosophy or
Humanities

CONCENTRATION (10)

Ten courses in a Field of Concentration or
Specialization with a minimum of two
and a maximum of fiye, in any one
discipline.

(For purposes of concentration, we propose
that Philosophy and Religious Studies should
constitute one discipline, and Maths and
Computer Science should constitute one
discipline.)

COMPLEMENTARY (4)

Four courses chosen outside the area of
concentration or specialization

With this reduction, a typical two-year DEC program, whether in Arts,

Sciences, Social Sciences or Technology, would look like this:

Where Physical Education is required, this would mean a reduction from

28 to 2/. courses. Since this requirement is not universal at present,

we have omitted it from our discussions; but this does not mean that we

arc opposed to it,
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Semester 1,

Maternal Language.

Concentration or Specialization

Concentration or Speci;dization

Concentration or Speci:Ilization

Complementary

SemesterIlI

Maternal Language

Philosophy or Humanities

Concentration or Specialization

Concentration or Specialization

Complementary

Semester II

Maternal Language

Philosophy or Humanities

Concentration or Specialization

Concentration or Specialization

Complementary

Semester IV

Philosophy or Humanities

Concentration or Specialization

Concentration or Specialization

Concentration or Specialization

Complementary

This would be the normal four-semester course load for all

students. Students who achieved a certain level of proficiency in all

their courses in the first semester would be given the option of taking an

additional course in the second semester, etc. In this way, the more

gifted and better motivated students could enrich their programs if they

so desired.

Successful completion of this two-year DEC program in Arts,

Sciences, Social Sciences or Technology would constitute the minimal

requirement for admission to advanced studies at a University or Institute

of Technology. In line with the preliminary recommendations of the CLESEC

Report, pre-requisites for University c)! Instittit -! programs should be kept

to the minimum necessary to maintain reasonable academic standards and to

assure that students have the necessary foundations for advanced studies.

We believe that this two-year program represents a humane,

reasonable, and balanced college curriculum that would permit the effec-

tive realization of the goals of both general and beginning professional

education combined with the proposals in Sections III and V above, it

would encourage a genuine integration of humanistic, scientific and

technical learning for all students.
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2. Reduction of Teacher- Student Ratios

The Parent Commission Report called for small classes at the

10EGEP1, a close teacher-student relationship, effective counselling,

involvement of teachers in curriculum planning and experimentation, and

in collegiate governance. Everybody accepts these as desirable, indeed

necessary, means for achieving quality education. Yet they are almost

impossible to realize when, despite the official norm of 1-15 (which should

result in a working ratio of 1-90) many teachers in fact are responsible

for as many as 150 students each semester. Again, this excess is felt

most heavily in those areas involved with general education. We believe

that our proposal for transferring the third year of Career programs to

an Institute with separate staffing norms, coupled with our proposal to

reduce the normal course load for all students at the college level,may

be the key to resolving this dilemma. But this would only be the case if

the present :Ner-all norm of 1-15 were maintained at the colle e level.

We therefore propose that this official ratio be maintained

in conjunction with the separation of the third year of Careers and the

reduction of the normal course load to five courses per semester. This

would result in a reduction of the average teacher work load from 1-90

to 1-75. If the 1-75 working ratio were then distributed internally

over all programs in a rational way, there would result a range of actual

work-loads that might extend from a minimum of 1-50 up to a maximum of

1-120. We believe this would be a reasonable and acceptable solution,

provided that the internal distribution were done on the basis of sound

pedagogical considerations.

The alternative to this solution would be to maintain the current

course requirements and reduce the overall staffing ratio below 1-15. But,

in our opinion, this would be both pedagogically and economically unsound,

since it would perpetuate many of the curriculum problems associated with

the excessive student work-load, and would also necessital:e costly staffing

increases. Our proposal, on the other hand, would simultaneously solve

the curriculum problem and the teacher work-load problem (the two are in
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fact interconnected) without creating additional financial burdens for

the taxpayers.

V. Enrichinil the Curriculum

The reduction of student course requirements and of teacher

work-loads, along with the integration of the basic technology programs

with the Arts and Sciences at the college level, would make possible an

enrichment of the CEGEP curriculum, and of the whole of college life,

along the lines envisioned in the Parent Report. We can only begin here

to sketch some of the possibilities that would be opened up by the adoption

of these proposals.

I. Integration

First, instead of two separate streams, there would be one

integrated college curriculum, -iith four fields of concentration or

specialization: Sciences, Social Sciences, Arts and Letters, and

Technology (see Chart below). The basic technology courses would con-

stitute a Group of Disciplines on a par with the present pre-universi4

Groups. Within this fourth group, a variety of combinations could be

recommended as basic programs preparing for further technical studies.

In addition, disciplines in this Group could be chosen by students in

the other Fields as complementary courses, and Technology students

would he able to choose the same range of complementary courses now

available to pre-university students. Since both groups would now be

engaged in the same enterprise, namely perfecting their general educa-

tion and at the same time preparing themselves for further specialization

in a particular area, the categorical distinction between pre-university

and career students would be replaced by a functional distinction between

the twin goals of general education and professional (or better still,

pre-professional) education being pursued by all students.

2. Rilingualim and Biculturalism

All students at the CEGEP should have the opportunity to

perfect their knowledge of French or English as a second language and to
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appropriate the riches of the two main cultural traditions in Quebec and

Canadian society. This possibility has hitherto been denied to most

Technology students because of the lack of genuine open spaces in their

timetable. The proposed revision and reduction of course requirements

will give to all students the option and above all the time to master

the second language. To maximize this possibility, we propose that

French and English as second languages be included among the courses

common to all groups of disciplines, so that they could be chosen either

as a discipline within any field of concentration or as complementary

to any field (see Chart below).

Some of us also feel that Historical Studies, emphasizing

courses in Canadian and Quebec History, should be further encouraged

at the college level, either by including this discipline among the

options available within every concentration, or at least by 5.ncluding

it among the disciplines in Group III (Arts and Letters). However, there

is not yet a consensus on this point.

3. Revised Table of Disciplines

To show interrelationships of the proposals made so far,

we offer he following schema which, we believe, represents a clear,

balanced, integrated, and sufficiently varied curriculum for college

students:
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CCCEP Course Patterns

CORE COURSES

3 English

3 Humanities

4

FIELD OF CONCENTRATION or SPEC.

10 courses from

3 or 4 disciplines in

1 of 4 groups of disciplines

COMPLEMENTARY CO1?RSES

4 courses outside concentration

CROUPS OF auiutiallu

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

tc.

Social Sciences I Arts and Letters

IV

Technology

thematics and Computes Science one dis ipline)

soppy and Religious Studies one disc Mine)

,nch or English as cond Language

. . Historical Stidies

Administration Cinema Architecture

Anthropology Drama Natural Sci.

Sociology Fine Arts Nursing

Economics etc. Secretarial
SciencePolitical Science
etc.etc.
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4. Further Possibilities

With more options available to all students, and more time

available to students and teachers, new and imaginative complementary

courses could be developed that might go beyond the limits of tradi-

tional disciplines. We can conceive, for example, humanistically-

oriented science and social science courses for non-specialists, courses

in art and music appreciation, area studies, classics in translation,

media studies, etc.

In addition, there would be more possibilities for developing

a variety of teaching-learning formats, such as seminars, tutorials,

individualized instruction, modular courses, team-teaching, etc. There

could also be developed enriched courses in cooperation with other

institutions and agencies, such as museums, hospitals, law courts,

urban planning boards, community organizations, National Film Board,

etc. We believe that within the CEGEP system there is a great store

of talents and energies that will be released in a creative way once

the obstacles that we have mentioned above are removed.

Finally, and much to be desired, would be the possibility

of developing co-curricular activities that would enrich the students'

college experience and improve the living and learning climate of the

CEGEPs. We are thinking of such'things as drama, music, debating,

creative writing, journalism, sports, community services, and student

participation in the planning and governance activities of the college.

Today, most students and teachers have neither the time nor the energy

to devote to these activities.

VI. Conclusion and Summary

The three areas of reform outlined above -- creating a new

format for technical education, reducing course requirements and teacher-

student ratios, and enriching the curriculum in content and methodology --

if taken together would significantly improve the environment of learning,

the quality of teaching, and the level of motivation in the- CEGEP. None-
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of them would require massive new funding or staffing; rather, they call

for a shift of priorities within the framework of existing physical

and human resources -- a shift in the direction of better realizing the

original goals of general and professional education for all student,

at an appropriate college level and of humanizing the college experience

for students and teachers alike.

Summary of Recommendations

We therefore recommend:

1. That the task of technical education be divided between a basic

two -year college program and a one -to- three -year_ Tnstitute program

(Section III)

2. That the college program in technology he integrated with the Arts

and Sciences (Sections III and V)

3. That the normal course load for students in all Eyograms be five

courses per semester (plus physical education where feasible) and

that the course requirement for the DEC be a minimum of twenty

courses (Section IV)

4. That the present overall staffing ratio of 1-15 be maintained and

redistributed internally (Section IV)

5. That the priority of an enriched and varied general education for

all students be firmly maintained, and that professional education

in the Sciences, Social Sciences, Arts and Technology he concentrated

in the basic and foundational disciplines (Sections III and V)

6. That bilingualism and biculturalism be encouraged as valid goals of

a college education (Section V)

March 12, 1974

Respectfully submitted,

Francis P. Greaney

for

Members of Snowdon Campus, Vanier College
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APPENDIX

Excerpt from the Snowdon Campus Calendar

Winter 19,4
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GENERAL EDUCATION: THE CEUEP AND 1HE SNOWDON CAMPUS

The primary aim of the Snowdon Campus of- Vanier College and the CEGEP
system is to provide, at public expense, a thoroughly general and
professional education at the college level for all qualified graduates
of secondary schools in the Province of Quebec, This universal and
comprehensive aim makes the CFCEP unique arnong college systems. Its

gradual implementation since 1967 has been a part of the "quiet
revolution" in Quebec -- and world -- education.

An essential part of this revolutionary concept was the decision to
pursue the goals of general and professional education for all students
at the same time and under the same roof. It is this "marriage" of
goals, traditionally kept separate, that gives the CEGEP its distinctive
character. To understand what the "marria;e" really means and why it was
arranged, a few definitions are in order.

Professional education, in the CEGEP context, means the systematic
preparation either for a technical career or for advanced studies at a
university. Both of these preparations involve some degree of special-
ization, either in the knowledge and techniques required for a particular
career such as nursing or business administration, or in the contents
and methods of a particular branch of university studies such as the
sciences, social sciences or arts. Thus both career students and pre-
university students are involved in professional education from their
first day at a CEGtP.

At the same time both groups of students are continuing their general
education, that is the disciplined develo.i-ment of those insights, skills
and values that arc important for our growth as human beings within a
given s'ciety... no matter what our particular occupation nay be.

In the present CECEP system the goals of general education are pursued
in three ways: (1) through the common courses in English and Humanities
required of all students; (2) through the complementary or optional
courses that each student chooses outside his field of professional con-

centration; (3) through required diversification within the chosen field

of concentration. *

The "core" programs in English and Humanities are designed to help each

student develop to a higher level his basic skills of reading, thinking,
writing and speaking; to initiate critical reflection on his -- and his

society's -- intellectual, artistic, moral, social and political values;

and to promote a deeper insight into the human condition both past and

present.

The comnlementary or optional courses in such subjects as philosophy,

science, mathematics, modern languages and fine arts make it possible for

students to expand their general culture in areas of their personal need

or interest.

* It should be noted that the present system provides for more options and

diversity in the pre-university programs than in the-career programs.

The main reason for this is that university requirements remain fairly

flexible, while the requireuents for employment in technical fields

are more rigorously defined by the various professional 4ASOCititi011ti.
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(19)

The diversification within the fields of concentration aims at assuring
a solid grounding in the concepts and methods of several disciplines or
techniques within a professional field, and thus enables the student to
make more knowledgeable decisions about his future studies or career.

While the need for professional education in our society is widely
recognized and rarely questioned, the need for combining this with a
thorough general edw:ation is often overlooked. Yet the reasons for
including general education for all students in the college system are
as compelling today as they were at the time of the Parent Report --
perhaps more so. Among these reasons arc the following:

(1) Self-discovery: students coming to maturity in a complex and
fast - changing; society need the time and opportunity to discover
themselves, to identify their real interests and abilities, to
explore various possibilities of knowledge, (skills and values)
as a basis for their life decisions.

(2) Leisure: they need to prepare themselves realistically for that
larger portion of their lives that will not be consumed by their
professional careers -- shorter work-weeks, longer holidays,
earlier retirement -- so that they can constructively enjoy the
benefits and responsibilities of greater leisure and personal
freedom.

(3) Integration: they need to learn how to relate their academic
and technical knowledge to the larger issues of living in a
complex and changing society; and to integrate different kinds
of knowledge and experience, for example science and art or
technology and politics.

(4) Value: they need to come to grips not only with questions of
fact and technique, but also with questions of quality and value
in every sphere of knowledge and life.

(5) Communication: they need to learn how to communicate effectively
with others, whether through speech and writing, or through art
and music, or through the modern media; and they need to learn how
to interpret human communication in all its forms.

It is to respond to human needs of this kind that general education in
the CEGEP system is combined with Qrofessiun.l preparation. The success
of the CEGEP idea depends on the degree to which each student realizes
this "marriage" in his own education.
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COLLEGIAL OBJECTIVES AS PER THE SUPERIOR COUNCIL OF EDUCATION - September 1973

In the spring of 1973, the Minister of Education announced that he was asking the Superior Council of

Education to conduct an inquiry into the CEGEP system with a view to establishing long range objectivea

The Council created a Commission, frequently referred to as the Nadeau Commission, after it

chairman Jean-Guy Nadeau, to study "L'Etate et les Besoins de l'Enseignement Collegial".

That Commission, the following September, communicating with interested parties to invite their

participation in the study, presented a series of objectives it felt were commonly held within the

CEGEP system.

They are as follows.

1. MAKE COLLEGIAL EDUCATION MORE DEMOCRATIC, I.E.,

1.1 Hake collegial education accessible to the largest possible number of
regular students and adults, whilst making allowance for the diversity
of castes and talents.

1.2 Increase enrolment at the collegial level.

1.3.1 Regroup in a same social environment students in pre-university and in
technological programs, so as to bring together future "technicians"
and future "professionals".

1.3.2 Make the college a plural society, withoit distinction of race, creed,
sex, age or culture.

1.4 Encourage participation by making the Collegsi

1.4.1 a partner of the State;
1.4.2 an instututon that serves the community;
1.4.3 an institution where all those involved (administrators,

students, parents, teachers) participate in the administration
of the College, in establishing its policies and in all aspects
of college life.

2. FLAN THE DEVELOPMENT OF POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION, I.E.,

2.1 Create a new educational phase that ensures a smooth trarsition from the
secondary to the university level -- a level that prepatvi both for
university and the labour market.

2.2 Create an educational level that is polyvalent

2.2.1 !wits pre-university and career training
2.2.2 in the variety of fields of concentration mid of specialisation
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1.1

it offers
2.2.3 in the flexibility of its structures
2.2.4 in its objective to facilitate both general education and a

degree of specialisation.

Ensure better utilisation of available human and material resources by
regrouping the Colleges and by planning and co-ordinating the development
of collegial education.

3. IMPROVE TdE LEARNING PROCESS, I.E.,

3.1 Hake sure that education at the collegial level is provided with the physical
and financial resources it needs for rapid development (buildings, equipment,
labs) ;

3.2 Provide better services within the Colleges' orientation, health, job placement,
library, audio-visual, research, individual academic advising;

3.3 Recruit qualified personnel, develop a congenial atmosphere for them,And
encourage student-teacher relations;

3 4 Co-ordinate pre-university programmes and ensure their relevance whilst improving
the general level of education;

3.3 Ensure that the career programmes answer the needs of the labour market and
that the courses they offer, both those of general educational value and of
specialisation, adequately prepare for the career in view;

3.6 Update teaching methods; encourage the use of more efficient learning devices;

3.7 Offer better guidance to students; help them choose a programme that takes into
account both their own motivations, tastes and talents and the needs of the
society of tomorrow. Programmes should be so adaptable to the varied needs of
17 - 19 year-olds, that they reduce the rate of drop-out and failure and
better prepare for life.
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